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Information on the Australian Curriculum

n	 All states have implemented the Australian 
Curriculum for English, Mathematics, Science 
and History for Kindergarten/Foundation to 
Year 10.

Go to www.australiancurriculum.edu.au and 
click on ‘F–10 Curriculum’ for more detailed 
information. 

Specific subject areas 

Primary English
n	 There are three interrelated strands: Language, 

Literature and Literacy.
n	 It has been described as a ‘back to basics’ 

approach.
n	 There is a renewed focus on teaching phonics 

to young children.
n	 There is an emphasis on teaching grammar 

and punctuation, as well as spelling and 
vocabulary.

n	 There is a strong emphasis on the study of 
literature, including the ‘classics’ and literature 
from different cultures.

n	 There are also requirements that Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander histories and cultures, 
Asia and Australia’s engagement with Asia, and 
sustainability are embedded in all subjects, 
according to the relevance of the subject.

Primary Mathematics
n	 There are three content strands: Number and 

Algebra; Measurement and Geometry; and 
Statistics and Probability (these are the topics 
to be taught).

n	 There are four proficiency strands: Understanding; 
Fluency; Problem Solving; and Reasoning (this is 
how the topics are to be explored).

n	 All the basic skills are still to be taught.
n	 The topics that students commonly have 

difficulty with, such as fractions or decimals, 
are approached more slowly to give students a 
deeper understanding.

n	 There is more of an emphasis on ‘experiencing’, 
particularly in the earlier years (egg-collecting 
information, comparing shapes, creating 
maps, etc.).

Primary Science
n	 There are three integrated strands: Science 

Understandings (divided into Biological 
Sciences; Chemical Sciences; Earth and Space 
Sciences; and Physical Sciences); Science as a 
Human Endeavour; and Science Inquiry Skills.

n	 The F to Year 6 Science course is to be taught 
in a similar way as currently, but the content is 
now specified for each year level. This means 
that each year level has specific content that 
must be taught, enabling students to change 
schools more easily without missing too 
much work.

Primary History
n	 History is to be taught as a compulsory subject.
n	 The aim of the Australian Curriculum is to place 

Australian history within a world and Asian context.

From the publisher

Dear Parent/Teacher 

Welcome to the 2021 Edition of the Excel Quick Guide! We hope that you will find it 

useful when planning for the needs of your child’s education.

We have been publishing quality educational resources for parents, teachers and students 

for over 30 years and are the leading publisher of home study resources in Australia.

Our authors are highly qualified—all experienced teachers or lecturers at university, such 

as James Athanasou, AS Kalra and Kristine Brown. They are all specialists in their fields 

and people who strongly believe in the importance of education.

The books in our home study range come highly recommended by teachers and are used 

in many schools. We believe that a complete education for your child is achieved through 

work at school as well as at home. Research confirms the belief that students who do 

more homework are more likely to succeed at school.

We always welcome your feedback as we are dedicated to improving our books to best suit 

your needs.  

 

My email address is vivienne@pascalpress.com.au and our address is  

Pascal Press, PO Box 250, Glebe, NSW 2037.

Yours faithfully 

Vivienne Joannou

Publisher
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The new Excel Quick Guide makes it easy to find the books you need to help your child.
The wide range of Excel titles has been organised into groups by year, subject and series. 
Follow the steps below to find the books you need.

Step 1

• Find the pages you want 
The Contents page makes it easy for 
you to find the books you want, as 
they are arranged according to year 
level and subject. See below if you 
would like to find books to help a 
Year 7 student in Mathematics.

Step 2

• Find the range of books available 
Books are grouped together 
according to series, with useful 
information provided. These are the 
books that can help a Year 7 student 
in Mathematics.

The number under every book is called 
an ISBN. Every book has its own unique 
number that bookshops use to find 
books easily. 

Junior Secondary Mathematics
n	 There are three content strands: Number and 

Algebra; Measurement and Geometry; and 
Statistics and Probability (these are the topics 
to be taught).

n	 There are four proficiency strands: 
Understanding; Fluency; Problem Solving; and 
Reasoning (this is how the topics are to be 
explored).

n	 Much of the content is to stay the same, but 
there is some rearrangement of the years in 
which that content is studied.

n	 There is an increased use of digital 
technologies, not only calculators but also 
using spreadsheets and graphical software 
for illustration. However, students are still 
expected to work mentally and with pen 
and paper.

n	 Students are expected not only to have a 
good understanding of concepts and to 
develop good skills, but also to be able to 
solve problems, and to analyse and interpret 
information.

Junior Secondary Science
n	 There are three integrated strands (as in 

Primary): Science Understandings (divided 
into Biological Sciences; Chemical Sciences; 
Earth and Space Sciences; and Physical 
Sciences); Science as a Human Endeavour; and 
Science Inquiry Skills.

n	 There is a major emphasis on the theme that 
humans are constantly seeking to improve 
their understanding and explanations of the 
natural world.

n	 Other major themes include the following:

• how Science influences society by posing 
and responding to social questions, and in 
turn how scientific research is influenced by 
the needs of society

• the influence of different cultures on the 
development of Science

• how Science affects the way that people live 
and work

• how Science skills are developed through 
observing, questioning, planning, 
experimenting, processing data and making 
conclusions.

Junior Secondary History
n	 History is to be taught as a compulsory subject.
n	 The aim of the Australian Curriculum is to place 

Australian history within a world and Asian 
context.

n	 Years 7 and 8 will focus on ancient civilisations 
and the medieval period up to the early 
18th century.

n	 Years 9 and 10 will have a focus on Australian 
and world history.

Junior Secondary English
n	 There are three interrelated strands (as in 

Primary): Language, Literature and Literacy.
n	 There is an emphasis on teaching grammar 

and punctuation, as well as spelling and 
vocabulary.

n	 There is a strong emphasis on the study of 
literature, including the ‘classics’ and literature 
from different cultures.

n	 There are also requirements that Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander histories and cultures, 
Asia and Australia’s engagement with Asia, and 
sustainability are embedded in all subjects, 
according to the relevance of the subject.

n	 There is more emphasis on the use of 
digital technologies, e.g. computers will be 
introduced earlier.
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n Assignments have to be completed on time.
n Tests and exams become a way of life and 

students should learn how to prepare for them 
properly.

n Remember that how well students do in 
class determines what classes they will be in. 
If their work improves, they may be able to 
change classes.

n Students must learn to work consistently, 
which means settling into a routine of study at 
home. Most students like to have a small break 
after school and then do some homework. 
Make sure they have a quiet spot without 
television blaring in the background. They 
can then have dinner and study afterwards. 
Research shows that the more homework 
students do, the more likely they are to 
succeed at school.

Studying for tests
n Students should find out from their teachers 

exactly what is in each test and write it in 
their diaries.

n The relevant textbook for the subject of the 
test should be easily accessible at home.

n Students’ notes should be complete and 
up to date.

n All assignments completed for the subject 
should be kept with the student at home to 
use for revision. 

n When studying for a test, students should read 
through their notes, redo questions which they 
have answers to, and then check that they can 
do them correctly for the test. They should also 
read their textbooks and refer to them while 
studying, and try to complete extra questions 
if they can.

Studying for Maths tests
For each section of work, students should first 
read through their notes explaining the relevant 
concepts, then practise actual questions and 
always check the answers. The more problems 

students practise, the better they will perform. 
Redoing questions for which they already have 
worked solutions will help, but they should 
choose a range of problems—not just the 
easy ones. 

Studying for Science tests
To study for Science, students should follow the 
same procedure as for Maths. It is more difficult 
to complete large numbers of problems, but 
students should read all their notes thoroughly 
and make sure they understand the key concepts. 
Then they should redo the questions they already 
have answers to and mark them.

Studying for English tests
Encourage students to read more—not only 
novels and poetry, but newspapers, magazines 
and other publications on topics which interest 
them. This will improve their vocabulary and 
comprehension skills. 

Planning and organisational skills are important 
in English as a lot of work is assignment based 
and has to be handed in on time.

It is also important for students to keep good 
class notes and to review these and their 
assignments before tests.

Studying for half-yearly and yearly 
exams
These exams are always a few weeks after the 
holidays. They test half a year’s work so students 
have to plan their study well in advance! The key 
to success is for students to have a solid study 
plan which is followed as closely as possible. 
They can do this by drawing up a study timetable 
outlining what subjects will be studied on which 
weeknights and on weekends. Study techniques 
for specific subjects are described above. 
Students should keep a copy of all their test 
paper questions and marked test papers. This is 
useful for students to redo their tests and mark 
their answers.

Tips to help your child succeed in Primary & Junior High School 
(Ages 5–15; Years K/F–10)

What makes the Excel range of 
books unique?
We have developed a system to guarantee 
your child better results—something no other 
publisher can offer.

What do we mean by a ‘system’?
We provide marking grids in every one of our 
Excel Basic Skills English and Mathematics core 
books. These grids help you identify the areas of 
work in which your child needs extra help. You 
can then purchase books in the Excel range 
to help with specific problem areas. This offers a 
much more systematic approach to homework 
than any other series, and we have a large 
range of up-to-date books covering all the key 
learning areas.

By using the marking grids, you can immediately 
see where your child needs help—with no 
guesswork at all.

How does the system work? 
Step 1: Your child completes a unit of work in the 
Excel Basic Skills English and Mathematics core 
book for the appropriate year level. 

Step 2: Mark the unit of work, using the pull-out 
answer section in the centre of the book. On 
the marking grid, found at the beginning of 
the book, mark with a cross the questions your 
child answered incorrectly in the unit. (There are 
two separate marking grids in each book—one 
for English and one for Mathematics.)

Step 3: If your child consistently answers more 
than 1 in 5 questions in any area incorrect, he or 
she may need extra help, and you may want to 
consider purchasing an Excel Basic Skills book 
which offers specific help in the specific area of 
difficulty. On the page opposite your marking 
grid, there will be a Sample Marking Grid. Use this 
grid to find out exactly which Excel books you 
can purchase to help your child.

Let’s look at an example. Your child has 
completed the first two English units in English 
and Mathematics Year 3 and you have filled 
in the English Marking Grid. By looking at the 
Sample Marking Grid on the opposite page, you 
can see which related books are available in the 
Excel range. 

Question 1 2 3 4 5

Unit 1 77 77

Unit 2 77 77

Excel Comprehension and Written 
Expression Year 3

Questions 1–5 in Units 1 and 2 are comprehension 
questions. As your child answered two questions 
incorrectly in both units, the Sample English 
Marking Grid recommends Excel Basic Skills 
Comprehension and Written Expression Year 3 for 
extra practice and tuition in comprehension. 

Year 7: the first year of high school
Year 7 represents a big change for students. 
There is a wide range of subjects with a different 
teacher for each subject. Students have to be well 
organised, both at school and with their 
homework. There will also be more homework 
and more competition. Students are placed into 
classes according to their performance in the 
school entrance test and their report from 
primary school. If students don’t have a good 
foundation in a particular subject, they may need 
extra help to build up the necessary skills and 
knowledge needed.

Tips for Year 7–10 students
n Students’ notes have to be kept up to date and 

complete if they are to be good study aids for 
tests and exams. If a day of school is missed, 
students should ask a reliable friend for the 
day’s notes.
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Important information

NATIONAL

NAPLAN Online
ACARA (the Australian Curriculum, Assessment and 

Reporting Authority), the authority responsible for 

NAPLAN, is working towards moving NAPLAN online. 

The aim is for students to complete NAPLAN Tests 

using a computer or other electronic device, such as 

a tablet.

For more detailed information see www.nap.edu.au/
online-assessment/naplan-online.

Some schools may choose to transition to NAPLAN 

Online in 2021; however, the timeline for full 

implementation of NAPLAN Online for all schools is 

2022.

Excel paper-based resources
All books in the Excel range will help you be fully 

prepared for both the paper-based NAPLAN Tests and 

the NAPLAN Online tests.

Excel online resources
Excel has online NAPLAN tests available at  

www.exceltestzone.com.au, which students can 

subscribe to.

NSW

NAPLAN Tests Years 3, 5, 7 and 9
What? Australia-wide literacy and numeracy testing 

in line with the national benchmarks set by the 

Federal Government. Four tests in Reading, Language 

Conventions (spelling, vocabulary, grammar and 

punctuation), Writing and Numeracy (Mathematics).

When? Tests held in May each year.

Purpose? To measure literacy and numeracy standards 

in schools against the national benchmarks. They also 

provide parents and schools with information on each 

child’s skills in literacy and numeracy.

Contact: Australian Curriculum, Assessment and 

Reporting Authority (ACARA) at www.naplan.edu.au

Opportunity Class Placement Test  Year 4
What? Two test papers (30 minutes each) containing 

a mixture of English Language, Mathematics and 

General Ability questions.

When? Tests held in July each year. These tests will 

change to online tests from 2021.

Purpose? To gain entry to an opportunity class in 

a public school for Years 5 and 6. OC placement 

provides intellectual stimulation and an educationally 

enriched environment for academically gifted and 

talented children.

Contact: Enquiries may be directed to the principal of 

the government primary school your child is currently 

attending or the Selective Schools Unit at the NSW 

Department of Education and Training on (02) 9707 

6262 or email ssu@det.nsw.edu.au. See the website 

at www.schools.nsw.edu.au/learning/k-6assessments/
ocplacement.php

Selective High School Placement Test Year 6
What? Four tests in English Language, Written 

Expression, Mathematics and General Ability.

When? Tests held in March each year. These tests will 

change to online tests from 2022.

Purpose? For students to gain entrance to a selective 

or agricultural high school in Year 7. These schools 

cater for high-achieving, academically talented 

students by providing an educationally enriched 

environment. Agricultural high schools emphasise the 

study of agriculture with some residential facilities for 

isolated students.

Contact: High Performing Students Unit, Locked Bag 

53, Darlinghurst, NSW 1300 or email ssu@det.nsw.

edu.au. See the website at www.schools.nsw.edu.au/
learning/k-6assessments/selectiveschools.php

Independent Schools Scholarship Testing Various
See information under Independent Schools 

Scholarship Testing in Victoria.

Tips to help your child succeed in Senior High School  
(Ages 16–18; Years 11–12)

ACT
ACT Board of Senior Secondary Studies (ACTBSSS)
www.bsss.act.edu.au  

New South Wales
NSW Education Standards Authority (NESA)
www.educationstandards.nsw.edu.au

Northern Territory
The Northern Territory Board of Studies (NTBOS)
www.education.nt.gov.au

Queensland
Queensland Curriculum and Assessment 
Authority (QCAA)
www.qcaa.qld.edu.au

South Australia
South Australian Certificate of Education (SACE)
www.sace.sa.edu.au

Tasmania
Office of Tasmanian Assessment, Standards and 
Certification
www.tasc.tas.gov.au

Victoria
Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Authority 
(VCAA)
www.vcaa.vic.edu.au

Years 11 and 12 can be very stressful for both students and their parents. With Statewide examinations 
looming at the end of Year 12, these two years can be vital in giving your child the best range of choices 
when it comes to further study or employment. 

Excel study guides can help your child follow his or her chosen post-school path. We are the most 
experienced study guide publishers in Australia—with over twenty years experience. By tailoring their 
approach to each individual subject, our classroom-experienced authors are able to provide all the 
essential information in a concise, user-friendly form. For example, our Science Study Guides contain 
hundreds of illuminating diagrams while the Mathematics titles have plenty of fully worked questions 
and solutions. 

The Excel range of study guides for Years 11 and 12 can help take the stress out of exams and ensure 
your child does their best in these final, crucial years of high school.

Each state in Australia sets its own external examinations based on that state’s syllabus. For information 
about external examinations applicable to your state or territory, refer to the relevant website as listed 
below.
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When? Tests usually held in February each year.

Purpose? The tests are for students wishing to gain 
entrance into an independent school. If the school 
takes part in the Cooperative Scholarship Testing 
Program run by the Australian Council of Educational 
Research (ACER), students may sit for exams in Year 
4 (Primary level), Year 6 (Secondary level 1), Year 8 
(Secondary level 2) or Year 10 (Secondary level 3). 

Contact: Start with the relevant independent school, 
or contact the Association of Independent Schools of 
Western Australia on (08) 9441 1600. If the school uses 
an ACER test, see www.acer.edu.au or phone (03) 9277 
5555 for more information.

QUEENSLAND

NAPLAN Tests Years 3, 5, 7 and 9
What? Australia-wide literacy and numeracy testing 
in line with the national benchmarks set by the 
Federal Government. Four tests in Reading, Language 
Conventions (spelling, vocabulary, grammar and 
punctuation), Writing and Numeracy (Mathematics).

When? Tests held in May each year.

Purpose? To measure literacy and numeracy standards 
in schools against the national benchmarks. They also 
provide parents and schools with information on each 
child’s skills in literacy and numeracy.

Contact: Australian Curriculum, Assessment and 
Reporting Authority (ACARA) at www.naplan.edu.au

Independent Schools Scholarship Testing 
Various
What? Academic tests in areas such as Written 
Expression, Comprehension and Interpretation, 
Mathematics and Science. The format of the tests 
depends on whether the school uses the Australia-
wide ACER tests or its own custom examinations.

When? Tests usually held in February each year.

Purpose? The tests are for students wishing to gain 
entrance into an independent school. If the school 
takes part in the Cooperative Scholarship Testing 
Program run by the Australian Council of Educational 
Research (ACER), students may sit for exams in Year 
4 (Primary level), Year 6 (Secondary level 1), Year 8 
(Secondary level 2) or Year 10 (Secondary level 3).

Contact: Start with the relevant independent school, 
or contact the Association of Independent Schools of 
Queensland on (07) 3228 1515 or at office@aisq.qld.

edu.au. If the school uses an ACER test, see www.acer.
edu.au or phone (03) 9277 5555 for more information.

ACT

NAPLAN Tests Years 3, 5, 7 and 9
What? Australia-wide literacy and numeracy testing 
in line with the national benchmarks set by the 
Federal Government. Four tests in Reading, Language 
Conventions (spelling, vocabulary, grammar and 
punctuation), Writing and Numeracy (Mathematics).

When? Tests held in May each year.

Purpose? To measure literacy and numeracy standards 
in schools against the national benchmarks. They also 
provide parents and schools with information on each 
child’s skills in literacy and numeracy.

Contact: Australian Curriculum, Assessment and 
Reporting Authority (ACARA) at www.naplan.edu.au

Independent Schools Scholarship Testing 
Various
See information under Independent Schools 
Scholarship Testing in Victoria.

TASMANIA

NAPLAN Tests Years 3, 5, 7 and 9
What? Australia-wide literacy and numeracy testing 
in line with the national benchmarks set by the 
Federal Government. Four tests in Reading, Language 
Conventions (spelling, vocabulary, grammar and 
punctuation), Writing and Numeracy (Mathematics).

When? Tests held in May each year.

Purpose? To measure literacy and numeracy standards 
in schools against the national benchmarks. They also 
provide parents and schools with information on each 
child’s skills in literacy and numeracy.

Contact: Australian Curriculum, Assessment and 
Reporting Authority (ACARA) at www.naplan.edu.au

Independent Schools Scholarships Testing
Various
What? Academic tests in areas such as Written 
Expression, Comprehension and Interpretation, 
Mathematics and Science. The format of the tests 
depends on whether the school uses the Australia-
wide ACER tests or its own custom examinations.

When? Tests usually held in February each year.

VICTORIA

NAPLAN Tests Years 3, 5, 7 and 9
What? Australia-wide literacy and numeracy testing 
in line with the national benchmarks set by the 
Federal Government. Four tests in Reading, Language 
Conventions (spelling, vocabulary, grammar and 
punctuation), Writing and Numeracy (Mathematics).

When? Tests held in May each year.

Purpose? To measure literacy and numeracy standards 
in schools against the national benchmarks. They also 
provide parents and schools with information on each 
child’s skills in literacy and numeracy.

Contact: Australian Curriculum, Assessment and 
Reporting Authority (ACARA) at www.naplan.edu.au

Independent Schools Scholarship Testing 
Various
What? Academic tests in areas such as Written 
Expression, Comprehension and Interpretation, 
Mathematics and Science. The format of the tests 
depends on whether the school uses the Australia-
wide ACER tests or its own custom examinations.

When? Tests usually held in February each year.

Purpose? The tests are for students wishing to gain 
entrance into an independent school. If the school 
takes part in the Cooperative Scholarship Testing 
Program run by the Australian Council of Educational 
Research (ACER), students may sit for exams in Year 
4 (Primary level), Year 6 (Secondary level 1), Year 8 
(Secondary level 2) or Year 10 (Secondary level 3).

Contact: The participating school should be your 
first port of call. If the school uses an ACER test, see 
www.acer.edu.au or phone (03) 9277 5555 for more 
information.

SOUTH AUSTRALIA

NAPLAN Tests Years 3, 5, 7 and 9
What? Australia-wide literacy and numeracy testing 
in line with the national benchmarks set by the 
Federal Government. Four tests in Reading, Language 
Conventions (spelling, vocabulary, grammar and 
punctuation), Writing and Numeracy (Mathematics).

When? Tests held in May each year.

Purpose? To measure literacy and numeracy standards 
in schools against the national benchmarks. They also 
provide parents and schools with information on each 
child’s skills in literacy and numeracy.

Contact: Australian Curriculum, Assessment and 
Reporting Authority (ACARA) at www.naplan.edu.au

Independent Schools Scholarship Testing 
Various
What? Academic tests in areas such as Written 
Expression, Comprehension and Interpretation, 
Mathematics and Science. The format of the tests 
depends on whether the school uses the Australia-
wide ACER tests or its own custom examinations.

When? Tests usually held in February each year.

Purpose? The tests are for students wishing to gain 
entrance into an independent school. If the school 
takes part in the Cooperative Scholarship Testing 
Program run by the Australian Council of Educational 
Research (ACER), students may sit for exams in Year 
4 (Primary level), Year 6 (Secondary level 1), Year 8 
(Secondary level 2) or Year 10 (Secondary level 3). 

Contact: Start with the relevant independent school, 
or contact the Association of Independent Schools 
of South Australia at office@ais.sa.edu.au or phone 
(08) 8179 1400. If the school uses an ACER test, see 
www.acer. edu.au or phone (03) 9277 5555 for more 
information.

WESTERN AUSTRALIA

NAPLAN Tests Years 3, 5, 7 and 9
What? Australia-wide literacy and numeracy testing 
in line with the national benchmarks set by the 
Federal Government. Four tests in Reading, Language 
Conventions (spelling, vocabulary, grammar and 
punctuation), Writing and Numeracy (Mathematics).

When? Tests held in May each year.

Purpose? To measure literacy and numeracy standards 
in schools against the national benchmarks. They also 
provide parents and schools with information on each 
child’s skills in literacy and numeracy.

Contact: Ministerial Council on Education, Training and 
Youth Affairs at www.naplan.edu.au

Independent Schools Scholarship Testing 
Various
What? Academic tests in areas such as Written 
Expression, Comprehension and Interpretation, 
Mathematics and Science. The format of the tests 
depends on whether the school uses the Australia-
wide ACER tests or its own custom examinations.
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Excel Early Skills

Excel Early Skills

• This series helps you teach young children to read and write.

9781877085789 9781877085796 9781877085802

9781877085819 9781877085826 9781877085833

9781877085918 9781877085925 9781877085932

• This series helps you teach young children to count and use numbers.

Purpose? The tests are for students wishing to gain 
entrance into an independent school. If the school 
takes part in the Cooperative Scholarship Testing 
Program run by the Australian Council of Educational 
Research (ACER), students may sit for exams in Year 
4 (Primary level), Year 6 (Secondary level 1), Year 8 
(Secondary level 2) or Year 10 (Secondary level 3).

Contact: Start with the individual school. Most 
of the larger independent schools have links 
from the Association of Independent Schools of 
Tasmania website at www.aist.tas.edu.au Numeracy 
(Mathematics).

NORTHERN TERRITORY

NAPLAN Tests Years 3, 5, 7 and 9
What? Australia-wide literacy and numeracy testing 
in line with the national benchmarks set by the 
Federal Government. Four tests in Reading, Language 
Conventions (spelling, vocabulary, grammar and 
punctuation), Writing and Numeracy (Mathematics).

When? Tests held in May each year.

Purpose? To measure literacy and numeracy standards 
in schools against the national benchmarks. They also 
provide parents and schools with information on each 
child’s skills in literacy and numeracy.

Contact: Australian Curriculum, Assessment and 
Reporting Authority (ACARA) at www.naplan.edu.au

Independent Schools Scholarship Testing 
Various
What? Academic tests in areas such as Written 
Expression, Comprehension and Interpretation, 
Mathematics and Science. The format of the tests 
depends on whether the school uses the Australia-
wide ACER tests or its own custom examinations.

When? Tests usually held in February each year.

Purpose? The tests are for students wishing to gain 
entrance into an independent school. If the school 
takes part in the Cooperative Scholarship Testing 
Program run by the Australian Council of Educational 
Research (ACER), students may sit for exams in Year 
4 (Primary level), Year 6 (Secondary level 1), Year 8 
(Secondary level 2) or Year 10 (Secondary level 3).

Contact: Speak to the independent school you are 
interested in.

NEW ZEALAND

School Entry Assessment Tests  
First Year of Schooling
What? Numeracy and literacy tests which children 
sit as soon as they start school. These tests are not 
compulsory and therefore not carried out by all schools.

When? Tests are held in the first two months 
of schooling.

Purpose? These tests are designed to assess children’s 
skills in literacy, numeracy and oral language, and can 
be used to diagnose strengths and weaknesses in 
children.

Six Year Net Age 6
What? Non-compulsory reading and writing tests given 
when a child turns six (usually at the end of their first 
year at school).

National Education Monitoring Project Years 4 
and 8
What? Assessment tasks undertaken by a random 
selection of Year 4 and Year 8 students (3000 students 
in 260 schools each year). A different learning area is 
assessed each year, and the same learning areas are 
assessed every four years. Each student participates in 
about four hours of assessment activities spread over 
one week. 

When? Assessments take place in the second half of 
the school year, between August and November.

Purpose? The project aims to identify trends in 
educational performance and provide information to 
assist curriculum development and educational policies. 

Contact: Phone 0800 808561 or see the website at 
nemp.otago.ac.nz

Progressive Achievement Tests Years 3–10
What? Non-compulsory, annual tests in Listening 
Comprehension, Reading Comprehension and 
Mathematics from Years 3–10. 

When? Tests held in February–March each year.

National Certificate of Educational Achievement 
Year 11
What? Nationwide tests in all subjects. 

When? Tests held in November–December each year.

Contact: For more information, contact the 
New Zealand Qualifications Authority on 0800 623243 
or see the website at www.nzqa.govt.nz/ncea
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Excel Advanced Skills
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• These books provide in-depth practice of core skills.
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• These books closely match the spelling, vocabulary, 
grammar, punctuation, reading, comprehension and 
writing your child is studying at school. 

9781741255683

Excel Basic Skills Core

• These books provide in-depth practice of core skills.

Excel Basic Skills

• There is a book in this series to cater for your child’s 
every English need.

9781741251654 9781864413403

9781741251623 9781864413410

READING

NAPLAN*-Style Reading Test
1

Wonka the wonder dog

“That dog is useless,” Hilary said. 

“Yes, Billy. Couldn’t you have chosen something bigger than a Chihuahua?” asked Tim.

“There’s nothing wrong with Wonka,” Billy replied huffily. 

A few weeks later Billy and his friends were playing in an old shed at the bottom of the paddock 

near Tim's house. When they were ready to leave, they found the doors had stuck. They wouldn’t 

budge and the window was way too small for them to squeeze through. Except for Wonka. 

She fitted easily enough.

“Go, Wonka. Fetch Dad,” Billy cried.

Wonka took off fast. She had to burrow under 

the broken fence paling and then bark at the 

door until Billy’s dad came out.

After the imprisoned children were rescued, 

Billy’s friends sang a different tune!

“Well done, Wonka,” said Hilary.

“What a brilliant dog,” added Tim.

Billy thought of saying “I told you so” but instead he just patted Wonka lovingly.

11  The wonder dog is named

A Billy. 

B Hilary. 

C Tim. 

D Wonka.

22  Where did Billy and his friends play a few 

weeks later?A in a paddock 
B in an old shed 

C at Hilary’s house 

D beside the broken fence

33  Why does Billy reply ‘huffily’? (line 4)

A He has a cold.
B He and his dog have been insulted.

C His friends made him laugh.

D He can’t get his breath.

44  How does Billy feel about his dog? 

Choose all that apply.

A embarrassed by her 

B bonded to her 
C disappointed in her 

D proud of her

55  What does ‘sang a different tune’ mean?

A changed their opinion 

B sang out of tune 

C changed the song they were singing 

D sang in chorus
66  Why doesn’t Billy say “I told you so”?  

(line 17) A He’s too tired to say anything.

B He heard his father say it.

C He doesn’t want to rub it in.

D He knows it won’t prove he was right.

77  What does the picture add to the text? 
Excel ADVANCED SKILLS ADVANCED ENGLISH YEAR 3
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1

2

3

4

5 
6 

7 
8

9

10 
11 

12

13 
14

15

16

17

1

Each sentence has one word that is incorrect. 

Write the correct spelling of the word in the box.

11  I heard a dog houling loudly last night. 

22  Willy pressed hard agenst the fence to 

get through. 

33  It hapened after they were rescued. 

44  I don’t think they were lissening to what 

I said. 

Read the text The choice. The text has some 

gaps. Choose the correct word to fill each gap.

 
 The choice

I looked at Great Danes, Chihuahuas        (5)        

Fox Terriers at the dog shelter. It        (6)         

easy to choose        (7)         Wonka stared at me 

with her big        (8)         eyes.

 
55  A but 

B and 

C with 
D for

66  A was 
B will be 

C weren’t 
D were

77  A although  
B because 

C before 
D during

88  A browner  
B brownest 

C brown 
D BROWN

99  Which word is a noun in this sentence? 

He thought my idea was fantastic.

A He  

B thought 

C idea 

D fantastic

1010  Which word completes the sentence 

correctly? 

                 
     you choose your dog, you are 

allowed to take it home.

A whether 

B until 

C while 

D after 

1111  Choose the correct word to fill the gap.

Billy’s friends thought he’d chosen badly. 

                 
     were quite rude about his dog.

A We 

B They 

C He 

D You

1212  Which words tell where?

They said Wonka had lived at the dog 

shelter for ages.

A They said 

B had lived 

C at the dog shelter 

D for ages

1313  Which sentence has the apostrophe in the 

correct place?

A Its’ raining today.

B Do you think I’ve got that right?

C The clock has it’s hands pointing to 

midday.

D Have’nt you got any pets at all?

1414  Which sentence is punctuated incorrectly? 

A My dog is the best dog ever! 

B My dog is the best dog ever.

C My dog is the best dog ever?

D My dog is the bes’t dog ever! 

NAPLAN*-Style Conventions of Language Test
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writing

TEXTS IN CONTEXT 

UNIT 
UNIT 2C

11  
What is t

he purpose of this te
xt?

A to explain what crocodiles look like

B to warn people to keep well away from 

crocodiles

C to provide information about saltwater 

crocodiles 

22  
Where would you be likely to find this te

xt?

A in a school magazine

B in a book about reptiles

C in a newspaper article about a crocodile 

attack

33  
Which of the following statements could be 

added to paragraph two?

A Their sto
machs are small so

 they 

sometimes wedge their prey in branches.

B Saltwater crocodiles also live in New 

Guinea and South-East A
sia.

C The babies make a tweeting noise when 

they are ready to hatch.

44  
The word ‘salties’ is 

different fro
m the other 

words in the text because

A it is 
a typical Australian abbreviation.

B it is 
a scientific term.

C it names something imaginary.

55  
The author’s attitu

de to the subject of 

crocodiles is  

A fearful and worried. 

B matter of fact. 

C full of admiration.

66  
The Queensland government has a ‘crocwise’ 

campaign to educate people about crocodiles. 

Why do you think a campaign is n
eeded?

77  Research the freshwater crocodile.  

List th
ree differences between 

freshwater and saltwater crocodiles.  

Get creative

Salties

Saltwater crocodiles, or ‘salties’ as Australians 

call them, live in the tropical areas of northern 

Australia. Their name suggests they live in 

saltwater yet they also inhabit rivers, creeks and 

wetlands. They can also move about on land. 

Saltwater crocodiles are the world’s largest 

living reptiles. They have webbed feet and a long, muscular tail with flattened sides. Their 

eyes and nostrils are on the top of their broad snouts. They have powerful jaws containing 

66 large teeth that can regrow when broken. This happens about 800 times in a life
time. 

They eat small reptiles, turtles and fish but also large animals such as wild pigs, cattle, 

buffalo—and even humans!

The female lays about fifty eggs in a nest built from mud and vegetation. When the eggs 

hatch, she carries the babies to the water in her mouth. Only about one per cent of these 

survive to become adults. 
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 Answers and explanations on pages XX–XX

UNIT UNIT 

SPELLING     

Write the correct spelling of the misspelt words.

11  Freshwater crockodials  

don’t swim in the sea.  

22  They live in troppical areas.

33  Its nostrills are on top of its snout. 

44  How many babies will sirvive?

55  Write three words from the word family 

that includes built.

VOCABULARY     

Circle the answers that have the nearest 

meaning to the underlined words.

66  Salties can regrow broken teeth. 

A sore 
B mangled 

C damaged 
D crushed

77  Nests are made from mud and vegetation. 

A plants 
B vegetables 

C flowers 
D fronds

88  Add a word from the text to the sentence.

Saltwater crocodiles                 
      freshwater 

as well as saltwater.

99  Write a word from the text to match the 

meaning.

land that has wet, spongy soil such as a 

marsh, swamp or bog                  
                  

      

Circle the word that does not belong. 

1010  A live 
B dwell 

C survive 
D inhabit 

1111  A happens 
B stops 

C occurs 
D takes place

GRAMMAR     

1212  Complete the sentence with a concrete 

noun from the text. 

The                 
      hatch after about three 

months.

1313  Choose the correct answer to complete 

the sentence. 

Female salties                 
      their eggs in 

a well-hidden nest.

A lay 
B lays 

C is laying 
D has laid

1414  Write words from the text that tell where. 

Their name suggests they live                 
     .

1515  Which pronoun refers to the underlined 

noun group? Write it in the sentence below.

he she it you they I we

The female crocodile makes a nest 

before                 
      lays her eggs.

PUNCTUATION     

Rewrite the sentences correctly.

1616  they visit rivers streams and wetlands

1717  they eat wild pigs cattle buffaloes and humans 

1818  when the eggs are ready to hatch the babies 

chirp
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2B

UNIT 
UNIT 2A

11  Salties is another name for

A freshwater crocodiles. 

B saltwater crocodiles. 
C baby crocodiles.

22  Saltwater crocodiles have

A muscular tails. 

B short tails. 

C flat tails.

33  The shape of the crocodile’s tail helps it to

A cover its young while they hatch.

B run quickly on land.

C propel itself through the water. 

44  Choose two answers. Having nostrils on top of its snout allows a crocodile to

A keep most of its body hidden under the water.

B see what is coming towards it.

C breathe air.
55  Why do saltwater crocodiles need large teeth that regrow?

A to attack and eat small reptiles 

B to attack and eat large animals 

C to make their jaws powerful

66  What is the most likely reason so few crocodiles reach adulthood?

  

SaltiesSaltwater crocodiles, or ‘salties’ as Australians 

call them, live in the tropical areas of northern 

Australia. Their name suggests they live in 

saltwater yet they also inhabit rivers, creeks and 

wetlands. They can also move about on land. 

Saltwater crocodiles are the world’s largest 

living reptiles. They have webbed feet and a long, muscular tail with flattened sides. Their 

eyes and nostrils are on the top of their broad snouts. They have powerful jaws containing 

66 large teeth that can regrow when broken. This happens about 800 times in a lifetime. 

They eat small reptiles, turtles and fish but also large animals such as wild pigs, cattle, 

buffalo—and even humans!

The female lays about fifty eggs in a nest built from mud and vegetation. When the eggs 

hatch, she carries the babies to the water in her mouth. Only about one per cent of these 

survive to become adults. 
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ADVANCED MATHEMATICS

UNIT 
UNIT 15A   

NUMBER AND ALGEBRA

11   Write the number that has  

0 tens, 4 ones and 9 hundreds.

22   Which number is s
mallest?

A 1200 
B 112 

C 429 
D 42

33   Which number is c
losest to

 141?

A 131 
B 120 

C 199 
D 152

44   Write the number 209 in words.

55   Write the next three numbers in
 the pattern. 

1, 7, 16, 19, 
 , 

 , 

66   ✚✜
✜✚

✜✜
✚✜

✜✚
✜✜

✚

In the pattern, how many ✜ are needed for 

each ✚ ?

77   12 + 
 = 20

12 + 
 = 30

88   Complete the table. 

+
10

20
30

40

900

99   17+ 24 is th
e same value as 30 + 

 .

1010   62 – 
 = 57

62 – 57 = 

1111   Show your working on the number lin
e.

92 – 16 = 

72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92

1212   Sharna had DOLL
ARS

 DOLL
ARS

 . 

She spent $1.30. How much was left?

1313   Draw four groups of three stars.

1414   The canteen bought three cartons of eggs. 

Each carton holds a dozen eggs. W
hich one 

helps work out how many eggs there are?

A 3 +12 B 3 × 3 
C 3 × 12 D 2 ×12 
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UNIT UNIT 30C

STATISTICS AND PROBABILITY — Collecting recording and interpreting data

The graph shows how many people visited the park over a week.  

Answer the questions below the graph.

1010                    
     

a How many people visited on Thursday?

b Why isn’t Monday listed on the graph? 

c Which day is the busiest at the park?

d Which day is quietest at the park?

e Which day had the least visitors?

1111   The park ranger asked one hundred park visitors to vote for their favourite mammal at the park. 

Forty people chose the koalas. Twenty people chose the Tasmanian devils. Five people chose the 

echidnas. Five people chose the flying foxes. Thirty people chose the wombats.

Draw a graph with labels to show the results of the voting.

1212   Write a simple sentence to describe the data on display. 

0 Tuesday Wednesday Thursday

Park visitors for one week – 18 march to 23 March

Friday Saturday Sunday
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UNIT 
UNIT 30C

Gumleaf Wildlife Park

Show your working out in number sentences 

or drawings.NUMBER AND ALGEBRA

11   The park ranger told visitors that there were 

ten cockatoos hiding in two trees. How many 

cockatoos could there be in each tree? Write 

all the possible answers.
22   In January the park was caring for fifteen 

possums injured in a bush fire. Six have since 

been released back into the wild. How many 

possums are left?
33   Each of the park’s ten kangaroos gets two 

carrots a week. How many carrots does the 

park need every week for the kangaroos?

44   The 9 black flying foxes eat nectar and pollen 

from native trees but as a treat the park 

kitchen staff bought 18 mangoes. How many 

mangoes will each flying fox get?
55   It costs $10 a day to feed the birds in the 

aviary. How much does it cost for a week?

MEASUREMENT AND GEOMETRY

66   The park opens at 10 am and closes at 5 pm. 

How many hours is it open each day?
77   The aviary is a square pyramid. It is 70 m tall 

and 50m long. Draw it. Add labels for the 

measurements.

88   The kangaroo enclosure is the furthest 

enclosure from the park’s entry. Visitors have 

to walk one kilometre in a direct line to see 

the kangaroos. On the way they first pass the 

wombat enclosure then the aviary. Draw and 

label a picture to show these locations. 

STATISTICS AND PROBABILITY

99   The weather report says there’s a good chance 

it will rain on Sunday. Jade’s family does 

not want to visit the park when it’s raining. 

Should they go on Sunday? 
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UNIT 
UNIT 30C

Gumleaf Wildlife Park

Show your working out in number sentences 

or drawings.NUMBER AND ALGEBRA

11   The park ranger told visitors that there were 

ten cockatoos hiding in two trees. How many 

cockatoos could there be in each tree? Write 

all the possible answers.
22   In January the park was caring for fifteen 

possums injured in a bush fire. Six have since 

been released back into the wild. How many 

possums are left?
33   Each of the park’s ten kangaroos gets two 

carrots a week. How many carrots does the 

park need every week for the kangaroos?

44   The 9 black flying foxes eat nectar and pollen 

from native trees but as a treat the park 

kitchen staff bought 18 mangoes. How many 

mangoes will each flying fox get?
55   It costs $10 a day to feed the birds in the 

aviary. How much does it cost for a week?

MEASUREMENT AND GEOMETRY

66   The park opens at 10 am and closes at 5 pm. 

How many hours is it open each day?
77   The aviary is a square pyramid. It is 70 m tall 

and 50m long. Draw it. Add labels for the 

measurements.

88   The kangaroo enclosure is the furthest 

enclosure from the park’s entry. Visitors have 

to walk one kilometre in a direct line to see 

the kangaroos. On the way they first pass the 

wombat enclosure then the aviary. Draw and 

label a picture to show these locations. 

STATISTICS AND PROBABILITY

99   The weather report says there’s a good chance 

it will rain on Sunday. Jade’s family does 

not want to visit the park when it’s raining. 

Should they go on Sunday? 
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UNIT UNIT 30C

STATISTICS AND PROBABILITY — Collecting recording and interpreting data

The graph shows how many people visited the park over a week.  

Answer the questions below the graph.

1010                    
     

a How many people visited on Thursday?

b Why isn’t Monday listed on the graph? 

c Which day is the busiest at the park?

d Which day is quietest at the park?

e Which day had the least visitors?

1111   The park ranger asked one hundred park visitors to vote for their favourite mammal at the park. 

Forty people chose the koalas. Twenty people chose the Tasmanian devils. Five people chose the 

echidnas. Five people chose the flying foxes. Thirty people chose the wombats.

Draw a graph with labels to show the results of the voting.

1212   Write a simple sentence to describe the data on display. 
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ADVANCED MATHEMATICS

UNIT 
UNIT 15A   

NUMBER AND ALGEBRA

11   Write the number that has  

0 tens, 4 ones and 9 hundreds.

22   Which number is s
mallest?

A 1200 
B 112 

C 429 
D 42

33   Which number is c
losest to

 141?

A 131 
B 120 

C 199 
D 152

44   Write the number 209 in words.

55   Write the next three numbers in
 the pattern. 

1, 7, 16, 19, 
 , 

 , 

66   ✚✜
✜✚

✜✜
✚✜

✜✚
✜✜

✚

In the pattern, how many ✜ are needed for 

each ✚ ?

77   12 + 
 = 20

12 + 
 = 30

88   Complete the table. 

+
10

20
30

40

900

99   17+ 24 is th
e same value as 30 + 

 .

1010   62 – 
 = 57

62 – 57 = 

1111   Show your working on the number lin
e.

92 – 16 = 

72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92

1212   Sharna had DOLL
ARS

 DOLL
ARS

 . 

She spent $1.30. How much was left?

1313   Draw four groups of three stars.

1414   The canteen bought three cartons of eggs. 

Each carton holds a dozen eggs. W
hich one 

helps work out how many eggs there are?

A 3 +12 B 3 × 3 
C 3 × 12 D 2 ×12 
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53 UNIT 
UNIT 30C

STATISTICS AND PROBABILITY — Collecting recording and interpreting data

The graph shows how many people visited the park over a week.  

Answer the questions below the graph.

1010          
       

       
 

a How many people visite
d on Thursday?

b Why isn’t M
onday liste

d on the graph? 

c Which day is th
e busiest at the park?

d Which day is q
uietest at the park?

e Which day had the least visito
rs?

1111   The park ranger asked one hundred park visito
rs to

 vote for their fa
vourite mammal at the park. 

Forty people chose the koalas. Twenty people chose the Tasmanian devils. F
ive people chose the 

echidnas. Five people chose the flying foxes. Thirty people chose the wombats.

Draw a graph with labels to
 show the results o

f the voting.

1212   Write a sim
ple sentence to describe the data on display. 
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ADVANCED MATHEMATICS
UNIT UNIT 15A   

NUMBER AND ALGEBRA

11   Write the number that has  

0 tens, 4 ones and 9 hundreds.

22   Which number is smallest?

A 1200 B 112 C 429 D 42

33   Which number is closest to 141?

A 131 B 120 C 199 D 152

44   Write the number 209 in words.

55   Write the next three numbers in the pattern. 

1, 7, 16, 19, 
 , 

 , 

66   ✚✜✜✚✜✜✚✜✜✚✜✜✚

In the pattern, how many ✜ are needed for 

each ✚ ?

77   12 + 
 = 20

12 + 
 = 30

88   Complete the table. 

+ 10 20 30 40

900

99   17+ 24 is the same value as 30 + 
 .

1010   62 – 
 = 57

62 – 57 = 

1111   Show your working on the number line.

92 – 16 = 

72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92

1212   Sharna had DOLLARS
 DOLLARS

 . 

She spent $1.30. How much was left?

1313   Draw four groups of three stars.

1414   The canteen bought three cartons of eggs. 

Each carton holds a dozen eggs. Which one 

helps work out how many eggs there are?

A 3 +12 B 3 × 3 C 3 × 12 D 2 ×12 
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UNIT 
UNIT 30C

Gumleaf Wildlife Park

Show your working out in number sentences 

or drawings.NUMBER AND ALGEBRA

11   The park ranger told visitors that there were 

ten cockatoos hiding in two trees. How many 

cockatoos could there be in each tree? Write 

all the possible answers.
22   In January the park was caring for fifteen 

possums injured in a bush fire. Six have since 

been released back into the wild. How many 

possums are left?
33   Each of the park’s ten kangaroos gets two 

carrots a week. How many carrots does the 

park need every week for the kangaroos?

44   The 9 black flying foxes eat nectar and pollen 

from native trees but as a treat the park 

kitchen staff bought 18 mangoes. How many 

mangoes will each flying fox get?
55   It costs $10 a day to feed the birds in the 

aviary. How much does it cost for a week?

MEASUREMENT AND GEOMETRY

66   The park opens at 10 am and closes at 5 pm. 

How many hours is it open each day?
77   The aviary is a square pyramid. It is 70 m tall 

and 50m long. Draw it. Add labels for the 

measurements.

88   The kangaroo enclosure is the furthest 

enclosure from the park’s entry. Visitors have 

to walk one kilometre in a direct line to see 

the kangaroos. On the way they first pass the 

wombat enclosure then the aviary. Draw and 

label a picture to show these locations. 

STATISTICS AND PROBABILITY

99   The weather report says there’s a good chance 

it will rain on Sunday. Jade’s family does 

not want to visit the park when it’s raining. 

Should they go on Sunday? 
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UNIT 
UNIT 30C

Gumleaf Wildlife Park

Show your working out in number sentences 

or drawings.NUMBER AND ALGEBRA

11   The park ranger told visitors that there were 

ten cockatoos hiding in two trees. How many 

cockatoos could there be in each tree? Write 

all the possible answers.
22   In January the park was caring for fifteen 

possums injured in a bush fire. Six have since 

been released back into the wild. How many 

possums are left?
33   Each of the park’s ten kangaroos gets two 

carrots a week. How many carrots does the 

park need every week for the kangaroos?

44   The 9 black flying foxes eat nectar and pollen 

from native trees but as a treat the park 

kitchen staff bought 18 mangoes. How many 

mangoes will each flying fox get?
55   It costs $10 a day to feed the birds in the 

aviary. How much does it cost for a week?

MEASUREMENT AND GEOMETRY

66   The park opens at 10 am and closes at 5 pm. 

How many hours is it open each day?
77   The aviary is a square pyramid. It is 70 m tall 

and 50m long. Draw it. Add labels for the 

measurements.

88   The kangaroo enclosure is the furthest 

enclosure from the park’s entry. Visitors have 

to walk one kilometre in a direct line to see 

the kangaroos. On the way they first pass the 

wombat enclosure then the aviary. Draw and 

label a picture to show these locations. 

STATISTICS AND PROBABILITY

99   The weather report says there’s a good chance 

it will rain on Sunday. Jade’s family does 

not want to visit the park when it’s raining. 

Should they go on Sunday? 
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ADVANCED MATHEMATICS
UNIT UNIT 15A   

NUMBER AND ALGEBRA

11   Write the number that has  

0 tens, 4 ones and 9 hundreds.

22   Which number is smallest?

A 1200 B 112 C 429 D 42

33   Which number is closest to 141?

A 131 B 120 C 199 D 152

44   Write the number 209 in words.

55   Write the next three numbers in the pattern. 

1, 7, 16, 19, 
 , 

 , 

66   ✚✜✜✚✜✜✚✜✜✚✜✜✚

In the pattern, how many ✜ are needed for 

each ✚ ?

77   12 + 
 = 20

12 + 
 = 30

88   Complete the table. 

+ 10 20 30 40

900

99   17+ 24 is the same value as 30 + 
 .

1010   62 – 
 = 57

62 – 57 = 

1111   Show your working on the number line.

92 – 16 = 

72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92

1212   Sharna had DOLLARS
 DOLLARS

 . 

She spent $1.30. How much was left?

1313   Draw four groups of three stars.

1414   The canteen bought three cartons of eggs. 

Each carton holds a dozen eggs. Which one 

helps work out how many eggs there are?

A 3 +12 B 3 × 3 C 3 × 12 D 2 ×12 
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UNIT 
UNIT 30C

STATISTICS AND PROBABILITY — Collecting recording and interpreting data

The graph shows how many people visited the park over a week.  

Answer the questions below the graph.

1010          
       

       
 

a How many people visite
d on Thursday?

b Why isn’t M
onday liste

d on the graph? 

c Which day is th
e busiest at the park?

d Which day is q
uietest at the park?

e Which day had the least visito
rs?

1111   The park ranger asked one hundred park visito
rs to

 vote for their fa
vourite mammal at the park. 

Forty people chose the koalas. Twenty people chose the Tasmanian devils. F
ive people chose the 

echidnas. Five people chose the flying foxes. Thirty people chose the wombats.

Draw a graph with labels to
 show the results o

f the voting.

1212   Write a sim
ple sentence to describe the data on display. 
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READING

NAPLAN*-Style Reading Test
1

Wonka the wonder dog

“That dog is useless,” Hilary said. 

“Yes, Billy. Couldn’t you have chosen something bigger than a Chihuahua?” asked Tim.

“There’s nothing wrong with Wonka,” Billy replied huffily. 

A few weeks later Billy and his friends were playing in an old shed at the bottom of the paddock 

near Tim's house. When they were ready to leave, they found the doors had stuck. They wouldn’t 

budge and the window was way too small for them to squeeze through. Except for Wonka. 

She fitted easily enough.

“Go, Wonka. Fetch Dad,” Billy cried.

Wonka took off fast. She had to burrow under 

the broken fence paling and then bark at the 

door until Billy’s dad came out.

After the imprisoned children were rescued, 

Billy’s friends sang a different tune!

“Well done, Wonka,” said Hilary.

“What a brilliant dog,” added Tim.

Billy thought of saying “I told you so” but instead he just patted Wonka lovingly.

11  The wonder dog is named

A Billy. 

B Hilary. 

C Tim. 

D Wonka.

22  Where did Billy and his friends play a few 

weeks later?A in a paddock 
B in an old shed 

C at Hilary’s house 

D beside the broken fence

33  Why does Billy reply ‘huffily’? (line 4)

A He has a cold.
B He and his dog have been insulted.

C His friends made him laugh.

D He can’t get his breath.

44  How does Billy feel about his dog? 

Choose all that apply.

A embarrassed by her 

B bonded to her 
C disappointed in her 

D proud of her

55  What does ‘sang a different tune’ mean?

A changed their opinion 

B sang out of tune 

C changed the song they were singing 

D sang in chorus
66  Why doesn’t Billy say “I told you so”?  

(line 17) A He’s too tired to say anything.

B He heard his father say it.

C He doesn’t want to rub it in.

D He knows it won’t prove he was right.

77  What does the picture add to the text? 
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 Answers and explanations on pages XX–XX

1

2

3

4

5 
6 

7 
8

9

10 
11 

12

13 
14

15

16

17

1

Each sentence has one word that is incorrect. 

Write the correct spelling of the word in the box.

11  I heard a dog houling loudly last night. 

22  Willy pressed hard agenst the fence to 

get through. 

33  It hapened after they were rescued. 

44  I don’t think they were lissening to what 

I said. 

Read the text The choice. The text has some 

gaps. Choose the correct word to fill each gap.

 
 The choice

I looked at Great Danes, Chihuahuas        (5)        

Fox Terriers at the dog shelter. It        (6)         

easy to choose        (7)         Wonka stared at me 

with her big        (8)         eyes.

 
55  A but 

B and 

C with 
D for

66  A was 
B will be 

C weren’t 
D were

77  A although  
B because 

C before 
D during

88  A browner  
B brownest 

C brown 
D BROWN

99  Which word is a noun in this sentence? 

He thought my idea was fantastic.

A He  

B thought 

C idea 

D fantastic

1010  Which word completes the sentence 

correctly? 

                 
     you choose your dog, you are 

allowed to take it home.

A whether 

B until 

C while 

D after 

1111  Choose the correct word to fill the gap.

Billy’s friends thought he’d chosen badly. 

                 
     were quite rude about his dog.

A We 

B They 

C He 

D You

1212  Which words tell where?

They said Wonka had lived at the dog 

shelter for ages.

A They said 

B had lived 

C at the dog shelter 

D for ages

1313  Which sentence has the apostrophe in the 

correct place?

A Its’ raining today.

B Do you think I’ve got that right?

C The clock has it’s hands pointing to 

midday.

D Have’nt you got any pets at all?

1414  Which sentence is punctuated incorrectly? 

A My dog is the best dog ever! 

B My dog is the best dog ever.

C My dog is the best dog ever?

D My dog is the bes’t dog ever! 

NAPLAN*-Style Conventions of Language Test
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 Answers and explanations on pages XX–XX
writing

TEXTS IN CONTEXT 

UNIT 
UNIT 

11  
This webpage persuades people to

A learn more about Japan. 

B travel to Japan.

C buy the Fortnight of Fun travel package. 

22  
Who is th

e target audience? 

A trendy groups 
B teenagers 

C families

33  
What information would you find if you 

clicked on the words ‘About us’?

A personal information about people who 

made the website

B information about Trend Travel 

C information about other tra
vel packages

44  
If you were to click on the words ‘Contact 

us’, how would they change?

A They would disappear.

B They would move their place in the line.

C They would become bold.

55  
Which claim is not made in the advertise

ment?

A The Fortnight of Fun package offers 

value for money.

B It in
cludes a range of activities to appeal 

to families.

C You will tr
avel fro

m one end of Japan to 

the other.

66  
Which technique is n

ot used in this 

advertisement?

A repetitio
n to reinforce the message

B commands to tell you what to do

C appeals th
at tug at your heartstrings

77  Use the internet to find two more  

images that could be added to this webpage. 

Record their web addresses here.
Get creative

Fortnight of Fun

Does your family have the travel bug? We at Trend Travel  

have the solution. The Fortnight of Fun Travel Package.

This fourteen-day tour of Japan is full of opportunities for  

family fun. Fast trains, breathtaking beauty, fabulous food.  

What are you waiting for?

Ask today about our sensationally low-priced package.  

You’ll enjoy every moment.

For starters, you and your family will:

• travel on a high-speed bullet train (up to 320 km an hour) 

• visit Miyajima, known as the Island of Gods, famous for  

its floating shrine 

• see Japan’s sacred deer when the cherry blossoms are 

blooming in springtime

• cycle beside rice fields and through charming rural scenery

• learn how to make a paper lantern 

• learn to play a traditional Taiko drum

• see Aibo, the robotic dog, in action.

Don’t delay. Call to
day before this magical package disappears. 
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 Answers and explanations on pages XX–XX

11C

FLIGHTS
HOLIDAY PACKAGES

WHAT’S ON

SUBSCRIBE

ABOUT US

CONTACT US

1

2 

3

4 

5 

6

7 

8

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18

19

UNIT UNIT 

SPELLING     

Write the correct spelling of the misspelt words.

11  We have the solootion to your problem. 

22  Mount Fuji looked brethtakeing  

in the sunshine.  

33  We shall visit an ireland while we are there.

44  I’ve never seen such beautiful seenery. 

55  Write three words from the word family 

that includes cycle.

VOCABULARY     

Circle the answers that have the nearest 

meaning to the underlined words.

66  It is such a low-priced package!

A reduced  
B inexpensive 

C cut-rate 
D slashed

77  It has a famous floating shrine.

A fabulous  
B grand 

C well-known D splendid

88  Add a word from the text to the sentence.

If you                 
     , you could miss out 

altogether!

99  Write a word from the text to match the 

meaning.

programmed to do jobs  

usually done by a person  

Circle the word that does not belong.

1010  A amazing  
B breathtaking 

C puzzling 
D astonishing

1111  A magical  
B enchanting 

C spellbinding  D spooky

GRAMMAR     

1212  Complete the sentence with an abstract 

noun from the text. 

The                 
      of the scenery took my 

breath away.

1313  Choose the correct answer to complete the 

sentence. 

I am going to                 
      every moment of 

this holiday.

A enjoyed  
B had enjoyed 

C enjoy  
D enjoying

1414  Write words from the text that tell when. 

The cherry blossoms come into bloom

                 
     .

1515  Which pronoun refers to the underlined 

noun group? Write it in the sentence below.

he she it you they I we

My sister told me that                
       wants to 

go to Japan.

PUNCTUATION     

Rewrite the sentences correctly.

1616  fast trains breathtaking beauty fantastic food 

1717  will you buy the fortnight of fun package 

today 

1818  aibo the robotic dog is very popular 
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11B

READING AND COMPREHENSION 

UNIT 
UNIT 

11  The Fortnight of Fun is 

A an advertisement. 

B a travel package.  

C a tour.

22  What is Miyajima?
A a shrine  

B a God  

C an island

33  Which phrase is not an opinion?  

A fast trains 

B breathtaking scenery 
C fabulous food

44  Choose two answers. The Fortnight of Fun 

A doesn’t include activities. 
B is suitable for adults.  

C is suitable for children.  

55  The joke that the magical package might disappear (line 19) is used 

A to encourage the viewer to act quickly.

B to make the viewer suspicious.

C to convince the viewer the package really is magical.

66  Do you think this is an effective advertisement? Why or why not?  

FLIGHTS
HOLIDAY PACKAGES

WHAT’S ON

SUBSCRIBE

ABOUT US

CONTACT US

Fortnight of Fun
Does your family have the travel bug? We at Trend Travel  

have the solution. The Fortnight of Fun Travel Package.

This fourteen-day tour of Japan is full of opportunities for  

family fun. Fast trains, breathtaking beauty, fabulous food.  

What are you waiting for?

Ask today about our sensationally low-priced package.  

You’ll enjoy every moment.

For starters, you and your family will:

• travel on a high-speed bullet train (up to 320 km an hour) 

• visit Miyajima, known as the Island of Gods, famous for  

its floating shrine 

• see Japan’s sacred deer when the cherry blossoms are 

blooming in springtime

• cycle beside rice fields and through charming rural scenery

• learn how to make a paper lantern 

• learn to play a traditional Taiko drum

• see Aibo, the robotic dog, in action.

Don’t delay. Call today before this magical package disappears. 
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What is NAPLAN?

      There are four tests:

1     The Numeracy Test—a Maths Test
2     The Reading Test—a Reading and Comprehension Test
3     The Conventions of Language Test—a Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling Test
4     The Writing Test—students have to complete a piece of writing. 

In the past all NAPLAN tests were paper tests. From 2022 all students will be taking the NAPLAN tests 
online. This means students will be completing the NAPLAN tests on a computer or on a tablet.*

NAPLAN stands for National Assessment Program—Literacy and Numeracy.  
It is conducted in May every year and the tests are sat by students Australia-wide in Year 3, Year 5, Year 7 
and Year 9. All students in these year levels are expected to participate in the tests.

What is NAPLAN Online?

STEP 2: PRACTICE ONLINE with Excel Test Zone 
Excel Test Zone helps you practise online for NAPLAN, Opportunity Class Placement 
Tests or Selective Schools & Scholarship Tests. It also provides practice throughout 
the year! 

Benefits are: 

    •  For optimal performance we recommend students gain practice at completing online tests as well as   
        completing revision in book form.
 
    • Students should practise answering questions on a digital device to become confident with this process. 

    • Students will also be able to gain valuable practice in onscreen skills such as dragging and dropping answers, 
using an online ruler to measure figures and using an online protractor to measure angles.

Remember that Excel Test Zone has been helping students prepare for NAPLAN since 
2009; in fact we had NAPLAN online questions even before NAPLAN tests went online!

Our range of books and our online Excel Test Zone platform are regularly updated to 
ensure your preparation for NAPLAN Online is 100% current and correct.

MAXIMISE YOUR RESULTS IN NAPLAN ONLINE

Remember the advantages of revising in book form

STEP 1: USE THE WORKBOOKS 
How Excel books can help you prepare for NAPLAN, Opportunity Class Placement 
Tests or Selective Schools & Scholarship Tests: 

    •  While a book is not exactly the same as the online environment, we include Standard, Intermediate and 
Advanced NAPLAN Online–style Tests—both mini tests and the longer sample tests in our NAPLAN*-style 
Numeracy, Literacy and Revise in a Month books—to allow students more ways to study and practice. 

    •  In our NAPLAN*-style Tests books we include questions graded at Standard, Intermediate and Advanced levels  
to allow students to prepare with confidence for tests at different ability levels.

There are many benefits to a child using books to prepare for the online tests:

    •  One of the most important benefits is that writing on paper will help your child retain information. It can be 
a very effective way to memorise. High-quality educational research has shown that writing by hand is more 
effective than using a keyboard for remembering what you write and assisting in learning. 

    •  Students will be able to prepare thoroughly for topic revision using books and then practise computer skills 
easily. They will only succeed with sound knowledge of topics; this requires study and focus.

 
    •  Some students find it easier to concentrate when reading a page in a book than when reading on a screen.
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• These books closely match the Mathematics your 
child is studying at school.

Excel Advanced Skills

9781864412741 9781741256116

9781741251661

9781741251630 9781864412840

9781741252606

9781741253993

• These books closely 
match the spelling, 
vocabulary, grammar, 
punctuation, reading, 
comprehension and  
writing your child is 
studying at school.

9781740200462

9781741251562

9781741254525

9781741254037

Excel Basic Skills

• There is a book in this series to cater for your child’s 
every English need.

Excel Basic Skills Core

• These books provide in-depth practice of core skills.

9781864412789 9781864412826

Excel Advanced Skills

9781741252583

9781864412741 9781741256185

Excel Basic Skills Core

• These books provide in-depth practice of core skills.

9781740200295 9781740200301 9781864412901
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UNIT 
UNIT 22B   

NUMBER AND ALGEBRA

11   Rory writes a number which is b
etween 50 and 60. 

It has an even number in the ones place that is 

less th
an 4. What is t

he number? 

 

22   What is t
he rule for: 

3, 8, 13, 18…  

33   Write the following as a number: 

4000 + 5 + 300 + 90 000
 

44   Julia starts w
ith 6. She adds 9 and  

subtracts 3. What is J
ulia’s 

 

final number?  

55   Amy has 5 counters and Sue has 11 counters. 

How many counters does Sue give  

Amy so they both have the  

same number of counters?  

66   Cars are in rows of 5 in the car park.  

There are 6 rows. H
ow many cars  

are in the car park? 

 

77   Cupcakes are shared so each plate has the same 

number of cupcakes. There are 4 plates. 

In one box there are 12 cup cakes and, in 

another box, there are 8 cup cakes. 

How many cupcakes are on  

each plate?  

88   Sal sta
rted with 2 and took 

1
4
 away. 

Where does Sal place the answer on the 

number lin
e? 

0
1

2
3

4
5

99   Carlos splits a
 chocolate bar. How many pieces 

does he get if h
e takes 0.7? 

  

1010   75c is sp
ent. How much change  

do I re
ceive from $1.00?   

MEASUREMENT AND GEOMETRY

1111   The tim
e is q

uarter past 7. What is  

the tim
e 15 minutes later?   

1212   How many lines of symmetry does  

this sh
ape have?   

1313   Which angle is equal to the drawn angle? 

A 30° 
B 10° 

C 120° 
D 60°

1414   A shape’s w
idth is m

arked on  

the ruler? What is i
ts w

idth? 

 
 mm  

1515   A  

  is a
 four-sid

ed shape, with 

2 pairs o
f opposite sides are parallel and that are 

equal length.

  1616   At the shopping centre. The bakery is to
 the left of 

the fruit m
arket. 

The chemist is
 to the left of the bakery. Which 

shop is in
 the middle?

 

STATISTICS AND PROBABILITY 

1717   E
E
E

  red cars w
ere counted at the car park.  

How many red cars w
ere at the  

car park?  

1818   Elsie spun the spinner, and the following colours 

were landed on and recorded. 

red, blue, yellow, red, red, blue, green

What is t
he least number of sections  

the spinner must have?  
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UNIT UNIT 22A   

NUMBER AND ALGEBRA

11   Beatrice is counting. What is the next number she 

will say? 
8, 12, 16, 

22   What is the pattern of the numbers? 

5, 10, 15, 20, …

A add 5 
B subtract 5

C multiply by 5 
D divide by 5

33   What is 1214 written in words? 

A one thousand and fourteen

B one thousand and forty

C one thousand, two hundred and fourteen

D one thousand, two hundred and forty

44   How much larger is 37 compared to 19? 

A 18 B 22 C 28 D 56

55   Water bottles are sold in packets on 6. There are 

8 packets. How many water bottles altogether? 

   
 

66   Eggs come in cartons of 6. Geoff has 24 eggs. 

How many cartons will Geoff need? 

A 4 B 6 C 12 D 24

77   Max planted 12 plants on Saturday and 14 plants 

on Tuesday. 

How many plants did Max  

plant altogether?  

88   Which is the smallest fraction? 

A 
1
2

 B 1
3

 C 1
4

 D 1
8

99   Which tenths grid shows 0.8? 

A 
 B 

C 
 D 

1010   Milly buys a book and some pens. How much 

does Milly spend altogether? 

                  

A $6 B $9 C $15 D $21

MEASUREMENT AND GEOMETRY

1111   What is the time?

  

A quarter to 6 

  

B quarter past 9

  

C quarter to 3 

  

D quarter past 3

1212   Which shape is symmetrical? 

1313   Which angle is larger than a right angle? 

1414   What is the length of the pencil? 
 mm 

1515   Which shape has 4 sides all the same length? 

A rectangle 
B triangle

C square 
D circle

1616   What are the elephants next to? 

A giraffes 

B hippos

C lions 

D kangaroo

STATISTICS AND PROBABILITY 

1717   Which set of tallies represent 16? 

1818   Sue flipped 2 coins. Tick the ones that are possible. 

HT TH TT HH HHT TTH

$15
$6
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UNIT 
UNIT 21B   NUMBER AND ALGEBRA

11   Max writes a number which is between 30 and 

40. It has an odd number in the ones place that is 

greater than 7. 
What is the number?

  

22   Write the pattern that is adding 2 starting from 9. 

33   Write 41 tens as a number in words. 

44   At the farm there are 19 chickens,  

43 ducks and 17 cows. 

How many birds are  

there altogether?  
55   Which is smaller? 

A the difference between 18 and 25

B 27 takeaway 14
C 12 less than 20

 
66   What is the missing number? 8 × 

 = 24

77   Alex shared 35 cards into groups of 5.  

How many groups of cards did Alex have?  

88   Place the fraction 1
2  on the number line. 0

1
2

3
4

5

99   What decimal is larger than the one shown in 

the diagram?  

A 0.1 
B 0.2 

C 0.4 
D 0.8

1010   Carol buys a basketball, shoes and  

a hat. How much does she spend  

altogether?  

$20

$5

$15

MEASUREMENT AND GEOMETRY

1111   The time is quarter to 4.  

What is the time 15 minutes later?  

1212   How many lines  
of symmetry does  

this shape have? 
  

1313   Which angle is larger than the drawn angle? 

A 30°  B 10°C 120°  D 60° 1414   A shape’s length is marked on the  

ruler? What is its length?   

 cm

1515   A 

 is a three-sided shape. 

1616   At the park. The playground is to the left of the 

swings. The sand pit is to the right of the swings. 

What is in the middle  

of the park? STATISTICS AND PROBABILITY 

1717   E
E
E
E
D  picture books were borrowed 

from the library. 
How many picture books were  

borrowed from the library?  

1818   Jack rolled the numbers: 

2, 3, 5, 1, 7, 8, 6, 4, 6, 7, 5

What is the least number of faces  

the dice must have?  
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UNIT 21B   NUMBER AND ALGEBRA
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22   Write the pattern that is adding 2 starting from 9. 

33   Write 41 tens as a number in words. 

44   At the farm there are 19 chickens,  

43 ducks and 17 cows. 

How many birds are  

there altogether?  
55   Which is smaller? 

A the difference between 18 and 25

B 27 takeaway 14
C 12 less than 20

 
66   What is the missing number? 8 × 

 = 24

77   Alex shared 35 cards into groups of 5.  

How many groups of cards did Alex have?  

88   Place the fraction 1
2  on the number line. 0

1
2

3
4

5

99   What decimal is larger than the one shown in 

the diagram?  

A 0.1 
B 0.2 

C 0.4 
D 0.8

1010   Carol buys a basketball, shoes and  

a hat. How much does she spend  

altogether?  

$20

$5

$15

MEASUREMENT AND GEOMETRY

1111   The time is quarter to 4.  

What is the time 15 minutes later?  

1212   How many lines  
of symmetry does  

this shape have? 
  

1313   Which angle is larger than the drawn angle? 

A 30°  B 10°C 120°  D 60° 1414   A shape’s length is marked on the  

ruler? What is its length?   

 cm

1515   A 

 is a three-sided shape. 

1616   At the park. The playground is to the left of the 

swings. The sand pit is to the right of the swings. 

What is in the middle  

of the park? STATISTICS AND PROBABILITY 

1717   E
E
E
E
D  picture books were borrowed 

from the library. 
How many picture books were  

borrowed from the library?  

1818   Jack rolled the numbers: 

2, 3, 5, 1, 7, 8, 6, 4, 6, 7, 5

What is the least number of faces  

the dice must have?  
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UNIT UNIT 22A   

NUMBER AND ALGEBRA

11   Beatrice is counting. What is the next number she 

will say? 
8, 12, 16, 

22   What is the pattern of the numbers? 

5, 10, 15, 20, …

A add 5 
B subtract 5

C multiply by 5 
D divide by 5

33   What is 1214 written in words? 

A one thousand and fourteen

B one thousand and forty

C one thousand, two hundred and fourteen

D one thousand, two hundred and forty

44   How much larger is 37 compared to 19? 

A 18 B 22 C 28 D 56

55   Water bottles are sold in packets on 6. There are 

8 packets. How many water bottles altogether? 

   
 

66   Eggs come in cartons of 6. Geoff has 24 eggs. 

How many cartons will Geoff need? 

A 4 B 6 C 12 D 24

77   Max planted 12 plants on Saturday and 14 plants 

on Tuesday. 

How many plants did Max  

plant altogether?  

88   Which is the smallest fraction? 

A 
1
2

 B 1
3

 C 1
4

 D 1
8

99   Which tenths grid shows 0.8? 
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 B 

C 
 D 

1010   Milly buys a book and some pens. How much 

does Milly spend altogether? 

                  

A $6 B $9 C $15 D $21

MEASUREMENT AND GEOMETRY

1111   What is the time?
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B quarter past 9

  

C quarter to 3 

  

D quarter past 3

1212   Which shape is symmetrical? 

1313   Which angle is larger than a right angle? 

1414   What is the length of the pencil? 
 mm 

1515   Which shape has 4 sides all the same length? 

A rectangle 
B triangle

C square 
D circle

1616   What are the elephants next to? 

A giraffes 

B hippos

C lions 

D kangaroo
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NUMBER AND ALGEBRA

11   Rory writes a number which is b
etween 50 and 60. 

It has an even number in the ones place that is 

less th
an 4. What is t

he number? 

 

22   What is t
he rule for: 

3, 8, 13, 18…  

33   Write the following as a number: 

4000 + 5 + 300 + 90 000
 

44   Julia starts w
ith 6. She adds 9 and  

subtracts 3. What is J
ulia’s 

 

final number?  

55   Amy has 5 counters and Sue has 11 counters. 

How many counters does Sue give  

Amy so they both have the  

same number of counters?  

66   Cars are in rows of 5 in the car park.  

There are 6 rows. H
ow many cars  

are in the car park? 

 

77   Cupcakes are shared so each plate has the same 

number of cupcakes. There are 4 plates. 

In one box there are 12 cup cakes and, in 

another box, there are 8 cup cakes. 

How many cupcakes are on  

each plate?  

88   Sal sta
rted with 2 and took 

1
4
 away. 

Where does Sal place the answer on the 

number lin
e? 

0
1

2
3

4
5

99   Carlos splits a
 chocolate bar. How many pieces 

does he get if h
e takes 0.7? 

  

1010   75c is sp
ent. How much change  

do I re
ceive from $1.00?   

MEASUREMENT AND GEOMETRY

1111   The tim
e is q

uarter past 7. What is  

the tim
e 15 minutes later?   

1212   How many lines of symmetry does  

this sh
ape have?   

1313   Which angle is equal to the drawn angle? 

A 30° 
B 10° 

C 120° 
D 60°

1414   A shape’s w
idth is m

arked on  

the ruler? What is i
ts w

idth? 

 
 mm  

1515   A  

  is a
 four-sid

ed shape, with 

2 pairs o
f opposite sides are parallel and that are 

equal length.

  1616   At the shopping centre. The bakery is to
 the left of 

the fruit m
arket. 

The chemist is
 to the left of the bakery. Which 

shop is in
 the middle?

 

STATISTICS AND PROBABILITY 

1717   E
E
E

  red cars w
ere counted at the car park.  

How many red cars w
ere at the  

car park?  

1818   Elsie spun the spinner, and the following colours 

were landed on and recorded. 

red, blue, yellow, red, red, blue, green

What is t
he least number of sections  

the spinner must have?  
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Excel Handbooks & Guides

• These reference books will help your child with 
grammar and spelling.

• These books are a must-have for your child’s home 
library.
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Excel Basic Skills

• There is a book in this series to cater for your child’s 
every Mathematics need.
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Year 3 | TESTS

9781741251722

Excel NAPLAN*-style Tests

• These books focus on helping students prepare for the Year 3 NAPLAN and NAPLAN Online tests in Reading, 
Conventions of Language, Writing and Numeracy.

Excel Opportunity Class Tests

• This series helps students prepare for the NSW Opportunity Class Placement Test.
• There is a book for every subject covered in these tests.
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Get the Results You Want!
Get the Results You Want!

Your own checklist for Excel books to help you be 100% prepared  
for the Year 4 Opportunity Class Placement Test:

Bookseller reference Books Level 3

Core books:

978-1-86441-274-1 Excel Basic Skills English and Mathematics Year 3

978-1-86441-275-8 Excel Basic Skills English and Mathematics Year 4

English books:

978-1-86441-278-9 Excel Basic Skills Comprehension and Written Expression Year 3

978-1-74125-157-9 Excel Basic Skills English Workbook Year 4

Mathematics books:

978-1-74125-258-3 Excel Advanced Skills Start Up Maths Year 3

978-1-74125-181-4 Excel Basic Skills Mental Maths Strategies Year 4

Test books:

978-1-74125-172-2 Excel NAPLAN*-style Tests Year 3

978-1-74125-207-1 Excel Revise in a Month NAPLAN*-style Tests Year 3

978-1-74125-317-7 Excel NAPLAN*-style Numeracy Tests Year 3

978-1-74125-363-4 Excel NAPLAN*-style Literacy Tests Year 3

978-1-74125-168-5 Excel General Ability Tests Year 3

978-1-74020-014-1 Excel Opportunity Class Tests Years 3–4

978-1-74020-013-4 Excel Opportunity Class Mathematics Tests Years 3–4

978-1-74020-048-6 Excel Opportunity Class Tests Skills and Strategies Years 3–4

978-1-74125-233-0 Excel Test Zone Opportunity Class Placement–style Test Pack Year 4

978-1-74125-234-7 Excel Revise in a Month Opportunity Class & Scholarship Tests Years 4–5

ISBN 978-1-74020-012-7

9 7 8 1 7 4 0 2 0 0 1 2 7

About the author
Alan Horsfield is the bestselling author of many Excel NAPLAN practice books, with over 30 years teaching 
experience in state, private and international schools. He has a special interest in working with talented students 
and in children’s literature. Alan has also been a consultant for the UNSW School Testing Program, and has written 
questions for several exam papers.

The Opportunity Class Placement Test is held in NSW only. This test is held in July or August 
every year.
 The test is divided into two parts: Part 1 and Part 2, with 35 questions in each. There is a 

total of 70 questions in the test. The student is given 30 minutes to complete each part.

The subjects tested are:
 English (reading comprehension) (20 questions)
 Mathematics (20 questions)
 General Ability (30 questions)
Note: Parts 1 and 2 contain all the subjects combined.

Ten English Practise Tests 

Over 300 English questions 

Detailed answers for all questions 

The best test preparation for  
your child

Pascal Press PO Box 250 Glebe NSW 2037 (02) 8585 4044 www.pascalpress.com.au

Achieve top marks in NAPLAN, 
Opportunity Class, Scholarship  
and Selective School Tests

www.exceltestzone.com.au

9781740200127_TS Opp Cl English NS PRESS 2019_V2.indd   All Pages 4/07/2019   3:26 PM

9781740200127 9781740200134 9781741251685

97817412520719781741253634 9781741253177

Excel Basic Skills

9781740200448

• This book provides in-depth practice of all the key Science and Technology skills.
• This book will help your child master and understand Science and Technology.

Excel Test Zone is a comprehensive online program designed to help  
students prepare and practise for NAPLAN Online tests. 

For more information go to www.exceltestzone.com.au

Get the Results You Want!

www.exceltestzone.com.au
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EXCLUSIVE  
OFFER!

 Live, face-to-face online tutoring
 Over 600 expert, friendly tutors
 Private 1-to-1 or Small Groups
 Content mapped to the curriculum
 Personalised to the student
 Session recordings for revision
 Regular feedback + practice

EXPERT ONLINE TUTORING

recommends

Online Practice Tests with
Excel Test Zone is designed to complement your Excel Workbook to improve results     
and build confidence!

    •   Real-life practice for tests using different question types and formats builds familiarity and reduces anxiety.

    •   Allows your child to work at their own pace in a safe practice environment with multiple tests available in both 
timed and untimed modes.

    •  Our range of tests are structured with shorter tests initially to build mastery. In Years 3 and 5 these tests are 
also graded at standard, intermediate and advanced levels. Students then progress to longer sample tests that 
replicate the real NAPLAN tests.

    •  Comprehensive coverage of all skills tested, in one place with instant feedback and detailed workings for every 
question, will improve understanding and knowledge.

    •  Improve in the key subjects—Reading & Comprehension, Grammar & Punctuation, Spelling & Vocabulary, Writing 
and Mathematics!

Excel Test Zone

*Terms and Conditions apply.
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Excel Advanced Skills

9781741252613

• These books closely match the Mathematics your 
child is studying at school.

Excel Advanced Skills
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TEXTS IN CONTEXT 

UNIT 
UNIT 

 Text 2

Nothing to be afraid of

Atticus Finch slunk quietly along the ground towards 

the pair of lorikeets. They were eating an apple that had 

fallen from the apple tree. They were gibbering and 

squeaking to each other as they ate. They seemed not 

to be paying any attention to Atticus. 

Atticus moved stealthily, his padded paws not making 

a sound on the grass. He was thinking that this was his 

opportunity to finally snatch a bird and take it back to 

his owner. He flexed his claws. He began his pounce. 

Ding-a-ling went his bell.  

11  
What is t

he purpose of Text 2?

A to tell a story from a cat’s point of view 

B to recount factual events 

C to inform people about problems with 

pets and native birds 

D to describe lorikeets and their habits

22  
Text 1 in Unit 1A is

A instructive.  

B persuasive. 

C informative. 

D a recount.

33    
Choose all th

at apply. Text 2 

A tells w
hat the writer thinks. 

B tells w
hat a cat thinks. 

C tells w
hat the lorikeets th

ink.

D does not give anyone’s th
oughts. 

44  
Make a prediction about what happens next 

in Text 2.

A Atticus does not catch a bird. 

B Atticus catches both birds.

C Atticus takes a dead bird to his owner. 

D The birds catch Atticus.

55  
How are Texts 1 and 2 connected?  

Choose all th
at apply.

A They tell about cats.

B They tell about adventures.

C They argue an opinion.

D They describe book characters.

66  
The title

 of Text 2  

A lets re
aders know the birds will be safe.

B lets re
aders know the cat will be safe.

C makes readers fe
el frig

htened for the birds.

D lets re
aders know something bad will 

happen. 

77  Write an adventure story from 

the point of view of an animal.

Get creative
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UNIT UNIT 

SPELLING         

Rewrite the misspelt words.  

11  Robinson Crusoe is a charactar in a book. 

22    He was rescued after twenty-ate years. 

33    He had adventchas.  

44    Crusoe is definately a house cat. 

55  Write three words from the word family 

that includes fighting. 

VOCABULARY

Circle the answers that have the nearest 

meaning to the underlined words.

66  Robinson Crusoe was finally rescued.

A assisted  
B stored

C  recognised  D saved

77    Robinson Crusoe had many adventures.

A stunts  
B trials 

C escapades D incidents

88  Choose the correct definition for these 

words from the text: sneak up on. 

A  surprise  
B approach quietly 

C  tiptoe around  D give a fright 

99  Use a dictionary. Write a definition for this 

word from the text: cannibals.

    

Circle the word that does not belong.

1010  A  fighting  
B  battling 

C  contesting  D winning

1111  A agree  
B reject 

C accept  
D concur  

GRAMMAR     

1212  Circle the noun group that him refers to 

below.

Crusoe, the cat, is not brave. We lock him 

in at night.

1313  Choose the correct verb group to complete 

the sentence.

Robinson Crusoe                 
                 

         .

A  was finally rescue 

B were finally rescued 

C  can finally rescued 

D was finally rescued

1414  Complete the sentence with an adverbial 

from the text that tells when. 

Robinson Crusoe was published 

                 
                 

                 
.

1515  Add a connective to complete the sentence 

correctly.

Mum named our cat Crusoe                 
          

she loved the story of Robinson Crusoe.

PUNCTUATION       

1616  Which sentence is punctuated correctly?

A Our cats name is Robinson Crusoe.

B Hes definitely a house cat.

C He’s locked inside at night.

Rewrite each sentence correctly. 

1717  shes reminded of her favourite book 

1818  he cant sneak up on birds 
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 Answers and explanations on page 110

READING AND COMPREHENSION 

UNIT 
UNIT 

 Text 1Meet Crusoe
Our cat’s name is Robinson Crusoe. We call him Crusoe. My mum named him after a 

character in a book she loved when she was younger. Robinson Crusoe was shipwrecked 

on a tropical island. He lived there for twenty-eight years before finally being rescued. 

My mum loved reading about all his adventures, including fighting with cannibals. 

The book was published in 1719. I have read some chapters but not the whole book yet.

Our Crusoe doesn’t have any of the qualities of the book character. Mum just thought it 

was a cool name and I agree. Also, whenever Mum calls Crusoe she’s reminded of her 

favourite book of all time.  

Crusoe, the cat, is actually a little softie and not brave or adventurous at all.  

We got him from the animal shelter when he was a kitten.  

He is definitely a house cat. We lock him inside at night.  

During the day we put a bell on his collar so he can’t sneak  

up on unsuspecting birds—even if he wanted to. He really  

loves lying on top of people but he also likes lying in the sun.  

His preference is for both at the same time.

11  Crusoe is named after

A a cat. B a book character. 

C the writer’s mum. 

D the writer.
22  Who fought cannibals?

A  Crusoe B  the writer 
C Robinson Crusoe 

D the writer’s mum

33  Crusoe wears a bell

A to protect him from birds. 

B  so he can’t kill birds.

C  because the animal shelter insisted.

D because he likes to jingle.

44  The writer thinks the book character is 

A cool.  B a little softie.
C brave and adventurous. 

D like mum.
55  Number the activities from 1 to 4 in order of 

Crusoe’s preference. (1 is what he likes best.)   

 lying in the sun
 lying on a person 

 sneaking up on unsuspecting birds

 lying on a person in the sun

66  Mum seems to be
A kind to animals. 

B quite strict. 
C brave and adventurous.  

D not very kind.  
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The book was published in 1719. I have read some chapters but not the whole book yet.
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was a cool name and I agree. Also, whenever Mum calls Crusoe she’s reminded of her 
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Crusoe, the cat, is actually a little softie and not brave or adventurous at all.  

We got him from the animal shelter when he was a kitten.  

He is definitely a house cat. We lock him inside at night.  

During the day we put a bell on his collar so he can’t sneak  

up on unsuspecting birds—even if he wanted to. He really  

loves lying on top of people but he also likes lying in the sun.  

His preference is for both at the same time.

11  Crusoe is named after

A a cat. B a book character. 
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D the writer.
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D the writer’s mum
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A to protect him from birds. 
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C  because the animal shelter insisted.

D because he likes to jingle.

44  The writer thinks the book character is 

A cool.  B a little softie.
C brave and adventurous. 

D like mum.
55  Number the activities from 1 to 4 in order of 

Crusoe’s preference. (1 is what he likes best.)   

 lying in the sun
 lying on a person 

 sneaking up on unsuspecting birds

 lying on a person in the sun

66  Mum seems to be
A kind to animals. 

B quite strict. 
C brave and adventurous.  

D not very kind.  
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TEXTS IN CONTEXT 

UNIT 
UNIT 

 Text 2

Nothing to be afraid of

Atticus Finch slunk quietly along the ground towards 

the pair of lorikeets. They were eating an apple that had 

fallen from the apple tree. They were gibbering and 

squeaking to each other as they ate. They seemed not 

to be paying any attention to Atticus. 

Atticus moved stealthily, his padded paws not making 

a sound on the grass. He was thinking that this was his 

opportunity to finally snatch a bird and take it back to 

his owner. He flexed his claws. He began his pounce. 

Ding-a-ling went his bell.  

11  
What is t

he purpose of Text 2?

A to tell a story from a cat’s point of view 

B to recount factual events 

C to inform people about problems with 

pets and native birds 

D to describe lorikeets and their habits

22  
Text 1 in Unit 1A is

A instructive.  

B persuasive. 

C informative. 

D a recount.

33    
Choose all th

at apply. Text 2 

A tells w
hat the writer thinks. 

B tells w
hat a cat thinks. 

C tells w
hat the lorikeets th

ink.

D does not give anyone’s th
oughts. 

44  
Make a prediction about what happens next 

in Text 2.

A Atticus does not catch a bird. 

B Atticus catches both birds.

C Atticus takes a dead bird to his owner. 

D The birds catch Atticus.

55  
How are Texts 1 and 2 connected?  

Choose all th
at apply.

A They tell about cats.

B They tell about adventures.

C They argue an opinion.

D They describe book characters.

66  
The title

 of Text 2  

A lets re
aders know the birds will be safe.

B lets re
aders know the cat will be safe.

C makes readers fe
el frig

htened for the birds.

D lets re
aders know something bad will 

happen. 

77  Write an adventure story from 

the point of view of an animal.

Get creative
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UNIT 
UNIT 22B   

NUMBER AND ALGEBRA

11   Rory writes a number which is b
etween 50 and 60. 

It has an even number in the ones place that is 

less th
an 4. What is t

he number? 

 

22   What is t
he rule for: 

3, 8, 13, 18…  

33   Write the following as a number: 

4000 + 5 + 300 + 90 000
 

44   Julia starts w
ith 6. She adds 9 and  

subtracts 3. What is J
ulia’s 

 

final number?  

55   Amy has 5 counters and Sue has 11 counters. 

How many counters does Sue give  

Amy so they both have the  

same number of counters?  

66   Cars are in rows of 5 in the car park.  

There are 6 rows. H
ow many cars  

are in the car park? 

 

77   Cupcakes are shared so each plate has the same 

number of cupcakes. There are 4 plates. 

In one box there are 12 cup cakes and, in 

another box, there are 8 cup cakes. 

How many cupcakes are on  

each plate?  

88   Sal sta
rted with 2 and took 

1
4
 away. 

Where does Sal place the answer on the 

number lin
e? 

0
1

2
3

4
5

99   Carlos splits a
 chocolate bar. How many pieces 

does he get if h
e takes 0.7? 

  

1010   75c is sp
ent. How much change  

do I re
ceive from $1.00?   

MEASUREMENT AND GEOMETRY

1111   The tim
e is q

uarter past 7. What is  

the tim
e 15 minutes later?   

1212   How many lines of symmetry does  

this sh
ape have?   

1313   Which angle is equal to the drawn angle? 

A 30° 
B 10° 

C 120° 
D 60°

1414   A shape’s w
idth is m

arked on  

the ruler? What is i
ts w

idth? 

 
 mm  

1515   A  

  is a
 four-sid

ed shape, with 

2 pairs o
f opposite sides are parallel and that are 

equal length.

  1616   At the shopping centre. The bakery is to
 the left of 

the fruit m
arket. 

The chemist is
 to the left of the bakery. Which 

shop is in
 the middle?

 

STATISTICS AND PROBABILITY 

1717   E
E
E

  red cars w
ere counted at the car park.  

How many red cars w
ere at the  

car park?  

1818   Elsie spun the spinner, and the following colours 

were landed on and recorded. 

red, blue, yellow, red, red, blue, green

What is t
he least number of sections  

the spinner must have?  
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UNIT UNIT 22A   

NUMBER AND ALGEBRA

11   Beatrice is counting. What is the next number she 

will say? 
8, 12, 16, 

22   What is the pattern of the numbers? 

5, 10, 15, 20, …

A add 5 
B subtract 5

C multiply by 5 
D divide by 5

33   What is 1214 written in words? 

A one thousand and fourteen

B one thousand and forty

C one thousand, two hundred and fourteen

D one thousand, two hundred and forty

44   How much larger is 37 compared to 19? 

A 18 B 22 C 28 D 56

55   Water bottles are sold in packets on 6. There are 

8 packets. How many water bottles altogether? 

   
 

66   Eggs come in cartons of 6. Geoff has 24 eggs. 

How many cartons will Geoff need? 

A 4 B 6 C 12 D 24

77   Max planted 12 plants on Saturday and 14 plants 

on Tuesday. 

How many plants did Max  

plant altogether?  

88   Which is the smallest fraction? 

A 
1
2

 B 1
3

 C 1
4

 D 1
8

99   Which tenths grid shows 0.8? 

A 
 B 

C 
 D 

1010   Milly buys a book and some pens. How much 

does Milly spend altogether? 

                  

A $6 B $9 C $15 D $21

MEASUREMENT AND GEOMETRY

1111   What is the time?

  

A quarter to 6 

  

B quarter past 9

  

C quarter to 3 

  

D quarter past 3

1212   Which shape is symmetrical? 

1313   Which angle is larger than a right angle? 

1414   What is the length of the pencil? 
 mm 

1515   Which shape has 4 sides all the same length? 

A rectangle 
B triangle

C square 
D circle

1616   What are the elephants next to? 

A giraffes 

B hippos

C lions 

D kangaroo

STATISTICS AND PROBABILITY 

1717   Which set of tallies represent 16? 

1818   Sue flipped 2 coins. Tick the ones that are possible. 

HT TH TT HH HHT TTH

$15
$6
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UNIT 21B   NUMBER AND ALGEBRA

11   Max writes a number which is between 30 and 

40. It has an odd number in the ones place that is 

greater than 7. 
What is the number?

  

22   Write the pattern that is adding 2 starting from 9. 

33   Write 41 tens as a number in words. 

44   At the farm there are 19 chickens,  

43 ducks and 17 cows. 

How many birds are  

there altogether?  
55   Which is smaller? 

A the difference between 18 and 25

B 27 takeaway 14
C 12 less than 20

 
66   What is the missing number? 8 × 

 = 24

77   Alex shared 35 cards into groups of 5.  

How many groups of cards did Alex have?  

88   Place the fraction 1
2  on the number line. 0

1
2

3
4

5

99   What decimal is larger than the one shown in 

the diagram?  

A 0.1 
B 0.2 

C 0.4 
D 0.8

1010   Carol buys a basketball, shoes and  

a hat. How much does she spend  

altogether?  

$20

$5

$15

MEASUREMENT AND GEOMETRY

1111   The time is quarter to 4.  

What is the time 15 minutes later?  

1212   How many lines  
of symmetry does  

this shape have? 
  

1313   Which angle is larger than the drawn angle? 

A 30°  B 10°C 120°  D 60° 1414   A shape’s length is marked on the  

ruler? What is its length?   

 cm

1515   A 

 is a three-sided shape. 

1616   At the park. The playground is to the left of the 

swings. The sand pit is to the right of the swings. 

What is in the middle  

of the park? STATISTICS AND PROBABILITY 

1717   E
E
E
E
D  picture books were borrowed 

from the library. 
How many picture books were  

borrowed from the library?  

1818   Jack rolled the numbers: 

2, 3, 5, 1, 7, 8, 6, 4, 6, 7, 5

What is the least number of faces  

the dice must have?  
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UNIT 
UNIT 21B   NUMBER AND ALGEBRA
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33   Write 41 tens as a number in words. 
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How many birds are  
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55   Which is smaller? 
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B 27 takeaway 14
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66   What is the missing number? 8 × 

 = 24
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How many groups of cards did Alex have?  

88   Place the fraction 1
2  on the number line. 0

1
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3
4

5

99   What decimal is larger than the one shown in 
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C 0.4 
D 0.8

1010   Carol buys a basketball, shoes and  

a hat. How much does she spend  

altogether?  

$20

$5

$15

MEASUREMENT AND GEOMETRY

1111   The time is quarter to 4.  

What is the time 15 minutes later?  

1212   How many lines  
of symmetry does  

this shape have? 
  

1313   Which angle is larger than the drawn angle? 
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 is a three-sided shape. 

1616   At the park. The playground is to the left of the 

swings. The sand pit is to the right of the swings. 

What is in the middle  
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1717   E
E
E
E
D  picture books were borrowed 

from the library. 
How many picture books were  

borrowed from the library?  
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UNIT UNIT 22A   

NUMBER AND ALGEBRA

11   Beatrice is counting. What is the next number she 

will say? 
8, 12, 16, 

22   What is the pattern of the numbers? 

5, 10, 15, 20, …

A add 5 
B subtract 5

C multiply by 5 
D divide by 5

33   What is 1214 written in words? 

A one thousand and fourteen

B one thousand and forty

C one thousand, two hundred and fourteen

D one thousand, two hundred and forty

44   How much larger is 37 compared to 19? 

A 18 B 22 C 28 D 56

55   Water bottles are sold in packets on 6. There are 

8 packets. How many water bottles altogether? 

   
 

66   Eggs come in cartons of 6. Geoff has 24 eggs. 

How many cartons will Geoff need? 

A 4 B 6 C 12 D 24

77   Max planted 12 plants on Saturday and 14 plants 

on Tuesday. 

How many plants did Max  

plant altogether?  

88   Which is the smallest fraction? 

A 
1
2

 B 1
3

 C 1
4

 D 1
8

99   Which tenths grid shows 0.8? 
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1010   Milly buys a book and some pens. How much 

does Milly spend altogether? 

                  

A $6 B $9 C $15 D $21
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1111   What is the time?
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1212   Which shape is symmetrical? 

1313   Which angle is larger than a right angle? 

1414   What is the length of the pencil? 
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1515   Which shape has 4 sides all the same length? 

A rectangle 
B triangle

C square 
D circle

1616   What are the elephants next to? 

A giraffes 

B hippos

C lions 
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UNIT 
UNIT 22B   

NUMBER AND ALGEBRA

11   Rory writes a number which is b
etween 50 and 60. 

It has an even number in the ones place that is 

less th
an 4. What is t

he number? 

 

22   What is t
he rule for: 

3, 8, 13, 18…  

33   Write the following as a number: 

4000 + 5 + 300 + 90 000
 

44   Julia starts w
ith 6. She adds 9 and  

subtracts 3. What is J
ulia’s 

 

final number?  

55   Amy has 5 counters and Sue has 11 counters. 

How many counters does Sue give  

Amy so they both have the  

same number of counters?  

66   Cars are in rows of 5 in the car park.  

There are 6 rows. H
ow many cars  

are in the car park? 

 

77   Cupcakes are shared so each plate has the same 

number of cupcakes. There are 4 plates. 

In one box there are 12 cup cakes and, in 

another box, there are 8 cup cakes. 

How many cupcakes are on  

each plate?  

88   Sal sta
rted with 2 and took 

1
4
 away. 

Where does Sal place the answer on the 

number lin
e? 

0
1

2
3

4
5

99   Carlos splits a
 chocolate bar. How many pieces 

does he get if h
e takes 0.7? 

  

1010   75c is sp
ent. How much change  

do I re
ceive from $1.00?   

MEASUREMENT AND GEOMETRY

1111   The tim
e is q

uarter past 7. What is  

the tim
e 15 minutes later?   

1212   How many lines of symmetry does  

this sh
ape have?   

1313   Which angle is equal to the drawn angle? 

A 30° 
B 10° 

C 120° 
D 60°

1414   A shape’s w
idth is m

arked on  

the ruler? What is i
ts w

idth? 

 
 mm  

1515   A  

  is a
 four-sid

ed shape, with 

2 pairs o
f opposite sides are parallel and that are 

equal length.

  1616   At the shopping centre. The bakery is to
 the left of 

the fruit m
arket. 

The chemist is
 to the left of the bakery. Which 

shop is in
 the middle?

 

STATISTICS AND PROBABILITY 

1717   E
E
E

  red cars w
ere counted at the car park.  

How many red cars w
ere at the  

car park?  

1818   Elsie spun the spinner, and the following colours 

were landed on and recorded. 

red, blue, yellow, red, red, blue, green

What is t
he least number of sections  

the spinner must have?  
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3 *Taken from www.exceltestzone.com.auExcel Test Zone Test Guide for Opportunity Class Placement Test

MATHEMATICS TEST: Allow 40 minutes

Number questions

  Question 1 Money *Short Test 1: Number

Omar had the following coins in his wallet: 

How many coins will he use to pay for a drink which costs $2.35? 

A b 3
 

B b 4
 

C b 5
 

D b 6

 Question 2 Addition *Short Test 1: Number

On three consecutive days last week it rained.

On each of the three days Bruce measured the rain in his gauge.

On Wednesday he measured 12 mm, on Thursday 11 mm and on Friday 19 mm.

What was the total rainfall across the three days? 

A b 42 mm
 

B b 43 mm
 

C b 44 mm
 

D b 47 mm

 Question 3 Operations,Equations and Numbers *Short Test 1: Number

Which number sentence has the highest value? 

A b 12 – 3 + 2
 

B b 5 × 2 × 1
 

C b 18 – 6 – 3
 

D b 40 ÷ 10 ÷ 2

22*Taken from www.exceltestzone.com.au Excel Test Zone Test Guide for Opportunity Class Placement Test

GENERAL ABILITY TEST: Allow 45 minutes

Verbal Reasoning questions

 Analogies

  *Short Test 1: General AbilityQuestion 1

OVAL is to CIRCLE as RECTANGLE is to 

A b SQUARE
 

B b TRIANGLE
 

C b SHAPE
 

D b BOX

 Question 2 Analogies *Short Test 1: General Ability

WHEELBARROW is to ONE as _____________ is to FOUR.

A b TRICYCLE
 

B b CAR
 

C b SCOOTER
 

D b TRAIN

 Question 3 Analogies *Short Test 2: General Ability

TENNIS is to COURT as ____________ is to RING.

A b WRESTLING
 

B b OVAL
 

C b DART
 

D b CHURCH

 Opposites and Similars

 Question 4 Opposites and Similars *Short Test 1: General Ability

The word STABLE means most nearly the opposite of

A b SOUND
 

B b SHAKY
 

C b LIGHT
 

D b MOVE

 Question 5 Opposites and Similars *Short Test 1: General Ability

The word PREPARE is nearest in meaning 

A b CLEAN
 

B b ARRANGE
 

C b PLAN
 

D b FIX
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is produced by Pascal Press independently of Australian governments.

An online version of this test (as well as other sample tests), with answers and comprehensive worked solutions, is available at
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PLEASE DO NOT TURN THIS PAGE UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD.

INSTRUCTIONS

FIRST NAME _____________________________________________________________________

LAST NAME ______________________________________________________________________

CLASS ____________________________________________________________________________ 

• You will have 30 minutes to complete Part 1 of the test.  
It contains 35 questions.

• Each question has four possible answers to choose from: A, B, C or D.

• Circle the one answer you think is best for each question.

• Do not spend too long on any question. If a question is too hard, go on to the next 
question and come back later if you have time.
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18 This graph shows the number of students in different classes at a school who went camping 
this year.

Students who camped this year

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6

= 2 Students

What was the total number of students who went camping this year?

A 16
B 19
C 28
D 29

19 Which word means the same as the terms either side of the brackets? 
large hill ( __________ ) get on

A KNOB
B MOUND
C MOUNT
D RISE

20 The graph shows the sale of gas bottles from a garage over a seven-day period.

Sales of gas bottles
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2

Sales
per
day

Sun  Mon  Tue  Wed  Thu  Fri  Sat
Day of week

The garage owner makes a pro t of $8 on each gas bottle sold.

How much pro t did he make on the bottles sold on Thursday?

A $56
B $64
C $72
D $96
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is produced by Pascal Press independently of Australian governments.

An online version of this test (as well as other sample tests), with answers and comprehensive worked solutions, is available at
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PART 2

YEAR

4OC PLACEMENT–style

Use 2B or HB  
pencil only. 

PLEASE DO NOT TURN THIS PAGE UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD.

INSTRUCTIONS

FIRST NAME _____________________________________________________________________

LAST NAME ______________________________________________________________________

CLASS ____________________________________________________________________________ 

• You will have 30 minutes to complete Part 2 of the test.  
It contains 35 questions.

• Each question has four possible answers to choose from: A, B, C or D.

• Circle the one answer you think is best for each question.

• Do not spend too long on any question. If a question is too hard, go on to the next 
question and come back later if you have time.
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17 Amber drew these symbols on a grid.

5
4
3
2
1
  A   B  C  D E

The same shape is in

A A5 and D2
B D3 and E2
C A4 and D2
D E2 and B3

18 FOOT is to BOOT as HEAD is to
A GOGGLES
B HELMET
C HEADBAND
D BRUSH

19 Which letter or group of letters comes next in the series?

C    EF    I    KL    O    ?  

A P
B Q
C QR
D PR

20 The numbers in each pair are connected by the same rule.

 [18 5] [15 4] [27 8] [? 10]

What is the missing number?

A 24
B 30
C 33
D 34
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*  This is not an officially endorsed publication of the NAPLAN program and  
is produced by Pascal Press independently of Australian governments.

An online version of this test (as well as other sample tests), with answers and comprehensive worked solutions, is available at
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SAMPLE TEST 2 
PART 1

YEAR

4OC PLACEMENT–style

Use 2B or HB  
pencil only. 

PLEASE DO NOT TURN THIS PAGE UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD.

INSTRUCTIONS

FIRST NAME _____________________________________________________________________

LAST NAME ______________________________________________________________________

CLASS ____________________________________________________________________________ 

• You will have 30 minutes to complete Part 1 of the test.  
It contains 35 questions.

• Each question has four possible answers to choose from: A, B, C or D.

• Circle the one answer you think is best for each question.

• Do not spend too long on any question. If a question is too hard, go on to the next 
question and come back later if you have time.
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Part 1 page 2 Excel Test Zone Opportunity Class Placement–style Sample Test 2

1 VAN is to DELIVERY PERSON as TRAWLER is to
A DRIVER
B FISHERMAN
C CAPTAIN
D OCEAN

2 The word EXCITED is most nearly the opposite in meaning to
A SLEEPY
B TIRED
C SILENT
D CALM

3 A die is in the form of a cube.

It is known that opposite faces on a die add to 7.

As the die sits on a table in front of Belinda, she can see three of its faces.

If two of the faces have 5 and 6 on them, what could be the number on the other face that she 
can see?

A 7
B 4
C 2
D 1

4 The diagram shows part of a hundreds chart:

 1  2   3   4   5    6    7    8    9  10
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
31  

Here is another part of the same table.
Some of the numbers are missing.

The missing number at X is

A 64
B 65
C 76
D 87

       46
       56
X
                Y

Excel

*  This is not an officially endorsed publication of the NAPLAN program and  
is produced by Pascal Press independently of Australian governments.

An online version of this test (as well as other sample tests), with answers and comprehensive worked solutions, is available at
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INSTRUCTIONS
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FIRST NAME _____________________________________________________________________

LAST NAME ______________________________________________________________________

CLASS ____________________________________________________________________________ 

• You will have 30 minutes to complete Part 2 of the test.  
It contains 35 questions.

• Each question has four possible answers to choose from: A, B, C or D.

• Circle the one answer you think is best for each question.

• Do not spend too long on any question. If a question is too hard, go on to the next 
question and come back later if you have time.
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Excel Test Zone Opportunity Class Placement–style Sample Test 2 Part 2 page 3

4 The shape is to be rotated a quarter of a turn in 
a clockwise direction.

Which of these shows the correct image after the quarter-turn?

    

 A B C D

5 8 × 5 = 10 × 
What number, when written in the circle, will make the number sentence true?

A 4
B 5
C 6
D 7

6 The letters of the word SEAT can be rearranged to make a word that means
A a grocery shop
B a compass direction 
C a hiding place
D a sea animal

7 Which pair of words has opposite meanings?
A (knife, fork)
B (foot, toe)
C (blunt, sharp)
D (mine, ours)

8 The shape is made from small cubes.

What is the volume (in cubic units) of the shape? 

A 21
B 22
C 23
D 24
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TEXTS IN CONTEXT 

UNIT 
UNIT 

 Text 2

10

 Answers and explanations on pages XX–XX

1C

Reward offered. I’ve lost my precious Persian cat, 

Petunia. She was last seen leaping from my apple tree 

and speeding away looking terrified though I couldn’t 

see anything chasing her. She will only eat the special 

cat food I make for her from minced chicken. She likes 

soy milk. She will be very distressed without me.  

If you see her ANYWHERE please phone 0400 444 666. 

Or she can be returned directly to me, Ms Patty Parkes, 

at 2a Pretty Drive, Trendhurst.

11  What is t
he purpose of Text 2?

A to tell what happened to Petunia

B to advertise the loss of Petunia so she 

will be returned 

C to describe how it fe
lt to lose Petunia

D to explain why Petunia needs her owner

22  What is t
he purpose of Text 1 in Unit 1A?

A to tell a story  

B to give an explanation 

C to recount events 

D to discuss a problem

33  In what ways are Texts 1 and 2 connected?

A They are both narratives.

B They have a sim
ilar purpose.

C They share some of the same characters 

and events. 

D They are both about animal welfare.

44  The tone of Ms Parkes’s lo
st notice is

A calm. 

B overemotional.

C pompous. 

D thoughtful.

55  Why is th
e picture in Text 2 important?

A You can recognise Ms Parkes’s house.

B It sh
ows the apple tree.

C You can see Petunia. 

D You can see the relationship between 

Ms Parkes and Petunia.

66  
What does the picture contribute to the 

meaning of Text 1 in Unit 1A? 

 

77  Imagine you have lost a pet.  

Compose an effective ‘Lost’ n
otice 

for your local newspaper.Get creative

Trendhurst Times: LOST and FOUND
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UNIT UNIT 

SPELLING     

Write the correct spelling for the underlined words.  

11  I don’t think that will be posible. 

22  You will anoy your parents  

if you do that again.  

33  That amount won’t cover all the eckspenses.

44  The dog was fritened of the cat! 

55  Write three words from the word family 

that includes possible.

VOCABULARY     

Circle the answers that have the nearest 

meaning to the underlined words.   

66  The animal was kept isolated from other 

animals.

A lonely 
B apart 

C friendless 
D solitary  

77  He refused to relent.

A give up 
B agree 

C relax 
D die down

88  Add a word from the text to the sentence.

What                
        are involved in looking 

after a dog?

99  Write a word from the text to match the 

meaning.  

absence of hope                 
                 

              

Circle the word that does not belong.

1010  A charges 
B costs 

C expenses 
D money

1111  A immature 
B grown-up 

C adult 
D mature

GRAMMAR     

1212  Add a subjective adjective to the noun group.

My dog has a                 
       kennel.

A hand-built 

B beautiful 

C wooden 

D brown

1313  Add a modal verb (e.g. must, will, can, 

should, could, might) to the verb group. 

“                 
      I ever be allowed to have a 

dog?” cried Danny.

1414  Complete the sentence with an adverbial 

from the text that tells when.

He hoped to leave his dog at his gran’s 

                 
     .

1515  Circle the relative pronoun in the sentence 

and underline the noun group to which it 

refers.

Barney was in a kennel that was lined with 

a soft blanket. 

PUNCTUATION     

Rewrite the sentences correctly.   

1616  why wont you let me have a dog mum 

asked danny

1717  ive already explained danny replied mum

1818  wash your hands danny said his dad
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1B

 Answers and explanations on pages XX–XX

READING AND COMPREHENSION 

UNIT 
UNIT 

 Text 1Danny’s dog
“But why can’t I have a dog, Mum?” asked Danny.

“How many times have I explained, Danny? It’s not possible because we are out at work all day and 

you are at school. A dog would be isolated here. It would be lonely and unhappy. It would bark and 

annoy the neighbours. Dogs are expensive and we can’t afford all the expenses involved. Need I go on?”

“But Mum, can’t we change things so it would be possible? They might let me tie my dog up in the 

school yard during the day. I could get a paper run and help pay for looking after the dog.”

That sounded very grown-up, Danny thought. Surely now his Mum would change her mind.

“Good try, Danny, but the answer is still no.”

***

“Let’s play in the garden now, Barney,” Danny said as he patted his imaginary dog.  

“Woof, woof.”“Look there’s Ms Parkes’s Persian in her apple tree, next door. Barney, stop! Don’t chase the cat. 

Now you’ve frightened her away. Come back here.”

“Dinner’s ready, Danny,” Mum called from the verandah.

“OK, Mum. Just settling Barney.”

“Settling who? I can’t see anyone with you.”

“That’s because Barney’s in his kennel now,” answered 

Danny. “Are we having dinner with bones in it tonight?” 

“Wash your hands, Danny,” said his Mum, shaking her head 

in despair. Would her son never relent?  

11  What does Danny want?

A a paper run 
B to be more grown up 

C a dog 

D a kennel for his dog

22  Who lives next door?

A a person from Persia B Ms Parke

C Barney 

D Danny’s dog

33  Who or what is Ms Parkes’s Persian?

A a friend 

B a rug 

C a dog 

D a cat

44  Who says “Woof, woof ”?

A Danny’s mum 

B Danny’s dog 
C Danny pretending to be a dog 

D Ms Parkes

55  Mum’s attitude to Danny’s behaviour is

A patient but frustrated. 

B impatient and annoyed.

C angry and unreasonable. 

D worried and anxious.

66  Was Mum being reasonable when she 

refused Danny a dog? Explain.  

EExcel
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 Answers and explanations on pages XX–XX

1A

1

2

3 
4 

5

6 
7

8

9

10

11

12 
13

14

15

16

17 
18

19 
20 
 

UNIT UNIT 

SPELLING     

Write the correct spelling for the underlined words.  

11  I don’t think that will be posible. 

22  You will anoy your parents  

if you do that again.  

33  That amount won’t cover all the eckspenses.

44  The dog was fritened of the cat! 

55  Write three words from the word family 

that includes possible.

VOCABULARY     

Circle the answers that have the nearest 

meaning to the underlined words.   

66  The animal was kept isolated from other 

animals.

A lonely 
B apart 

C friendless 
D solitary  

77  He refused to relent.

A give up 
B agree 

C relax 
D die down

88  Add a word from the text to the sentence.

What                
        are involved in looking 

after a dog?

99  Write a word from the text to match the 

meaning.  

absence of hope                 
                 

              

Circle the word that does not belong.

1010  A charges 
B costs 

C expenses 
D money

1111  A immature 
B grown-up 

C adult 
D mature

GRAMMAR     

1212  Add a subjective adjective to the noun group.

My dog has a                 
       kennel.

A hand-built 

B beautiful 

C wooden 

D brown

1313  Add a modal verb (e.g. must, will, can, 

should, could, might) to the verb group. 

“                 
      I ever be allowed to have a 

dog?” cried Danny.

1414  Complete the sentence with an adverbial 

from the text that tells when.

He hoped to leave his dog at his gran’s 

                 
     .

1515  Circle the relative pronoun in the sentence 

and underline the noun group to which it 

refers.

Barney was in a kennel that was lined with 

a soft blanket. 

PUNCTUATION     

Rewrite the sentences correctly.   

1616  why wont you let me have a dog mum 

asked danny

1717  ive already explained danny replied mum

1818  wash your hands danny said his dad
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1B

 Answers and explanations on pages XX–XX

READING AND COMPREHENSION 

UNIT 
UNIT 

 Text 1Danny’s dog
“But why can’t I have a dog, Mum?” asked Danny.

“How many times have I explained, Danny? It’s not possible because we are out at work all day and 

you are at school. A dog would be isolated here. It would be lonely and unhappy. It would bark and 

annoy the neighbours. Dogs are expensive and we can’t afford all the expenses involved. Need I go on?”

“But Mum, can’t we change things so it would be possible? They might let me tie my dog up in the 

school yard during the day. I could get a paper run and help pay for looking after the dog.”

That sounded very grown-up, Danny thought. Surely now his Mum would change her mind.

“Good try, Danny, but the answer is still no.”

***

“Let’s play in the garden now, Barney,” Danny said as he patted his imaginary dog.  

“Woof, woof.”“Look there’s Ms Parkes’s Persian in her apple tree, next door. Barney, stop! Don’t chase the cat. 

Now you’ve frightened her away. Come back here.”

“Dinner’s ready, Danny,” Mum called from the verandah.

“OK, Mum. Just settling Barney.”

“Settling who? I can’t see anyone with you.”

“That’s because Barney’s in his kennel now,” answered 

Danny. “Are we having dinner with bones in it tonight?” 

“Wash your hands, Danny,” said his Mum, shaking her head 

in despair. Would her son never relent?  

11  What does Danny want?

A a paper run 
B to be more grown up 

C a dog 

D a kennel for his dog

22  Who lives next door?

A a person from Persia B Ms Parke

C Barney 

D Danny’s dog

33  Who or what is Ms Parkes’s Persian?

A a friend 

B a rug 

C a dog 

D a cat

44  Who says “Woof, woof ”?

A Danny’s mum 

B Danny’s dog 
C Danny pretending to be a dog 

D Ms Parkes

55  Mum’s attitude to Danny’s behaviour is

A patient but frustrated. 

B impatient and annoyed.

C angry and unreasonable. 

D worried and anxious.

66  Was Mum being reasonable when she 

refused Danny a dog? Explain.  
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 Answers and explanations on pages XX–XX

1A

1

2

3 
4 

5

6 
7

8

9

10

11

12 
13

14

15

16

17 
18

19 
20 
 

TEXTS IN CONTEXT 

UNIT 
UNIT 

 Text 2

10

 Answers and explanations on pages XX–XX

1C

Reward offered. I’ve lost my precious Persian cat, 

Petunia. She was last seen leaping from my apple tree 

and speeding away looking terrified though I couldn’t 

see anything chasing her. She will only eat the special 

cat food I make for her from minced chicken. She likes 

soy milk. She will b
e very distressed without me.  

If you see her ANYWHERE please phone 0400 444 666. 

Or she can be returned directly to me, Ms Patty Parkes, 

at 2a Pretty Drive, Trendhurst.

11  
What is t

he purpose of Text 2?

A to tell what happened to Petunia

B to advertise the loss of Petunia so she 

will be returned 

C to describe how it fe
lt to

 lose Petunia

D to explain why Petunia needs her owner

22  
What is t

he purpose of Text 1 in Unit 1A?

A to tell a story  

B to give an explanation 

C to recount events 

D to discuss a problem

33  
In what ways are Texts 1 and 2 connected?

A They are both narratives.

B They have a sim
ilar purpose.

C They share some of the same characters 

and events. 

D They are both about animal welfare.

44  
The tone of Ms Parkes’s lo

st notice is

A calm. 

B overemotional.

C pompous. 

D thoughtful.

55  
Why is th

e picture in Text 2 important?

A You can recognise Ms Parkes’s h
ouse.

B It sh
ows the apple tree.

C You can see Petunia. 

D You can see the relationship between 

Ms Parkes and Petunia.

66  
What does the picture contribute to the 

meaning of Text 1 in Unit 1A? 

 

77  Imagine you have lost a pet.  

Compose an effective ‘Lost’ n
otice 

for your local newspaper.Get creative

Trendhurst Times: LOST and FOUND
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53 UNIT 1A

SECTION 2

Level 

NUMBER AND ALGEBRA

11   Circle the numbers th
at are  

multiples of 5?

15, 40, 51, 55, 201 

22   What is 2
93 plus 421 to the  

nearest hundred? 

33   For a school excursion, 45 students are loaded  

on to each of 4 buses. H
ow many  

students tr
avelled by bus? 

44   Mrs Scott organised her 28 students  

into groups of 5. How many  

students w
ere left over? 

55   What is 7
 × 5 × 10? 

 

66   Which of these is th
e largest?

1
2
,  
1

5
,  
1

8  

77   What is 
1

2
 – 15

? 

 

88   Write the number 4 units, 6
 tenths,  

8 hundredths and 2 thousandths  

in digits. 

99   The entry fees for a wildlife park are Adults $
18  

and Children $12. What would be the cost  

for John and Martha and their  

8-year old son? 

1010   Find the missin
g number in the pattern: 

1
8
,  
3

8
,  
1

8
,  

1111   What is t
he missin

g number in number sentence?

 
× 6 = 420

MEASUREMENT AND GEOMETRY

1212   Find the area of the shaded figure.

 

1313   What is 9
:20 pm in 24-hour tim

e? 

 

1414   The net of a cube is d
rawn below. 

A

B
C

D
E

F

What letter is o
n the opposite  

face to A? 

1515   Here are four letters. C
ircle the letter(s) 

with 

2 lines of symmetry.

E O S M

1616   Here are four angles. Circle the angles that 

measure more than 90o .

STATISTICS AND PROBABILITY 

1717   The arrow on this sp
inner is s

pun.

1

5

2

8

4

6
7

3

What is t
he probability

 it  

stops on a 5? 

1818   The results o
f 20 students fo

r a maths competitio
n 

are shown. 

24 26 28 30 32

Number of marks34 36 38 40

What fra
ction of the students  

received a score more than 30? 

EXCEL  ADVANCED SKILLS MATHS YEAR 5

10

SECTION 1

UNIT 1B

Level 

 ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION

FOCUS
ON

11   What is the place value of 6  

in 6321? 

22   Add 34 and 23. 

 

33   Subtract 5 from 20. 

 

44   What is the total of 7, 6 and 5? 

 

55   Zoe is 8 years old and her mother  

is 34 years older than Zoe?  

How old is Zoe’s mother? 

66   Jack has 58 golf balls in a bucket.  

He removes 16 golf balls from the  

bucket and hits them into a lake.  

How many balls remain? 

77   Subtract 34 from 100. 

 

88   Write this number in digits:  

Six thousand five hundred and three. 

99   There are usually 29 students in 5M.  

If 5 students are absent, how many  

students are present? 

1010   On two different days Priya sells lemons to her 

neighbours. On the first day she sells 23 lemons 

and on the second day she sells 28 lemons.  

What is the total number of  

lemons she has sold? 

1111   What is 6000 plus 4000? 

 

1212   A race involved 3 km of swimming, 35 km  

of bike-riding and 10 km of running.  

What is the total length of the  

race in km? 

1313   Rewrite these numbers from smallest to largest: 

480, 804, 408, 840

1414   The temperature at 6 pm was 18°. It then  

dropped 7° by midnight and then by  

another 4° by 5 am. What was the  

temperature at 5 am? 

1515   In a week Symon earned $36 from lawn-mowing 

and $16 from dog-walking. What  

was the total amount of money  

he earned? 

1616   Rewrite 7405 in words.

1717   A ride at an amusement park has 100 seats.  

If 47 seats are taken, how many  

spare seats are available? 

1818   At a school market day, 54 sausage sandwiches are 

sold in the first hour, and then 72 are sold in the 

second hour. What is the total 

number of sausage sandwiches  

sold in the two hours? 

1919   Rewrite these numbers from smallest to largest: 

480, 804, 408, 840

2020   The temperature at 6 pm was 18°. It then  

dropped 7° by midnight and then by  

another 4° by 5 am. What was the  

temperature at 5 am? 

2121   In a week Symon earned $36 from  

lawn-mowing and $16 from dog-walking.  

What was the total amount of  

money he earned? 

2525   Rewrite 7405 in words.

2222   A ride at an amusement park has 100 seats.  

If 47 seats are taken, how many  

spare seats are available? 

2424   At a school market day, 54 sausage sandwiches are 

sold in the first hour, and then 72 are sold in the 

second hour. What is the total 

number of sausage sandwiches  

sold in the two hours? 

2525   At a school market day, 54 sausage sandwiches are 

sold in the first hour, and then 72 are sold in the 

second hour. What is the total 

number of sausage sandwiches  

sold in the two hours? 

EXCEL  ADVANCED SKILLS MATHS YEAR 5

9

UNIT 1A

SECTION 1

Level 

 ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION

FOCUSON

11   What is the place value of 6  

in 6321? 22   Add 34 and 23. 
 

33   Subtract 5 from 20. 

 
44   What is the total of 7, 6 and 5? 

 
55   Zoe is 8 years old and her mother  

is 34 years older than Zoe?  

How old is Zoe’s mother? 

66   Jack has 58 golf balls in a bucket.  

He removes 16 golf balls from the  

bucket and hits them into a lake.  

How many balls remain? 

77   Subtract 34 from 100. 

 
88   Write this number in digits:  

Six thousand five hundred and three. 

99   There are usually 29 students in 5M.  

If 5 students are absent, how many  

students are present? 

1010   On two different days Priya sells lemons to her 

neighbours. On the first day she sells 23 lemons 

and on the second day she sells 28 lemons.  

What is the total number of  

lemons she has sold? 

1111   What is 6000 plus 4000? 

 
1212   A race involved 3 km of swimming, 35 km  

of bike-riding and 10 km of running.  

What is the total length of the  

race in km? 
1313   Rewrite these numbers from smallest to largest: 

480, 804, 408, 840
1414   The temperature at 6 pm was 18°. It then  

dropped 7° by midnight and then by  

another 4° by 5 am. What was the  

temperature at 5 am? 

1515   In a week Symon earned $36 from lawn-mowing 

and $16 from dog-walking. What  

was the total amount of money  

he earned? 1616   Rewrite 7405 in words.1717   A ride at an amusement park has 100 seats.  

If 47 seats are taken, how many  

spare seats are available? 

1818   At a school market day, 54 sausage sandwiches are 

sold in the first hour, and then 72 are sold in the 

second hour. What is the total 

number of sausage sandwiches  

sold in the two hours? 

1919   Rewrite these numbers from smallest to largest: 

480, 804, 408, 840
2020   The temperature at 6 pm was 18°. It then  

dropped 7° by midnight and then by  

another 4° by 5 am. What was the  

temperature at 5 am? 

2121   In a week Symon earned $36 from  

lawn-mowing and $16 from dog-walking.  

What was the total amount of  

money he earned? 

2525   Rewrite 7405 in words.2222   A ride at an amusement park has 100 seats.  

If 47 seats are taken, how many  

spare seats are available? 

2424   At a school market day, 54 sausage sandwiches are 

sold in the first hour, and then 72 are sold in the 

second hour. What is the total 

number of sausage sandwiches  

sold in the two hours? 

2525   At a school market day, 54 sausage sandwiches are 

sold in the first hour, and then 72 are sold in the 

second hour. What is the total 

number of sausage sandwiches  

sold in the two hours? 

EXCEL  ADVANCED SKILLS MATHS YEAR 5

8

UNIT 1A

SECTION 1

Level 

 ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION

FOCUSON

11   What is the place value of 6  

in 6321? 22   Add 34 and 23. 
 

33   Subtract 5 from 20. 

 
44   What is the total of 7, 6 and 5? 

 
55   Zoe is 8 years old and her mother  

is 34 years older than Zoe?  

How old is Zoe’s mother? 

66   Jack has 58 golf balls in a bucket.  

He removes 16 golf balls from the  

bucket and hits them into a lake.  

How many balls remain? 

77   Subtract 34 from 100. 

 
88   Write this number in digits:  

Six thousand five hundred and three. 

99   There are usually 29 students in 5M.  

If 5 students are absent, how many  

students are present? 

1010   On two different days Priya sells lemons to her 

neighbours. On the first day she sells 23 lemons 

and on the second day she sells 28 lemons.  

What is the total number of  

lemons she has sold? 

1111   What is 6000 plus 4000? 

 
1212   A race involved 3 km of swimming, 35 km  

of bike-riding and 10 km of running.  

What is the total length of the  

race in km? 
1313   Rewrite these numbers from smallest to largest: 

480, 804, 408, 840
1414   The temperature at 6 pm was 18°. It then  

dropped 7° by midnight and then by  

another 4° by 5 am. What was the  

temperature at 5 am? 

1515   In a week Symon earned $36 from lawn-mowing 

and $16 from dog-walking. What  

was the total amount of money  

he earned? 1616   Rewrite 7405 in words.1717   A ride at an amusement park has 100 seats.  

If 47 seats are taken, how many  

spare seats are available? 

1818   At a school market day, 54 sausage sandwiches are 

sold in the first hour, and then 72 are sold in the 

second hour. What is the total 

number of sausage sandwiches  

sold in the two hours? 

1919   Rewrite these numbers from smallest to largest: 

480, 804, 408, 840
2020   The temperature at 6 pm was 18°. It then  

dropped 7° by midnight and then by  

another 4° by 5 am. What was the  

temperature at 5 am? 

2121   In a week Symon earned $36 from  

lawn-mowing and $16 from dog-walking.  

What was the total amount of  

money he earned? 

2525   Rewrite 7405 in words.2222   A ride at an amusement park has 100 seats.  

If 47 seats are taken, how many  

spare seats are available? 

2424   At a school market day, 54 sausage sandwiches are 

sold in the first hour, and then 72 are sold in the 

second hour. What is the total 

number of sausage sandwiches  

sold in the two hours? 

2525   At a school market day, 54 sausage sandwiches are 

sold in the first hour, and then 72 are sold in the 

second hour. What is the total 

number of sausage sandwiches  

sold in the two hours? 

EXCEL  ADVANCED SKILLS MATHS YEAR 5

8

SECTION 1

UNIT 1B

Level 

 ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION

FOCUS
ON

11   What is the place value of 6  

in 6321? 

22   Add 34 and 23. 

 

33   Subtract 5 from 20. 

 

44   What is the total of 7, 6 and 5? 

 

55   Zoe is 8 years old and her mother  

is 34 years older than Zoe?  

How old is Zoe’s mother? 

66   Jack has 58 golf balls in a bucket.  

He removes 16 golf balls from the  

bucket and hits them into a lake.  

How many balls remain? 

77   Subtract 34 from 100. 

 

88   Write this number in digits:  

Six thousand five hundred and three. 

99   There are usually 29 students in 5M.  

If 5 students are absent, how many  

students are present? 

1010   On two different days Priya sells lemons to her 

neighbours. On the first day she sells 23 lemons 

and on the second day she sells 28 lemons.  

What is the total number of  

lemons she has sold? 

1111   What is 6000 plus 4000? 

 

1212   A race involved 3 km of swimming, 35 km  

of bike-riding and 10 km of running.  

What is the total length of the  

race in km? 

1313   Rewrite these numbers from smallest to largest: 

480, 804, 408, 840

1414   The temperature at 6 pm was 18°. It then  

dropped 7° by midnight and then by  

another 4° by 5 am. What was the  

temperature at 5 am? 

1515   In a week Symon earned $36 from lawn-mowing 

and $16 from dog-walking. What  

was the total amount of money  

he earned? 

1616   Rewrite 7405 in words.

1717   A ride at an amusement park has 100 seats.  

If 47 seats are taken, how many  

spare seats are available? 

1818   At a school market day, 54 sausage sandwiches are 

sold in the first hour, and then 72 are sold in the 

second hour. What is the total 

number of sausage sandwiches  

sold in the two hours? 

1919   Rewrite these numbers from smallest to largest: 

480, 804, 408, 840

2020   The temperature at 6 pm was 18°. It then  

dropped 7° by midnight and then by  

another 4° by 5 am. What was the  

temperature at 5 am? 

2121   In a week Symon earned $36 from  

lawn-mowing and $16 from dog-walking.  

What was the total amount of  

money he earned? 

2525   Rewrite 7405 in words.

2222   A ride at an amusement park has 100 seats.  

If 47 seats are taken, how many  

spare seats are available? 

2424   At a school market day, 54 sausage sandwiches are 

sold in the first hour, and then 72 are sold in the 

second hour. What is the total 

number of sausage sandwiches  

sold in the two hours? 

2525   At a school market day, 54 sausage sandwiches are 

sold in the first hour, and then 72 are sold in the 

second hour. What is the total 

number of sausage sandwiches  

sold in the two hours? 

EXCEL  ADVANCED SKILLS MATHS YEAR 5

9

UNIT 1A

SECTION 2

Level 

NUMBER AND ALGEBRA

11   Circle the numbers th
at are  

multiples of 5?

15, 40, 51, 55, 201 

22   What is 2
93 plus 421 to the  

nearest hundred? 

33   For a school excursion, 45 students are loaded  

on to each of 4 buses. H
ow many  

students tr
avelled by bus? 

44   Mrs Scott organised her 28 students  

into groups of 5. How many  

students w
ere left over? 

55   What is 7
 × 5 × 10? 

 

66   Which of these is th
e largest?

1
2
,  
1

5
,  
1

8  

77   What is 
1

2
 – 15

? 

 

88   Write the number 4 units, 6
 tenths,  

8 hundredths and 2 thousandths  

in digits. 

99   The entry fees for a wildlife park are Adults $
18  

and Children $12. What would be the cost  

for John and Martha and their  

8-year old son? 

1010   Find the missin
g number in the pattern: 

1
8
,  
3

8
,  
1

8
,  

1111   What is t
he missin

g number in number sentence?

 
× 6 = 420

MEASUREMENT AND GEOMETRY

1212   Find the area of the shaded figure.

 

1313   What is 9
:20 pm in 24-hour tim

e? 

 

1414   The net of a cube is d
rawn below. 

A

B
C

D
E

F

What letter is o
n the opposite  

face to A? 

1515   Here are four letters. C
ircle the letter(s) 

with 

2 lines of symmetry.

E O S M

1616   Here are four angles. Circle the angles that 

measure more than 90o .

STATISTICS AND PROBABILITY 

1717   The arrow on this sp
inner is s

pun.

1

5

2

8

4

6
7

3

What is t
he probability

 it  

stops on a 5? 

1818   The results o
f 20 students fo

r a maths competitio
n 

are shown. 

24 26 28 30 32

Number of marks34 36 38 40

What fra
ction of the students  

received a score more than 30? 
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53 UNIT 1A

SECTION 2

Level 

NUMBER AND ALGEBRA

11   Circle the numbers th
at are  

multiples of 5?

15, 40, 51, 55, 201 

22   What is 2
93 plus 421 to the  

nearest hundred? 

33   For a school excursion, 45 students are loaded  

on to each of 4 buses. H
ow many  

students tr
avelled by bus? 

44   Mrs Scott organised her 28 students  

into groups of 5. How many  

students w
ere left over? 

55   What is 7
 × 5 × 10? 

 

66   Which of these is th
e largest?

1
2
,  
1

5
,  
1

8  

77   What is 
1

2
 – 15

? 

 

88   Write the number 4 units, 6
 tenths,  

8 hundredths and 2 thousandths  

in digits. 

99   The entry fees for a wildlife park are Adults $
18  

and Children $12. What would be the cost  

for John and Martha and their  

8-year old son? 

1010   Find the missin
g number in the pattern: 

1
8
,  
3

8
,  
1

8
,  

1111   What is t
he missin

g number in number sentence?

 
× 6 = 420

MEASUREMENT AND GEOMETRY

1212   Find the area of the shaded figure.

 

1313   What is 9
:20 pm in 24-hour tim

e? 

 

1414   The net of a cube is d
rawn below. 

A

B
C

D
E

F

What letter is o
n the opposite  

face to A? 

1515   Here are four letters. C
ircle the letter(s) 

with 

2 lines of symmetry.

E O S M

1616   Here are four angles. Circle the angles that 

measure more than 90o .

STATISTICS AND PROBABILITY 

1717   The arrow on this sp
inner is s

pun.

1

5

2

8

4

6
7

3

What is t
he probability

 it  

stops on a 5? 

1818   The results o
f 20 students fo

r a maths competitio
n 

are shown. 

24 26 28 30 32

Number of marks34 36 38 40

What fra
ction of the students  

received a score more than 30? 

EXCEL  ADVANCED SKILLS MATHS YEAR 5

10

SECTION 1

UNIT 1B

Level 

 ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION

FOCUS
ON

11   What is the place value of 6  

in 6321? 

22   Add 34 and 23. 

 

33   Subtract 5 from 20. 

 

44   What is the total of 7, 6 and 5? 

 

55   Zoe is 8 years old and her mother  

is 34 years older than Zoe?  

How old is Zoe’s mother? 

66   Jack has 58 golf balls in a bucket.  

He removes 16 golf balls from the  

bucket and hits them into a lake.  

How many balls remain? 

77   Subtract 34 from 100. 

 

88   Write this number in digits:  

Six thousand five hundred and three. 

99   There are usually 29 students in 5M.  

If 5 students are absent, how many  

students are present? 

1010   On two different days Priya sells lemons to her 

neighbours. On the first day she sells 23 lemons 

and on the second day she sells 28 lemons.  

What is the total number of  

lemons she has sold? 

1111   What is 6000 plus 4000? 

 

1212   A race involved 3 km of swimming, 35 km  

of bike-riding and 10 km of running.  

What is the total length of the  

race in km? 

1313   Rewrite these numbers from smallest to largest: 

480, 804, 408, 840

1414   The temperature at 6 pm was 18°. It then  

dropped 7° by midnight and then by  

another 4° by 5 am. What was the  

temperature at 5 am? 

1515   In a week Symon earned $36 from lawn-mowing 

and $16 from dog-walking. What  

was the total amount of money  

he earned? 

1616   Rewrite 7405 in words.

1717   A ride at an amusement park has 100 seats.  

If 47 seats are taken, how many  

spare seats are available? 

1818   At a school market day, 54 sausage sandwiches are 

sold in the first hour, and then 72 are sold in the 

second hour. What is the total 

number of sausage sandwiches  

sold in the two hours? 

1919   Rewrite these numbers from smallest to largest: 

480, 804, 408, 840

2020   The temperature at 6 pm was 18°. It then  

dropped 7° by midnight and then by  

another 4° by 5 am. What was the  

temperature at 5 am? 

2121   In a week Symon earned $36 from  

lawn-mowing and $16 from dog-walking.  

What was the total amount of  

money he earned? 

2525   Rewrite 7405 in words.

2222   A ride at an amusement park has 100 seats.  

If 47 seats are taken, how many  

spare seats are available? 

2424   At a school market day, 54 sausage sandwiches are 

sold in the first hour, and then 72 are sold in the 

second hour. What is the total 

number of sausage sandwiches  

sold in the two hours? 

2525   At a school market day, 54 sausage sandwiches are 

sold in the first hour, and then 72 are sold in the 

second hour. What is the total 

number of sausage sandwiches  

sold in the two hours? 

EXCEL  ADVANCED SKILLS MATHS YEAR 5

9

UNIT 1A

SECTION 1

Level 

 ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION

FOCUSON

11   What is the place value of 6  

in 6321? 22   Add 34 and 23. 
 

33   Subtract 5 from 20. 

 
44   What is the total of 7, 6 and 5? 

 
55   Zoe is 8 years old and her mother  

is 34 years older than Zoe?  

How old is Zoe’s mother? 

66   Jack has 58 golf balls in a bucket.  

He removes 16 golf balls from the  

bucket and hits them into a lake.  

How many balls remain? 

77   Subtract 34 from 100. 

 
88   Write this number in digits:  

Six thousand five hundred and three. 

99   There are usually 29 students in 5M.  

If 5 students are absent, how many  

students are present? 

1010   On two different days Priya sells lemons to her 

neighbours. On the first day she sells 23 lemons 

and on the second day she sells 28 lemons.  

What is the total number of  

lemons she has sold? 

1111   What is 6000 plus 4000? 

 
1212   A race involved 3 km of swimming, 35 km  

of bike-riding and 10 km of running.  

What is the total length of the  

race in km? 
1313   Rewrite these numbers from smallest to largest: 

480, 804, 408, 840
1414   The temperature at 6 pm was 18°. It then  

dropped 7° by midnight and then by  

another 4° by 5 am. What was the  

temperature at 5 am? 

1515   In a week Symon earned $36 from lawn-mowing 

and $16 from dog-walking. What  

was the total amount of money  

he earned? 1616   Rewrite 7405 in words.1717   A ride at an amusement park has 100 seats.  

If 47 seats are taken, how many  

spare seats are available? 

1818   At a school market day, 54 sausage sandwiches are 

sold in the first hour, and then 72 are sold in the 

second hour. What is the total 

number of sausage sandwiches  

sold in the two hours? 

1919   Rewrite these numbers from smallest to largest: 

480, 804, 408, 840
2020   The temperature at 6 pm was 18°. It then  

dropped 7° by midnight and then by  

another 4° by 5 am. What was the  

temperature at 5 am? 

2121   In a week Symon earned $36 from  

lawn-mowing and $16 from dog-walking.  

What was the total amount of  

money he earned? 

2525   Rewrite 7405 in words.2222   A ride at an amusement park has 100 seats.  

If 47 seats are taken, how many  

spare seats are available? 

2424   At a school market day, 54 sausage sandwiches are 

sold in the first hour, and then 72 are sold in the 

second hour. What is the total 

number of sausage sandwiches  

sold in the two hours? 

2525   At a school market day, 54 sausage sandwiches are 

sold in the first hour, and then 72 are sold in the 

second hour. What is the total 

number of sausage sandwiches  

sold in the two hours? 

EXCEL  ADVANCED SKILLS MATHS YEAR 5
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UNIT 1A

SECTION 1

Level 

 ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION

FOCUSON

11   What is the place value of 6  

in 6321? 22   Add 34 and 23. 
 

33   Subtract 5 from 20. 

 
44   What is the total of 7, 6 and 5? 

 
55   Zoe is 8 years old and her mother  

is 34 years older than Zoe?  

How old is Zoe’s mother? 

66   Jack has 58 golf balls in a bucket.  

He removes 16 golf balls from the  

bucket and hits them into a lake.  

How many balls remain? 

77   Subtract 34 from 100. 

 
88   Write this number in digits:  

Six thousand five hundred and three. 

99   There are usually 29 students in 5M.  

If 5 students are absent, how many  

students are present? 

1010   On two different days Priya sells lemons to her 

neighbours. On the first day she sells 23 lemons 

and on the second day she sells 28 lemons.  

What is the total number of  

lemons she has sold? 

1111   What is 6000 plus 4000? 

 
1212   A race involved 3 km of swimming, 35 km  

of bike-riding and 10 km of running.  

What is the total length of the  

race in km? 
1313   Rewrite these numbers from smallest to largest: 

480, 804, 408, 840
1414   The temperature at 6 pm was 18°. It then  

dropped 7° by midnight and then by  

another 4° by 5 am. What was the  

temperature at 5 am? 

1515   In a week Symon earned $36 from lawn-mowing 

and $16 from dog-walking. What  

was the total amount of money  

he earned? 1616   Rewrite 7405 in words.1717   A ride at an amusement park has 100 seats.  

If 47 seats are taken, how many  

spare seats are available? 

1818   At a school market day, 54 sausage sandwiches are 

sold in the first hour, and then 72 are sold in the 

second hour. What is the total 

number of sausage sandwiches  

sold in the two hours? 

1919   Rewrite these numbers from smallest to largest: 

480, 804, 408, 840
2020   The temperature at 6 pm was 18°. It then  

dropped 7° by midnight and then by  

another 4° by 5 am. What was the  

temperature at 5 am? 

2121   In a week Symon earned $36 from  

lawn-mowing and $16 from dog-walking.  

What was the total amount of  

money he earned? 

2525   Rewrite 7405 in words.2222   A ride at an amusement park has 100 seats.  

If 47 seats are taken, how many  

spare seats are available? 

2424   At a school market day, 54 sausage sandwiches are 

sold in the first hour, and then 72 are sold in the 

second hour. What is the total 

number of sausage sandwiches  

sold in the two hours? 

2525   At a school market day, 54 sausage sandwiches are 

sold in the first hour, and then 72 are sold in the 

second hour. What is the total 

number of sausage sandwiches  

sold in the two hours? 

EXCEL  ADVANCED SKILLS MATHS YEAR 5
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SECTION 1

UNIT 1B

Level 

 ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION

FOCUS
ON

11   What is the place value of 6  

in 6321? 

22   Add 34 and 23. 

 

33   Subtract 5 from 20. 

 

44   What is the total of 7, 6 and 5? 

 

55   Zoe is 8 years old and her mother  

is 34 years older than Zoe?  

How old is Zoe’s mother? 

66   Jack has 58 golf balls in a bucket.  

He removes 16 golf balls from the  

bucket and hits them into a lake.  

How many balls remain? 

77   Subtract 34 from 100. 

 

88   Write this number in digits:  

Six thousand five hundred and three. 

99   There are usually 29 students in 5M.  

If 5 students are absent, how many  

students are present? 

1010   On two different days Priya sells lemons to her 

neighbours. On the first day she sells 23 lemons 

and on the second day she sells 28 lemons.  

What is the total number of  

lemons she has sold? 

1111   What is 6000 plus 4000? 

 

1212   A race involved 3 km of swimming, 35 km  

of bike-riding and 10 km of running.  

What is the total length of the  

race in km? 

1313   Rewrite these numbers from smallest to largest: 

480, 804, 408, 840

1414   The temperature at 6 pm was 18°. It then  

dropped 7° by midnight and then by  

another 4° by 5 am. What was the  

temperature at 5 am? 

1515   In a week Symon earned $36 from lawn-mowing 

and $16 from dog-walking. What  

was the total amount of money  

he earned? 

1616   Rewrite 7405 in words.

1717   A ride at an amusement park has 100 seats.  

If 47 seats are taken, how many  

spare seats are available? 

1818   At a school market day, 54 sausage sandwiches are 

sold in the first hour, and then 72 are sold in the 

second hour. What is the total 

number of sausage sandwiches  

sold in the two hours? 

1919   Rewrite these numbers from smallest to largest: 

480, 804, 408, 840

2020   The temperature at 6 pm was 18°. It then  

dropped 7° by midnight and then by  

another 4° by 5 am. What was the  

temperature at 5 am? 

2121   In a week Symon earned $36 from  

lawn-mowing and $16 from dog-walking.  

What was the total amount of  

money he earned? 

2525   Rewrite 7405 in words.

2222   A ride at an amusement park has 100 seats.  

If 47 seats are taken, how many  

spare seats are available? 

2424   At a school market day, 54 sausage sandwiches are 

sold in the first hour, and then 72 are sold in the 

second hour. What is the total 

number of sausage sandwiches  

sold in the two hours? 

2525   At a school market day, 54 sausage sandwiches are 

sold in the first hour, and then 72 are sold in the 

second hour. What is the total 

number of sausage sandwiches  

sold in the two hours? 
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UNIT 1A

SECTION 2

Level 

NUMBER AND ALGEBRA

11   Circle the numbers th
at are  

multiples of 5?

15, 40, 51, 55, 201 

22   What is 2
93 plus 421 to the  

nearest hundred? 

33   For a school excursion, 45 students are loaded  

on to each of 4 buses. H
ow many  

students tr
avelled by bus? 

44   Mrs Scott organised her 28 students  

into groups of 5. How many  

students w
ere left over? 

55   What is 7
 × 5 × 10? 

 

66   Which of these is th
e largest?

1
2
,  
1

5
,  
1

8  

77   What is 
1

2
 – 15

? 

 

88   Write the number 4 units, 6
 tenths,  

8 hundredths and 2 thousandths  

in digits. 

99   The entry fees for a wildlife park are Adults $
18  

and Children $12. What would be the cost  

for John and Martha and their  

8-year old son? 

1010   Find the missin
g number in the pattern: 

1
8
,  
3

8
,  
1

8
,  

1111   What is t
he missin

g number in number sentence?

 
× 6 = 420

MEASUREMENT AND GEOMETRY

1212   Find the area of the shaded figure.

 

1313   What is 9
:20 pm in 24-hour tim

e? 

 

1414   The net of a cube is d
rawn below. 

A

B
C

D
E

F

What letter is o
n the opposite  

face to A? 

1515   Here are four letters. C
ircle the letter(s) 

with 

2 lines of symmetry.

E O S M

1616   Here are four angles. Circle the angles that 

measure more than 90o .

STATISTICS AND PROBABILITY 

1717   The arrow on this sp
inner is s

pun.

1

5

2

8

4

6
7

3

What is t
he probability

 it  

stops on a 5? 

1818   The results o
f 20 students fo

r a maths competitio
n 

are shown. 

24 26 28 30 32

Number of marks34 36 38 40

What fra
ction of the students  

received a score more than 30? 
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MATHEMATICS
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AGES 
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ADVANCED SKILLS

9781741256598

Excel Advanced Skills

• These books closely match the Mathematics your 
child is studying at school.

Excel Essential Skills

• These write-in workbooks offer complete study and 
homework support in Maths.

• Comprehensive practice exercises will help students 
understand their work more thoroughly.

9781741255911 9781741255928

9781741251647

9781741251678

9781864412857 9781740200479

9781741250824

Excel Basic Skills

• There is a book in this series to cater for your child’s 
every English need.

Excel Basic Skills Core

• These books provide in-depth practice of core skills.

9781864412819 9781864412833

9781741251593

9781740200516

9781864412871 9781864412895

Excel Basic Skills

• There is a book in this series to cater for your child’s 
every Mathematics need.

9781864412901

Excel Basic Skills Core

• These books provide in-depth practice of core skills.

9781864412772 9781741256215

9781741251838 9781741255904

9781741256147

Excel Advanced Skills

9781741252675

9781741254020 9781741254808

9781741254068

• These books closely match 
the spelling, vocabulary, 
grammar, punctuation, 
reading, comprehension 
and writing your child is 
studying at school.

READING AND COMPREHENSION 

UNIT 
UNIT 

  Text 1
Text 1RENEWABLE ENERGY—NEWS

STORING renewable energy

STORING renewable energy

Wind and solar are Australia’s great renewable energy resources and vital in the war against 

climate change, but when the wind doesn’t blow and the sun doesn’t shine what happens to 

electricity supply if there is not a backup supply? Electricity fails.

One solution to the need for a backup power supply is bigger and better batteries. Large-scale 

batteries can store electricity so that power supply does not fail. 

Over recent years wind and solar technologies have rapidly 

improved along with the technology for large-scale battery 

storage options for the electricity generated by the sun and 

the wind. On 3 July 2017 Australian economist Ross Garnaut 

said “Australia’s rich renewable energy resources could mean 

that Australia will emerge as the developed country with the 

lowest electricity costs ... We have the opportunity to be the 

energy superpower of the low-carbon world economy.”   

Large-scale battery technology is an important step 

towards achieving affordable energy and reducing 

greenhouse gas emissions.   

11  Choose all that apply. Ross Garnault 

believes that Australia   

A is an energy superpower. 

B has plenty of renewable energy 

resources.
C is sunny and windy. 

D has a low-carbon economy.

22  Batteries canA provide rich renewable energy resources.  

B help the wind blow and the sun shine. 

C help Australia become an energy 

superpower. 
D store backup power.

33  Why are large-scale batteries needed?

A because small batteries can’t store 

renewable energy 

B so that electricity supply fails

C because it’s not always sunny or windy 

D because Australia is rich in renewable 

energy resources

44  Choose all that apply. Technological 

advances will  
A lead to a stable electricity supply.  

B make electricity cheaper.

C ensure electricity supply will not fail. 

D ensure sun and wind supply enough 

energy.55  The photo shows 
A a solar farm. 

B renewable energy batteries.

C how to store renewable energy.  

D a wind farm.
66  Use evidence in the text to draw a 

conclusion about Ross Garnaut.

A His opinion is generally respected. 

B Nobody believes what he says. 

C He does not know much about economics. 

D He is a newspaper reporter. 
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 Answers and explanations on pages XX–XX

1A

1

2

3 
4 

5

6 
7

8 
9 

10 
11 

12 
13 

14 
15

16 
17 

18

More
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TEXTS IN CONTEXT 

UNIT 
UNIT 

  Text 2
Text 2

Farmers for climate action

Anika Molesworth

Anika Molesworth

Anika’s family has a sheep station in outback NSW. She divides her time between there and working 

as an agricultural researcher. Her research takes her overseas for field work in places such as the rice 

paddies of South-East Asia. 

Anika is passionate about sustainable farming, environmental conservation and action to prevent 

further climate change. She is keenly interested in the conservation of natural and cultural heritage in 

farming communities and manages the Sustainable Farms program for International National Trusts 

Organisation (INTO).

Anika has been an invited speaker and educator at international conferences dealing with agricultural 

sustainability and natural resources. She made a presentation at the United Nations Paris Climate 

Conference (Paris COP21—Conference of Parties). She hopes to inspire others to seek excellence in 

environmental and agricultural work. 

Anika has received the following Awards: 2015 Young Farmer of the Year, 2017 NSW Finalist for Young 

Australian of the Year, and NSW Young Achiever Award for Environment and Sustainability.  

1	1	
Text 1 in Unit 1A

A tells h
ow to help the environment. 

B gives subjective information.

C is a biography.  

D gives the writer’s o
pinion.

2	2	
Text 2

A tells h
ow to be a sustainable farmer. 

B is a biography.

C describes an organisation. 

D recommends climate action.

3	3	
Choose all th

at apply. In Text 2 the writer 

includes

A a call to
 action. 

B a set of arguments fo
r a point of view.

C statements su
pported by evidence.  

D strong opinions.

4	4	
Find an acronym in the text. W

rite it on the 

line.  

5	5	
The writer of Text 1 in Unit 1A

A agrees with Ross G
arnaut’s st

atements. 

B makes judgements about people.

C is opposed to large-scale batteries.  

D presents different sid
es of an argument.

6	6	
Anika Molesworth and Ross G

arnaut are 

similar because they are both

A working towards sustainable farming. 

B talking to newspaper reporters about 

climate action.

C working towards climate action. 

D influential people in their chosen fields.

7	7	 How do renewable resources 

help prevent climate change?

Get creative
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TEXTS IN CONTEXT 

UNIT 
UNIT 

  Text 2
Text 2

Farmers for climate action

Anika Molesworth

Anika Molesworth

Anika’s family has a sheep station in outback NSW. She divides her time between there and working 

as an agricultural researcher. Her research takes her overseas for field work in places such as the rice 

paddies of South-East Asia. 

Anika is passionate about sustainable farming, environmental conservation and action to prevent 

further climate change. She is keenly interested in the conservation of natural and cultural heritage in 

farming communities and manages the Sustainable Farms program for International National Trusts 

Organisation (INTO).

Anika has been an invited speaker and educator at international conferences dealing with agricultural 

sustainability and natural resources. She made a presentation at the United Nations Paris Climate 

Conference (Paris COP21—Conference of Parties). She hopes to inspire others to seek excellence in 

environmental and agricultural work. 

Anika has received the following Awards: 2015 Young Farmer of the Year, 2017 NSW Finalist for Young 

Australian of the Year, and NSW Young Achiever Award for Environment and Sustainability.  

1	1	
Text 1 in Unit 1A

A tells h
ow to help the environment. 

B gives subjective information.

C is a biography.  

D gives the writer’s o
pinion.

2	2	
Text 2

A tells h
ow to be a sustainable farmer. 

B is a biography.

C describes an organisation. 

D recommends climate action.

3	3	
Choose all th

at apply. In Text 2 the writer 

includes

A a call to
 action. 

B a set of arguments fo
r a point of view.

C statements su
pported by evidence.  

D strong opinions.

4	4	
Find an acronym in the text. W

rite it on the 

line.  

5	5	
The writer of Text 1 in Unit 1A

A agrees with Ross G
arnaut’s st

atements. 

B makes judgements about people.

C is opposed to large-scale batteries.  

D presents different sid
es of an argument.

6	6	
Anika Molesworth and Ross G

arnaut are 

similar because they are both

A working towards sustainable farming. 

B talking to newspaper reporters about 

climate action.

C working towards climate action. 

D influential people in their chosen fields.

7	7	 How do renewable resources 

help prevent climate change?

Get creative
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5
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UNIT UNIT 

SPELLING     

Rewrite the misspelt words.

11  Australia has great renewible energy sources. 

22  Wind and solar tecknology  

have rapidly improved.  

33  Australia can be an energy supapower. 

44  Add a prefix to this word from the text: 

developed. Then write a definition for the 

new word.  

55  Write three words from the word family 

that contains electricity.  

VOCABULARY     

66  Circle the answer that has the nearest 

meaning to the underlined word. 

There are battery storage options.

A opportunities  B failures

C choices 
D losses

77  Use a dictionary that includes word origins. 

Explain the origin and meaning of this 

word from the text: emerge. 

88  Choose the correct definition for this word 

from the text: solution. 

A answer  
B response 

C resolution 
D problem 

99  Write a definition for this phrase from the 

text: energy superpower.  

Circle the word that does not belong.      

1010  A resources  
B disadvantages 

C reserves 
D assets   

1111  A fail  
B profit 

C crash 
D collapse

GRAMMAR     

1212  Circle the subject of the sentence.

We have the opportunity to be an energy 

superpower.

1313  Circle the verb groups in each sentence. 

A Electricity can be stored in batteries so 

that power supply does not fail. 

B The storing of electricity in batteries 

means that power supply does not fail.  

1414  Which sentence shows the most certainty?

A Wind and solar might improve people’s 

lives.

B Wind and solar are likely to improve 

people’s lives. 

C Wind and solar improve people’s lives.

D Wind and solar will definitely improve 

people’s lives.

1515  Circle the verbs then underline the main 

(independent) clause in the sentence.

Wind is a great source of renewable energy 

when the wind is blowing.

PUNCTUATION     

1616  Circle the sentence that is punctuated 

correctly.

A Australia’s power grid needs large-scale 

batteries.

B Ross garnaut is an Australian economist.

C Power can fail unless theres a back up 

supply.

Rewrite each sentence correctly.

1717  australia has plenty of sun and wind 

1818  large scale battery storage is a suitable option
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 Answers and explanations on pages XX–XX

READING AND COMPREHENSION 

UNIT 
UNIT 

  Text 1
Text 1RENEWABLE ENERGY—NEWS

STORING renewable energy

STORING renewable energy

Wind and solar are Australia’s great renewable energy resources and vital in the war against 

climate change, but when the wind doesn’t blow and the sun doesn’t shine what happens to 

electricity supply if there is not a backup supply? Electricity fails.

One solution to the need for a backup power supply is bigger and better batteries. Large-scale 

batteries can store electricity so that power supply does not fail. 

Over recent years wind and solar technologies have rapidly 

improved along with the technology for large-scale battery 

storage options for the electricity generated by the sun and 

the wind. On 3 July 2017 Australian economist Ross Garnaut 

said “Australia’s rich renewable energy resources could mean 

that Australia will emerge as the developed country with the 

lowest electricity costs ... We have the opportunity to be the 

energy superpower of the low-carbon world economy.”   

Large-scale battery technology is an important step 

towards achieving affordable energy and reducing 

greenhouse gas emissions.   

11  Choose all that apply. Ross Garnault 

believes that Australia   

A is an energy superpower. 

B has plenty of renewable energy 

resources.
C is sunny and windy. 

D has a low-carbon economy.

22  Batteries canA provide rich renewable energy resources.  

B help the wind blow and the sun shine. 

C help Australia become an energy 

superpower. 
D store backup power.

33  Why are large-scale batteries needed?

A because small batteries can’t store 

renewable energy 

B so that electricity supply fails

C because it’s not always sunny or windy 

D because Australia is rich in renewable 

energy resources

44  Choose all that apply. Technological 

advances will  
A lead to a stable electricity supply.  

B make electricity cheaper.

C ensure electricity supply will not fail. 

D ensure sun and wind supply enough 

energy.55  The photo shows 
A a solar farm. 

B renewable energy batteries.

C how to store renewable energy.  

D a wind farm.
66  Use evidence in the text to draw a 

conclusion about Ross Garnaut.

A His opinion is generally respected. 

B Nobody believes what he says. 

C He does not know much about economics. 

D He is a newspaper reporter. 
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Excel Handbooks & Guides

• These reference books will help your child with 
grammar, spelling and writing.

• These books are a must-have for your child’s home 
library.

97818644106179781864410600

COMING SOON

To look inside these books go to www.pascalpress.com.au/excel To look inside these books go to www.pascalpress.com.au/excel

9781741252835

 9781741252644
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9781740200790 9781864413793

Excel Basic Skills

• There is a book in this series to cater for your child’s 
every English need.

9781741256024

Excel SmartStudy

• This title provides a structured revision program to 
prepare students for tests and exams.

• The scaffold provided will help students use their study 
time effectively.

9781864413359

Excel Basic Skills Core

• This book provides in-depth practice of core skills.

9781741253887

9781741254259

Excel NAPLAN*-style Tests Excel Selective Schools & Scholarship Tests

• This series helps students prepare for the NSW Selective 
High School Placement Test and the ACER Scholarship 
Tests (Secondary level 1).

• There is a book for every subject covered in these tests.

9781864410785 9781740200493

9781864410792 9781864410815

9781864412321 9781740200158

9781741254181

9781741254167

Excel NAPLAN*-style Tests for 
Year 6 are fantastic to use:

	✓ To prepare one year ahead of 
time for the Year 7 NAPLAN 
Tests

	✓ As general all-year-round books

• These books are great for general test practice, as 
well as preparing for future NAPLAN and NAPLAN 
online tests in Reading, Conventions of Language, 
Writing and Numeracy.

9781741252354 9781741251715

Excel
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Selective Schools and Scholarship–style Year 6 Test Pack
The NSW Selective High School Placement Test is held every year in March. The ACER 
Scholarship Tests (Secondary Level 1) are Australia-wide and are usually held at the beginning of 
the year in February and March.
There are four tests in each:
• Reading: the NSW Selective High School Placement Test has 45 questions and the ACER 

Scholarship Tests have between 40 and 45 questions.
• Mathematics: the NSW Selective High School Placement Test has 40 questions and the ACER 

Scholarship Tests have between 32 and 36 questions.
• General Ability (NSW Selective High School Placement Test only): there are 60 questions in this test.
• Writing: the NSW Selective High School Placement Test has one question and the ACER 

Scholarship Tests have two tests with one question in each.

This preparation pack will ensure that your student is 100% prepared for these important tests. 
It contains:

This pack includes:

 One Test Guide Book

 Two Sample Selective Schools 
and Scholarship–style Reading, 
Mathematics, General Ability and 
Writing Tests

Alan Horsfield, 
Allyn Jones & 
Lyn Baker

Pascal Press 
PO Box 250 
Glebe NSW 2037 
(02) 8585 4044
www.pascalpress.com.au

ISBN 978-1-74125-275-0
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 One Test Guide Book

Two Sample Selective Schools and Scholarship–style Reading and Writing Tests

Two Sample Selective Schools and Scholarship–style General Ability and Mathematics Tests

This book includes:
• Selective Schools and Scholarship–style  Reading, 

Mathematics, General Ability and Writing Tests
• All questions grouped into topic areas within each test
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MATHEMATICS TEST: Allow 35 minutes

Number questions

  Question 1 Division *Short Test 3: Number

Greg has some golf balls and he wants to give them all away.

If he shares the balls equally between three friends, there is one left over.

If he shares the balls equally between four friends, there is one left over.

If he shares the balls equally between five friends, there is one left over.

What is the smallest number of balls Greg can have?

A b 31
 

B b 51
 

C b 61
 

D b 121

  Question 2 Fractions *Short Test 3: Number

        4
D

=
D

36

What is the value of ∆ ?

A b 6
 

B b 12
 

C b 16
 

D b 20

  Question 3 Average *Short Test 3: Number

Five numbers are written on cards.

The average of the five numbers is 7.

Four of the cards are face up but one card is face down and its number cannot be seen.

5 12 6 3

What number is written on the unknown card?

A b 5
 

B b 7
 

C b 9
 

D b 11

READING TEST Answers, Explanations & Tips

72*Taken from www.exceltestzone.com.au Excel Test Zone Test Guide for Selective Schools & Scholarship Tests

*Question 7
Explanation
• Open Book extract to see the lines highlighted.

These lines show you where the answer can 
be found.

Book extract
Wailing sirens could be heard going down New South Head Road towards William Street. For a moment the sound abated as the vehicles rocketed through the Kings Cross Tunnel. Then the sound was lost in the general noise of the city.

Moments later an ambulance could be heard travelling the same route, its sirens becoming more urgent and demanding as the wails changed to blaring blasts.

Blake lumbered along the dimly lit street like a heavy shadow. On the topside of the street were the high back walls of the terraces that fronted Glenmore Road. On the other side were the deep murky shadows of a bushy hollow behind a private hospital.

All was quiet, very quiet. Too quiet. Except for his gasping, strained breathing. He wished he could stop breathing, because then he might be able to hear how close they were.

The blood was thumping through his head. He could feel it pulsating through his temples. Thumping so loudly that he half expected some of his veins to burst inside his head. He shuddered at 

the thought of blood gushing all over his brain. He had to stop and get his breath.

“Silly bugger!” he cursed himself.

He looked along the street. The streetlights were high and dim—and far apart. The street was dull, but not dull enough. He could still be easy prey for his pursuers. He coughed and caught his breath. He had a sudden fear that he was getting an asthma attack. That’s all I need, he thought angrily. He had to stop and regain his composure. He hunted urgently in one pocket and then another, for the puffer he knew wasn’t there.

Between two terraces was a narrow lane, more a passageway, the entrance a little wider than a man with his elbows on his hips. It went through to Glenmore Road. It was dark and narrow and full of damp, steep steps. It looked more like a gateless side entrance to one of the terraces.

But it was partially concealed by an overhanging frangipani growing in a very small adjacent front garden. Blake decided to hole up in the passageway. He had to take the risk.

Alan Hors  eld

• This is an inferring (working out) type of question 
because you have to “read between the lines” when 
you read part of the text. You have to use your 
knowledge of word meanings as they are applied to 
the text.

Tip for an inferring (working out) type of 
question
• To find the answer you have to “read between 

the lines” as this type of question is based on 
material that does not jump out and give you the 
answer straightaway. You need to know about 
material in the text and then combine it with your 
own knowledge and understanding to work out the 
final answer. 

*Question 8
Explanation
• Open Book extract to see the lines highlighted.

These lines show you where the answer can 
be found.

Book extract
Wailing sirens could be heard going down New South Head Road towards William Street. For a moment the sound abated as the vehicles rocketed through the Kings Cross Tunnel. Then the sound was lost in the general noise of the city.

Moments later an ambulance could be heard travelling the same route, its sirens becoming more urgent and demanding as the wails changed to blaring blasts.

Blake lumbered along the dimly lit street like a heavy shadow. On the topside of the street were the high back walls of the terraces that fronted Glenmore Road. On the other side were the deep murky shadows of a bushy hollow behind a private hospital.

All was quiet, very quiet. Too quiet. Except for his gasping, strained breathing. He wished he could stop breathing, because then he might be able to hear how close they were.

The blood was thumping through his head. He could feel it pulsating through his temples. Thumping so loudly that he half expected some of his veins to burst inside his head. He shuddered at 

the thought of blood gushing all over his brain. He had to stop and get his breath.

“Silly bugger!” he cursed himself.

He looked along the street. The streetlights were high and dim—and far apart. The street was dull, but not dull enough. He could still be easy prey for his pursuers. He coughed and caught his breath. He had a sudden fear that he was getting an asthma attack. That’s all I need, he thought angrily. He had to stop and regain his composure. He hunted urgently in one pocket and then another, for the puffer he knew wasn’t there.

Between two terraces was a narrow lane, more a passageway, the entrance a little wider than a man with his elbows on his hips. It went through to Glenmore Road. It was dark and narrow and full of damp, steep steps. It looked more like a gateless side entrance to one of the terraces.

But it was partially concealed by an overhanging frangipani growing in a very small adjacent front garden. Blake decided to hole up in the passageway. He had to take the risk.

Alan Hors  eld

• This is a general fact-finding type of question 
because you can find the fact in the text. Notice that 
the question is a “Where”-type question.

Tip for a general fact-finding type of 
question
• You can find the answer because it’s a fact in the 

text—so read the text carefully. Sometimes you will 
find the exact answer straightaway but other times 
you have to read a bit more carefully as the fact is 
hidden in the text. 
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•	 You will have 40 minutes to complete the test.  
It contains 45 questions.

•	 This test contains several passages. In most passages  
every fifth line is numbered on the right-hand side to  
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•	 For the NSW High School Placement Test there is one writing task.
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•	 For the NSW High School Placement Test there is one writing task.
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Excel Handbooks & Pocket Books

• These cover grammar, writing and English in general.
• These books are a must-have for your child’s home 

library.

97817412500919781741252835

Excel Essential Skills

• These write-in workbooks offer complete study and 
homework support in English.

• Comprehensive practice exercises will help students 
understand their work.

9781740200363 9781741254082

9781741254143

9781741254112 9781741250015

9781740203128

9781741250022

9781740200936

9781741252590
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Excel Essential Skills

• This write-in workbook offers complete study and 
homework support in Science.

• Comprehensive practice exercises will help students 
understand their work more thoroughly.

9781740200837

Excel Study Guides

• This is the ultimate comprehensive, in-depth study 
aid to help students excel.

• This title provides the rigour that students need to 
excel at their work.

9781741253917

Excel Basic Skills

• This book covers whole numbers, decimals, 
percentages and fractions in depth.

9781864413786

Excel SmartStudy

• This title provides a 
structured revision program 
to prepare students for tests 
and exams.

• The scaffold provided will 
help students use their study 
time effectively.

9781741254662

Excel Advanced Skills

• This book closely matches the Mathematics your 
child is studying at school.

9781741252200

• This book provides in-depth practice of core skills.

9781864413359

Excel Basic Skills Core Excel SmartStudy

• This title provides a structured revision program to 
prepare students for tests and exams.

• The scaffold provided will help students use their 
study time effectively.

Excel Handbooks & Dictionaries

• This series contains reference books and handy 
summaries for Science.

• These books are a must-have for your child’s home 
library.

9781741252224 9781741254341

✓	Quick revision

✓	Revision 
summaries

✓	Revision tests

✓	Sample exam 
papers

✓	Check your 
answers

9781741254785

• These books are the ultimate comprehensive,  
in-depth study aids to help students excel.

• They provide the rigour that students need to excel at 
their work.

Excel Essential Skills

97817402004319781741251517

9781741255911

9781740203159

• These write-in workbooks offer complete study and 
homework support in Mathematics.

• Comprehensive practice exercises will help 
students understand their work more thoroughly.

9781740200400 9781741254075

9781741255928

Excel Study Guides & Dictionaries

9781741251524 9781741251357

COMING SOON

9781741250060
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Excel Essential Skills Excel SmartStudy

• This title provides a structured revision program to 
prepare students for tests and exams.

• The scaffold provided will help students use their 
study time effectively.

9781740200370

1 2

Excel NAPLAN*-style Tests

• These books focus on helping students prepare for the Year 7 NAPLAN and NAPLAN Online tests in Reading, 
Conventions of Language, Writing and Numeracy.

• All books are written specifically for the NAPLAN and NAPLAN Online tests. We have four series of books available:

Excel NAPLAN*-style Tests— 
a general preparation book containing lots of 
test practice on all four tests. Use this all year 
round.

Excel NAPLAN*-style Literacy Tests— 
a focus on preparation for Literacy. Use this to 
achieve excellence and to improve through extra 
practice in Reading, Conventions of Language and 
Writing Tests.

9781741251937 9781741253658

3 4 Excel Revise in a Month  
NAPLAN*-style Tests—a format to help 
organise your child’s test preparation with daily 
tasks on all the tests. Great for reinforcing 
skills learnt a month before the tests.

Excel NAPLAN*-style Numeracy 
Tests—a focus on preparation for Numeracy, 
featuring comprehensive practice. Use this to 
achieve excellence and to improve through extra 
practice in Mathematics.

9781741253610 9781741252095

9781741254082

9781741254143

9781741254112

9781741250015

9781740203128

9781741250022

9781740200936

• These write-in workbooks offer complete study and 
homework support in English.

• Comprehensive practice exercises will help students 
understand their work.

9781741256031

• This book contains purely practice tests so that 
students can fully prepare for their class tests and 
exams.

9781741256345

Excel Tests
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Excel Handbooks & Pocket Books

• These titles cover grammar, writing and English in general.
• These books are a must-have for your child’s home 

library.

978174125009197817412528359781741252590

Get the Results You Want!

www.exceltestzone.com.au
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Excel Essential Skills

• This write-in workbook offers complete study and 
homework support in Science.

• Comprehensive practice exercises will help students 
understand their work more thoroughly.

9781740200820

Excel SmartStudy

• This title provides a structured revision program to 
prepare students for tests and exams.

• The scaffold provided will help students use their 
study time effectively.

9781741254211

Excel Study Guides

• This is the ultimate comprehensive, in-depth study 
aid to help students excel.

• This title provids the rigour that students need to 
excel at their work.

9781741253924

Did you know? You can 
look inside all our books 

at www.pascalpress.
com.au/excel

www.pascalpress.com.au/excel

Excel Essential Skills

Excel Study Guides & Dictionaries

Excel SmartStudy

• This title provides a structured revision program to 
prepare students for tests and exams.

• The scaffold provided will help students use their 
study time effectively.

9781740200400

9781740200332 9781740203166

9781741255942

9781741256352

97817412513579781741250077

9781741254747

• These write-in workbooks offer complete study and 
homework support in Mathematics.

• Comprehensive practice exercises will help students 
understand their work more thoroughly.

✓	Study notes

✓	Skills check

✓	Intermediate tests

✓	Advanced tests

✓	Sample exam papers

✓	Worked solutions

9781740200417

9781741254358 9781741255935 • This book contains purely practice tests so that 
students can fully prepare for their class tests and 
exams.

Excel Tests

Excel Handbooks & Dictionaries

• This series contains reference books and handy 
summaries for Science.

• These books are a must-have for your child’s home 
library.

9781741252224 9781741254341
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	✓ Specifically written 
for the Australian 
Curriculum

	✓ Step-by-step 
explanations and 
examples

	✓ Revision tests and 
practice exams

	✓ Fully worked 
solutions
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9781740200424

9781741255706

Excel Essential Skills

Excel Study Guides

Excel SmartStudy

• This title provides a 
structured revision program 
to prepare students for tests 
and exams.

• The scaffold provided will 
help students use their study 
time effectively.

9781741255935

9781741255942

9781741252712 9781740200349

9781741254754

• These write-in workbooks offer complete study 
and homework support in Mathematics.

• Comprehensive practice exercises will help 
students understand their work more thoroughly.

Excel Essential Skills

• These write-in workbooks offer complete study 
and homework support in English.

• Comprehensive practice exercises will help 
students understand their work more thoroughly.

9781740200387 9781741254136

9781740203128

9781741254129 9781741250022

97817412541509781741250015

• This title provides a structured revision program to 
prepare students for tests and exams.

• The scaffold provided will help students use their 
study time effectively.

Excel SmartStudy

9781741256048

9781740200417

9781741254792

• This book contains purely 
practice tests so that 
students can fully prepare for 
their class tests and exams.

Excel Tests

9781741256369

9781741252415

9781741251357

Excel Handbooks & Pocket Books

9781741250091 9781741252590

• These books contain handy summaries for 
English and grammar.

• These books are a must-have for your child’s 
home library.
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• These are the ultimate 
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study aids to help 
students excel.

• These titles provide the 
rigour that students need 
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Excel Essential Skills

• These write-in workbooks offer complete study 
and homework support in English.

• Comprehensive practice exercises will help 
students understand their work more thoroughly.

9781740200394 9781741254136

9781740203128

9781741254129 9781741250022

97817412541509781741250015

9781741256055

Excel SmartStudy

• This title provides a structured revision program to 
prepare students for tests and exams.

• The scaffold provided will help students use their 
study time effectively.

Excel Essential Skills

• This write-in workbook 
offers complete study 
and homework support in 
Science.

• Comprehensive practice 
exercises will help students 
understand their work more 
thoroughly.

9781740200806

Excel Study Guides

• This is the ultimate 
comprehensive, in-depth 
study aid to help students 
excel.

• This title provides the rigour 
that students need to excel at 
their work.

9781741253931

Excel SmartStudy

• This title provides a 
structured revision program 
to prepare students for tests 
and exams.

• The scaffold provided will 
help students use their study 
time effectively.

9781741254228

Excel Handbooks

• This title contains handy 
summaries for Science.

• This book is a must-have for 
your child’s home library.

9781741250480

Excel NAPLAN*-style Tests

• These books focus on helping students prepare for the Year 9 NAPLAN and NAPLAN Online tests 
in Reading, Conventions of Language, Writing and Numeracy.

9781741251944 9781741253726 9781741253627 9781741252101

Excel Handbooks & Pocket Books

• These books contain handy summaries for 
English and grammar.

• These books are a must-have for your child’s 
home library.

9781741250091 9781741252590
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Excel Essential Skills

• This write-in workbook offers complete study and 
homework support in Science.

• Comprehensive practice exercises will help students 
understand their work more thoroughly.

9781740200813

9781741256376

Excel Essential Skills

Excel Study Guides

Excel SmartStudy

• This title provides a structured revision program to 
prepare students for tests and exams.

• The scaffold provided will help students use their 
study time effectively.

• These are the ultimate comprehensive, in-depth 
study aids to help students excel.

• These titles provide the rigour that students need 
to excel at their work.

9781741255669 9781741255676 9781741254761

• These write-in workbooks offer complete study and 
homework support in Mathematics.

• Comprehensive practice exercises will help 
students understand their work more thoroughly.

9781741254778

9781740200417

9781741254792

9781740200424

9781741255713

• This book contains purely 
practice tests so that 
students can fully prepare for 
their class tests and exams.

Excel Tests

Excel Handbooks

• This title contains handy summaries for Science.
• This book is a must-have for your child’s home 

library.

9781741250480

Excel Study Guides

• This is the ultimate comprehensive, in-depth study 
aid to help students excel.

• This title provides the rigour that students need to 
excel at their work.

9781741253948

Excel SmartStudy

• This title provides a structured revision program to 
prepare students for tests and exams.

• The scaffold provided will help students use their 
study time effectively.

9781741254235

✓	Quick revision

✓	Revision summaries

✓	Revision tests

✓	Sample exam papers

✓	Check your answers
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Chapter 1 MODULE 5
Advanced 
Mechanics

projectile

➔	A projectile is an object that is moving freely under the 
influence of gravity (see Figure 1.1).

parabolic path. The parabolic path of the projectile seen 
by the stationary observer results from the combination 
of the downwards acceleration of the ball and the 
constant horizontal velocity of the ball.

motion

How can models that are used to explain 
projectile motion be used to analyse and 
make predictions?

I NQU IRY QUESTION :

The motion of a projectile moving under the influence of 
gravity can be predicted and analysed by using a model 
that treats the vertical and horizontal components of 
the motion independently. The horizontal motion is 
modelled as uniform rectilinear motion, and the vertical 
component is modelled as uniformly accelerated 
rectilinear motion. 

1  Understanding projectile motion

»  Students analyse the motion of projectiles by resolving 
the motion into horizontal and vertical components, 
making the following assumptions:
• a constant vertical acceleration due to gravity
• zero air resistance.

 Figure 1.1 Relative motion of a projectile

➔	Figure 1.1 shows a ball falling from the top of the mast of 
a boat travelling at constant velocity. To the person on the 
ship the ball appears to fall vertically downwards, but to 
an observer at rest on the shore, the ball appears to take a 

➔	Galileo showed that projectile motion could be analysed 
by treating the horizontal and vertical components of 
the motion independently. Figure 1.2 shows how the 
displacement of a projectile is related to the vertical and 
horizontal displacement.

parabolic path: a trajectory that has the shape of a 
parabola (i.e. a quadratic function such as y = x2)

 Figure 1.2 Illustration of how the path of a projectile is 
related to its vertical and horizontal displacement

 Because the horizontal and vertical components of 
projectile motion are independent, the time of flight 
of the cannon ball shown in Figure 1.2 is determined 
by the height of the cliff and the local acceleration 
due to gravity only. The initial horizontal velocity of 
the projectile has no effect on the time the ball will 
take to reach the ground. This means that a cannon 
ball dropped from the top of the cliff would reach 
the ground at the same time as a cannon ball fired 
horizontally at high speed from a cannon at the top of 
the cliff.

➔	 If we neglect air friction, the only force acting on a 
projectile is the downwards force of gravity. This force 
causes the projectile to accelerate downwards at the rate 
of acceleration due to gravity. As there is no horizontal 
force acting on the projectile, the horizontal velocity 

horizontal
displacement

vertical
displacement

projectile
motion
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 Prescribed texts—be sure every prescribed text 
from the syllabus is covered! Glossary iv
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 Syllabus focus—be sure every text in each 
module is analysed according to the syllabus 
requirements!

 Modules—be sure every module in the course 
is covered!

Common Module

TEXTS AND HUMAN 
EXPERIENCES

Introduction to the Common Module 

In this common module students deepen their understanding of how texts represent individual and collective 
human experiences. They examine how texts represent human qualities and emotions associated with, or 
arising from, these experiences. Students appreciate, explore, interpret, analyse and evaluate the ways 
language is used to shape these representations in a range of texts in a variety of forms, modes and media.

Students explore how texts may give insight into the anomalies, paradoxes and inconsistencies in human 
behaviour and motivations, inviting the responder to see the world differently, to challenge assumptions, 
ignite new ideas or reflect personally. They may also consider the role of storytelling throughout time to 
express and reflect particular lives and cultures. By responding to a range of texts they further develop skills 
and confidence using various literary devices, language concepts, modes and media to formulate a considered 
response to texts.

Students study one prescribed text and a range of short texts that provide rich opportunities to further 
explore representations of human experiences illuminated in texts. They make increasingly informed 
judgements about how aspects of these texts, for example context, purpose, structure, stylistic and 
grammatical features, and form shape meaning. In addition, students select one related text and draw from 
personal experience to make connections between themselves, the world of the text and their wider world.

By responding and composing throughout the module students further develop a repertoire of skills in 
comprehending, interpreting and analysing complex texts. They examine how different modes and media use 
visual, verbal and/or digital language elements. They communicate ideas using figurative language to express 
universal themes and evaluative language to make informed judgements about texts. Students further 
develop skills in using metalanguage, correct grammar and syntax to analyse language and express a 
personal perspective about a text.

 

In this common module students deepen their understanding of how texts 
represent individual and collective human experiences.

Module A

TEXTUAL 
CONVERSATIONS

In this module, students explore the ways in which the comparative study of texts can reveal resonances and 
dissonances between and within texts. Students consider the ways that a reimagining or reframing of an 
aspect of a text might mirror, align or collide with the details of another text. In their textual studies, they also 
explore common or disparate issues, values, assumptions or perspectives and how these are depicted. By 
comparing two texts students understand how composers (authors, poets, playwrights, directors, designers 
and so on) are influenced by other texts, contexts and values, and how this shapes meaning.

Students identify, interpret, analyse and evaluate the textual features, conventions, contexts, values and 
purpose of two prescribed texts. As students engage with the texts they consider how their understanding, 
appreciation and enjoyment of both texts has been enhanced through the comparative study and how the 
personal, social, cultural and historical contextual knowledge that they bring to the texts influences their 
perspectives and shapes their own compositions.

By responding imaginatively, interpretively and critically students explore and evaluate individual and common 
textual features, concepts and values. They further develop skills in analysing the ways that various language 
concepts, for example motif, allusion and intertextuality, connect and distinguish texts and how innovating 
with language concepts, form and style can shape new meaning. They develop appropriate analytical and 
evaluative language required to compose informed, cohesive responses using appropriate terminology, 
grammar, syntax and structure.

By composing critical and creative texts in a range of modes and media, students develop the confidence, 
skills and appreciation to express a considered personal perspective.

 

In this module, students explore the ways in which the comparative study 
of texts can reveal resonances and dissonances between and within texts. 
Students consider the ways that a reimagining or reframing of an aspect of a 
text might mirror, align or collide with the details of another text.

Module B

CRITICAL STUDY 
OF LITERATURE

In this module, students develop detailed analytical and critical knowledge, understanding and appreciation 
of a substantial literary text. Through increasingly informed and personal responses to the text in its 
entirety, students understand the distinctive qualities of the text, notions of textual integrity and significance.

Students study one prescribed text. Central to this study is the close analysis of the text’s construction, 
content and language to develop students’ own rich interpretation of the text, basing their judgements on 
detailed evidence drawn from their research and reading. In doing so, they evaluate notions of context with 
regard to the text’s composition and reception; investigate and evaluate the perspectives of others; and 
explore the ideas in the text, further strengthening their informed personal perspective.

Students have opportunities to appreciate and express views about the aesthetic and imaginative aspects 
of the text by composing creative and critical texts of their own. Through reading, viewing or listening they 
critically analyse, evaluate and comment on the text’s specific language features and form. They express 
complex ideas precisely and cohesively using appropriate register, structure and modality. They draft, 
appraise and refine their own texts, applying the conventions of syntax, spelling and grammar appropriately.

Opportunities for students to engage deeply with the text as a responder and composer further develops 
personal and intellectual connections with the text, enabling them to express their considered perspective 
of its value and meaning.

 

In this module, students develop detailed analytical and critical knowledge, 
understanding and appreciation of a substantial literary text. Through 
increasingly informed and personal responses to the text in its entirety, 
students understand the distinctive qualities of the text, notions of textual 
integrity and significance.

Module C

THE CRAFT OF 
WRITING

In this module, students strengthen and extend their knowledge, skills and confidence as accomplished writers. 
Students write for a range of audiences and purposes using language to convey ideas and emotions with power 
and precision.

Students appreciate, examine and analyse at least two short prescribed texts as well as texts from their own wide 
reading, as models and stimulus for the development of their own complex ideas and written expression. They 
evaluate how writers use language creatively and imaginatively for a range of purposes: to express insights, evoke 
emotion, describe the wonder of the natural world, shape a perspective or to share an aesthetic vision. 

Through the study of enduring, quality texts of the past as well as recognised contemporary works, students 
appreciate, analyse and evaluate the versatility, power and aesthetics of language. Through considered appraisal 
and imaginative engagement with texts, students reflect on the complex and recursive processes of writing to 
further develop their self- expression and apply their knowledge of textual forms and features in their own sustained 
and cohesive compositions.

During the pre-writing stage, students generate and explore various concepts through discussion and speculation. 
Throughout the stages of drafting and revising, students experiment with various figurative, rhetorical and linguistic 
devices, for example allusion, imagery, narrative voice, characterisation and tone. Students consider purpose, 
audience and context to deliberately shape meaning. During the editing stages students apply the conventions of 
syntax, spelling, punctuation and grammar appropriately and effectively for publication.

Students have opportunities to work independently and collaboratively to reflect, refine and strengthen their own 
skills in producing highly crafted imaginative, discursive, persuasive and informative texts.

In this module, students strengthen and extend their knowledge, skills and 
confidence as accomplished writers. Students write for a range of audiences 
and purposes using language to convey ideas and emotions with power 
and precision.

Representation of individual and collective human experiences

Representation of human qualities and emotions

Anomalies, paradoxes and inconsistencies in human behaviour 
and motivations

How language structures, forms and features shape meaning

How different modes and media use visual, verbal and/or 
digital language elements

Resonances and dissonances between and within texts

Issues, values, assumptions and perspectives

How the influence of other texts shapes meaning

Language concepts: motif, allusion and intertextuality

How language concepts, form and style shape meaning

Interpreting the text: close analysis of construction, 
content and language

Context with regard to composition and reception

Textual integrity and significance

Aesthetic and imaginative aspects of the text

Literary techniques

Value and meaning of the text

Perspectives of others

Meaning of the text

How language is used creatively and imaginatively for a 
variety of purposes

The versatility, power and aesthetics of language

Imaginative engagement with the text

Common Module
TEXTS AND HUMAN EXPERIENCES

Module A
TEXTUAL CONVERSATIONS

Module B
CRITICAL STUDY OF LITERATURE

Module C
THE CRAFT OF WRITING
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 Prescribed texts—be sure every prescribed text 
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 Syllabus focus—be sure every text in each 
module is analysed according to the syllabus 
requirements!

 Modules—be sure every module in the course 
is covered!

Common Module

TEXTS AND HUMAN 
EXPERIENCES

Introduction to the Common Module 

In this common module students deepen their understanding of how texts represent individual and collective 
human experiences. They examine how texts represent human qualities and emotions associated with, or 
arising from, these experiences. Students appreciate, explore, interpret, analyse and evaluate the ways 
language is used to shape these representations in a range of texts in a variety of forms, modes and media.

Students explore how texts may give insight into the anomalies, paradoxes and inconsistencies in human 
behaviour and motivations, inviting the responder to see the world differently, to challenge assumptions, 
ignite new ideas or reflect personally. They may also consider the role of storytelling throughout time to 
express and reflect particular lives and cultures. By responding to a range of texts they further develop skills 
and confidence using various literary devices, language concepts, modes and media to formulate a considered 
response to texts.

Students study one prescribed text and a range of short texts that provide rich opportunities to further 
explore representations of human experiences illuminated in texts. They make increasingly informed 
judgements about how aspects of these texts, for example context, purpose, structure, stylistic and 
grammatical features, and form shape meaning. In addition, students select one related text and draw from 
personal experience to make connections between themselves, the world of the text and their wider world.

By responding and composing throughout the module students further develop a repertoire of skills in 
comprehending, interpreting and analysing complex texts. They examine how different modes and media use 
visual, verbal and/or digital language elements. They communicate ideas using figurative language to express 
universal themes and evaluative language to make informed judgements about texts. Students further 
develop skills in using metalanguage, correct grammar and syntax to analyse language and express a 
personal perspective about a text.

 

In this common module students deepen their understanding of how texts 
represent individual and collective human experiences.

Module A

LANGUAGE, IDENTITY 
AND CULTURE

Introduction to Module A

Language has the power to both reflect and shape individual and collective identity. In this module, students 
consider how their responses to written, spoken, audio and visual texts can shape their self-perception. They 
also consider the impact texts have on shaping a sense of identity for individuals and/or communities. Through 
their responding and composing students deepen their understanding of how language can be used to affirm, 
ignore, reveal, challenge or disrupt prevailing assumptions and beliefs about themselves, individuals and 
cultural groups.

Students study one prescribed text in detail, as well as a range of textual material to explore, analyse and 
assess the ways in which meaning about individual and community identity, as well as cultural perspectives, 
is shaped in and through texts. They investigate how textual forms and conventions, as well as language 
structures and features, are used to communicate information, ideas, values and attitudes which inform and 
influence perceptions of ourselves and other people and various cultural perspectives.

Through reading, viewing and listening, students analyse, assess and critique the specific language features 
and form of texts. In their responding and composing students develop increasingly complex arguments and 
express their ideas clearly and cohesively using appropriate register, structure and modality. Students also 
experiment with language and form to compose imaginative texts that explore representations of identity and 
culture, including their own. Students draft, appraise and refine their own texts, applying the conventions of 
syntax, spelling and grammar appropriately and for particular effects. 

Language has the power to both reflect and shape individual and collective 
identity. In this module, students consider how their responses to written, 
spoken, audio and visual texts can shape their self-perception.

Module B

CLOSE STUDY  
OF LITERATURE

Introduction to Module B 

In this module, students develop an informed understanding, knowledge and appreciation of a substantial literary text. 
Through their development of considered personal responses to the text in its entirety, students explore and analyse 
the particular ideas and characteristics of the text and understand the ways in which these characteristics establish its 
distinctive qualities.

Students study one text chosen from the list of prescribed texts. They engage in the extensive exploration and 
interpretation of the text and the ways composers (authors, poets, playwrights, directors, designers and so on) portray 
people, ideas, settings and situations in texts. By analysing the interplay between the ideas, forms and language within the 
text, students appreciate how these elements may affect those responding to it. Students produce critical and creative 
responses to the text, basing their judgements on a detailed knowledge of the text and its language features.

Through reading, viewing or listening, students analyse, assess and comment on the text’s specific language features 
and form. They express increasingly complex ideas, clearly and cohesively, using appropriate register, structure and 
modality. They draft, appraise and refine their own texts, applying the conventions of syntax, spelling and grammar 
appropriately.

Through their analyses and assessment of the text and their own compositions, students further develop their personal 
and intellectual connections with, and enjoyment of the text, enabling them to express their informed personal 
interpretation of its significance and  meaning.

 

In this module, students develop an informed understanding, knowledge 
and appreciation of a substantial literary text. Through their development of 
considered personal responses to the text in its entirety, students explore and 
analyse the particular ideas and characteristics of the text and understand 
the ways in which these characteristics establish its distinctive qualities.

Module C

THE CRAFT OF 
WRITING

In this module, students strengthen and extend their knowledge, skills and confidence as writers. They write for a 
range of authentic audiences and purposes to convey ideas with power and increasing precision.

Students appreciate, examine and analyse at least two challenging short prescribed texts as well as texts from 
their own wide reading, as models and stimulus for the development of their own ideas and written expression. 
They examine how writers of complex texts use language creatively and imaginatively for a range of purposes, to 
describe the world around them, evoke emotion, shape a perspective or to share a vision.

Through the study of texts drawn from enduring, quality texts of the past as well as from recognised contemporary 
works, students appreciate, analyse and assess the importance and power of language. Through a considered 
appraisal of, and imaginative engagement with these texts, students reflect on the complex and recursive process 
of writing to further develop their ability to apply their knowledge of textual forms and features in their own sustained 
and cohesive compositions.

During the pre-writing stage, students generate and explore ideas through discussion and speculation. Throughout 
the stages of drafting and revising, students experiment with a range of language forms and features, for example 
imagery, rhetoric, voice, characterisation, point of view, dialogue and tone. Students consider purpose and 
audience to carefully shape meaning. During the editing stages students apply the conventions of syntax, spelling, 
punctuation and grammar appropriately and effectively for publication.

Students have opportunities to work independently and collaboratively to reflect, refine and strengthen their own 
skills in producing crafted, imaginative, discursive, persuasive and informative texts.

Note: Students may revisit prescribed texts from other modules to enhance their experiences of quality writing.

In this module, students strengthen and extend their knowledge, skills and 
confidence as writers. They write for a range of authentic audiences and 
purposes to convey ideas with power and increasing precision.

Representation of individual and collective human 
experiences

Representation of human qualities and emotions

Anomalies, paradoxes and inconsistencies in human 
behaviour and motivations

How language structures, forms and features shape 
meaning

How different modes and media use visual, verbal and/or 
digital language elements

Relationship between language and assumptions/beliefs

Relationship between language and individual/collective 
identity

Language features and forms of texts

Distinctive ideas and characteristics of the text

Portrayal of people, ideas, settings and situations

Language features and form

Significance and meaning of the text

Meaning of the text

How language is used creatively and imaginatively for a 
variety of purposes

The importance and power of language

A range of language forms and features

Imaginative engagement with the text

Common Module
TEXTS AND HUMAN EXPERIENCES

Module A
LANGUAGE, IDENTITY AND CULTURE

Module B
CLOSE STUDY OF LITERATURE

Module C
THE CRAFT OF WRITING
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THIS GUIDE INCLUDES:

 Topic key points—be sure you know each 
topic’s key points to revise effectively!

1  Equations of straight-line graphs
 Î The equation for a straight line can be written in the form  
y = mx + b. This formula, called the gradient-intercept form of a 
straight line, has y as the subject. The equation of a line can also be 
written in general form.

 Year 11 exam–type questions—be sure 
there are lots of exam-type questions to practise!

13 The speed of light is 2.998 × 105 km per second. One light 
year is the distance light travels in a year.
a How far can light travel in a year, giving your answer in 

standard form correct to three significant figures? (Take 
1 year = 365.25 days.)

 Examples with worked solutions—be 
sure you understand the worked solutions of 
all examples!

example 1
Given P = 2x + 2y, calculate the value of P given x = 12 and y = 8.

P  = 2(12) + 2(8)  
= 40

 Mark distribution in answers to exam–
type questions—make sure you know the 
mark distribution in answers to earn top marks!

13 a In one year light travels  
2.998 × 105 × 60 × 60 × 24 × 365.25 
= 9.460 968 48 × 1012 km 
=  9.46 × 1012 km (correct to 3 sig. fig.) üü

 Practice questions—be sure you have lots of 
practice questions to complete!

Î   PRACTICE

1 The adult dose of a particular antibiotic is 875 mg every 
12 hours. Use Clark’s formula to calculate the dose for a child 
weighing 50 kg.

 Sample Year 11 examination papers—be 
sure there are examination papers to complete!

132 EXCEL YEAR 11 STANDARD MATHEMATICS

Section I: 25 Marks
Allow about 40 minutes for this section.

1 Rohan measures the length of a window as 250 cm, 
correct to the nearest centimetre. What is the 
percentage error in his measurement?

A ±0.002%
C ±0.2%

B ±0.004%
D ±0.4%

5 Salman has a credit card with an interest rate of 
0.06% per day and no interest-free period. Salman 
used the credit card to pay for computer repairs 
costing $640. He paid the credit card account 21 days 
later. What is the total amount (including interest) 
that he paid for the repairs?

A $641.26 
C $678.40 

B $648.06
D $766.00

QUESTIONSSample YEAR 11 Examination 2

 Tips—be sure you have useful tips to help you 
understand questions and examples!

A table with x-values running from –2 to +2 is a good first choice. 
However, you may have reason to vary these values, depending 
on the line you are drawing. Now substitute these x-values into 
the equation of the line to work out the corresponding y-values.

 Worked solutions to all questions—be 
sure there are worked solutions to all questions 
to help you see the steps involved!

1 C. The absolute error is half the unit of measurement: 0.5 cm. 

Percentage error is 
0.5
250

100 0.2%± × = ± . 
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THIS GUIDE INCLUDES:

 Prescribed texts—be sure every prescribed text 
from the syllabus is covered! Glossary iv

Common Module: Texts and Human  
Experiences

All the Light We Cannot See by Anthony Doerr ........ 1

Vertigo by Amanda Lohrey ...................................... 16

Nineteen Eighty-Four by George Orwell .................. 21

Past the Shallows by Favel Parrett .......................... 37

Rosemary Dobson Collected ................................... 49

Selected Poems of Kenneth Slessor ....................... 58

Rainbow’s End by Jane Harrison ............................ 66

The Crucible by Arthur Miller ................................... 78

The Merchant of Venice by William Shakespeare ... 88

The Boy Behind the Curtain by Tim Winton ............ 97

I Am Malala by Malala Yousafzai and  
Christina Lamb ...................................................... 106

Billy Elliot by Stephen Daldry ................................ 118

Go Back to Where You Came From  
by Ivan O’Mahoney ............................................... 126

Waste Land by Lucy Walker 

 Syllabus focus—be sure every text in each 
module is analysed according to the syllabus 
requirements!

 Modules—be sure every module in the course 
is covered!

Common Module

TEXTS AND HUMAN 
EXPERIENCES

Introduction to the Common Module 

In this common module students deepen their understanding of how texts represent individual and collective 
human experiences. They examine how texts represent human qualities and emotions associated with, or 
arising from, these experiences. Students appreciate, explore, interpret, analyse and evaluate the ways 
language is used to shape these representations in a range of texts in a variety of forms, modes and media.

Students explore how texts may give insight into the anomalies, paradoxes and inconsistencies in human 
behaviour and motivations, inviting the responder to see the world differently, to challenge assumptions, 
ignite new ideas or reflect personally. They may also consider the role of storytelling throughout time to 
express and reflect particular lives and cultures. By responding to a range of texts they further develop skills 
and confidence using various literary devices, language concepts, modes and media to formulate a considered 
response to texts.

Students study one prescribed text and a range of short texts that provide rich opportunities to further 
explore representations of human experiences illuminated in texts. They make increasingly informed 
judgements about how aspects of these texts, for example context, purpose, structure, stylistic and 
grammatical features, and form shape meaning. In addition, students select one related text and draw from 
personal experience to make connections between themselves, the world of the text and their wider world.

By responding and composing throughout the module students further develop a repertoire of skills in 
comprehending, interpreting and analysing complex texts. They examine how different modes and media use 
visual, verbal and/or digital language elements. They communicate ideas using figurative language to express 
universal themes and evaluative language to make informed judgements about texts. Students further 
develop skills in using metalanguage, correct grammar and syntax to analyse language and express a 
personal perspective about a text.

 

In this common module students deepen their understanding of how texts 
represent individual and collective human experiences.

Module A

TEXTUAL 
CONVERSATIONS

In this module, students explore the ways in which the comparative study of texts can reveal resonances and 
dissonances between and within texts. Students consider the ways that a reimagining or reframing of an 
aspect of a text might mirror, align or collide with the details of another text. In their textual studies, they also 
explore common or disparate issues, values, assumptions or perspectives and how these are depicted. By 
comparing two texts students understand how composers (authors, poets, playwrights, directors, designers 
and so on) are influenced by other texts, contexts and values, and how this shapes meaning.

Students identify, interpret, analyse and evaluate the textual features, conventions, contexts, values and 
purpose of two prescribed texts. As students engage with the texts they consider how their understanding, 
appreciation and enjoyment of both texts has been enhanced through the comparative study and how the 
personal, social, cultural and historical contextual knowledge that they bring to the texts influences their 
perspectives and shapes their own compositions.

By responding imaginatively, interpretively and critically students explore and evaluate individual and common 
textual features, concepts and values. They further develop skills in analysing the ways that various language 
concepts, for example motif, allusion and intertextuality, connect and distinguish texts and how innovating 
with language concepts, form and style can shape new meaning. They develop appropriate analytical and 
evaluative language required to compose informed, cohesive responses using appropriate terminology, 
grammar, syntax and structure.

By composing critical and creative texts in a range of modes and media, students develop the confidence, 
skills and appreciation to express a considered personal perspective.

 

In this module, students explore the ways in which the comparative study 
of texts can reveal resonances and dissonances between and within texts. 
Students consider the ways that a reimagining or reframing of an aspect of a 
text might mirror, align or collide with the details of another text.

Module B

CRITICAL STUDY 
OF LITERATURE

In this module, students develop detailed analytical and critical knowledge, understanding and appreciation 
of a substantial literary text. Through increasingly informed and personal responses to the text in its 
entirety, students understand the distinctive qualities of the text, notions of textual integrity and significance.

Students study one prescribed text. Central to this study is the close analysis of the text’s construction, 
content and language to develop students’ own rich interpretation of the text, basing their judgements on 
detailed evidence drawn from their research and reading. In doing so, they evaluate notions of context with 
regard to the text’s composition and reception; investigate and evaluate the perspectives of others; and 
explore the ideas in the text, further strengthening their informed personal perspective.

Students have opportunities to appreciate and express views about the aesthetic and imaginative aspects 
of the text by composing creative and critical texts of their own. Through reading, viewing or listening they 
critically analyse, evaluate and comment on the text’s specific language features and form. They express 
complex ideas precisely and cohesively using appropriate register, structure and modality. They draft, 
appraise and refine their own texts, applying the conventions of syntax, spelling and grammar appropriately.

Opportunities for students to engage deeply with the text as a responder and composer further develops 
personal and intellectual connections with the text, enabling them to express their considered perspective 
of its value and meaning.

 

In this module, students develop detailed analytical and critical knowledge, 
understanding and appreciation of a substantial literary text. Through 
increasingly informed and personal responses to the text in its entirety, 
students understand the distinctive qualities of the text, notions of textual 
integrity and significance.

Module C

THE CRAFT OF 
WRITING

In this module, students strengthen and extend their knowledge, skills and confidence as accomplished writers. 
Students write for a range of audiences and purposes using language to convey ideas and emotions with power 
and precision.

Students appreciate, examine and analyse at least two short prescribed texts as well as texts from their own wide 
reading, as models and stimulus for the development of their own complex ideas and written expression. They 
evaluate how writers use language creatively and imaginatively for a range of purposes: to express insights, evoke 
emotion, describe the wonder of the natural world, shape a perspective or to share an aesthetic vision. 

Through the study of enduring, quality texts of the past as well as recognised contemporary works, students 
appreciate, analyse and evaluate the versatility, power and aesthetics of language. Through considered appraisal 
and imaginative engagement with texts, students reflect on the complex and recursive processes of writing to 
further develop their self- expression and apply their knowledge of textual forms and features in their own sustained 
and cohesive compositions.

During the pre-writing stage, students generate and explore various concepts through discussion and speculation. 
Throughout the stages of drafting and revising, students experiment with various figurative, rhetorical and linguistic 
devices, for example allusion, imagery, narrative voice, characterisation and tone. Students consider purpose, 
audience and context to deliberately shape meaning. During the editing stages students apply the conventions of 
syntax, spelling, punctuation and grammar appropriately and effectively for publication.

Students have opportunities to work independently and collaboratively to reflect, refine and strengthen their own 
skills in producing highly crafted imaginative, discursive, persuasive and informative texts.

In this module, students strengthen and extend their knowledge, skills and 
confidence as accomplished writers. Students write for a range of audiences 
and purposes using language to convey ideas and emotions with power 
and precision.

Representation of individual and collective human experiences

Representation of human qualities and emotions

Anomalies, paradoxes and inconsistencies in human behaviour 
and motivations

How language structures, forms and features shape meaning

How different modes and media use visual, verbal and/or 
digital language elements

Resonances and dissonances between and within texts

Issues, values, assumptions and perspectives

How the influence of other texts shapes meaning

Language concepts: motif, allusion and intertextuality

How language concepts, form and style shape meaning

Interpreting the text: close analysis of construction, 
content and language

Context with regard to composition and reception

Textual integrity and significance

Aesthetic and imaginative aspects of the text

Literary techniques

Value and meaning of the text

Perspectives of others

Meaning of the text

How language is used creatively and imaginatively for a 
variety of purposes

The versatility, power and aesthetics of language

Imaginative engagement with the text

Common Module
TEXTS AND HUMAN EXPERIENCES

Module A
TEXTUAL CONVERSATIONS

Module B
CRITICAL STUDY OF LITERATURE

Module C
THE CRAFT OF WRITING

Excel has been helping students get the HSC results they want for over 25 years. 
We are experts in producing the best study guides for students. This new edition has 
even more features than before to help you succeed in Year 12.
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THIS GUIDE INCLUDES:

 Prescribed texts—be sure every prescribed text 
from the syllabus is covered! Glossary iv

Common Module: Texts and Human  
Experiences

All the Light We Cannot See by Anthony Doerr ........ 1

Vertigo by Amanda Lohrey ...................................... 16

Nineteen Eighty-Four by George Orwell .................. 21

Past the Shallows by Favel Parrett .......................... 37

Rosemary Dobson Collected ................................... 49

Selected Poems of Kenneth Slessor ....................... 58

Rainbow’s End by Jane Harrison ............................ 66

The Crucible by Arthur Miller ................................... 78

The Merchant of Venice by William Shakespeare ... 88

The Boy Behind the Curtain by Tim Winton ............ 97

I Am Malala by Malala Yousafzai and  
Christina Lamb ...................................................... 106

Billy Elliot by Stephen Daldry ................................ 118

Go Back to Where You Came From  
by Ivan O’Mahoney ............................................... 126

Waste Land by Lucy Walker 

 Syllabus focus—be sure every text in each 
module is analysed according to the syllabus 
requirements!

 Modules—be sure every module in the course 
is covered!

Common Module

TEXTS AND HUMAN 
EXPERIENCES

Introduction to the Common Module 

In this common module students deepen their understanding of how texts represent individual and collective 
human experiences. They examine how texts represent human qualities and emotions associated with, or 
arising from, these experiences. Students appreciate, explore, interpret, analyse and evaluate the ways 
language is used to shape these representations in a range of texts in a variety of forms, modes and media.

Students explore how texts may give insight into the anomalies, paradoxes and inconsistencies in human 
behaviour and motivations, inviting the responder to see the world differently, to challenge assumptions, 
ignite new ideas or reflect personally. They may also consider the role of storytelling throughout time to 
express and reflect particular lives and cultures. By responding to a range of texts they further develop skills 
and confidence using various literary devices, language concepts, modes and media to formulate a considered 
response to texts.

Students study one prescribed text and a range of short texts that provide rich opportunities to further 
explore representations of human experiences illuminated in texts. They make increasingly informed 
judgements about how aspects of these texts, for example context, purpose, structure, stylistic and 
grammatical features, and form shape meaning. In addition, students select one related text and draw from 
personal experience to make connections between themselves, the world of the text and their wider world.

By responding and composing throughout the module students further develop a repertoire of skills in 
comprehending, interpreting and analysing complex texts. They examine how different modes and media use 
visual, verbal and/or digital language elements. They communicate ideas using figurative language to express 
universal themes and evaluative language to make informed judgements about texts. Students further 
develop skills in using metalanguage, correct grammar and syntax to analyse language and express a 
personal perspective about a text.

 

In this common module students deepen their understanding of how texts 
represent individual and collective human experiences.

Module A

LANGUAGE, IDENTITY 
AND CULTURE

Introduction to Module A

Language has the power to both reflect and shape individual and collective identity. In this module, students 
consider how their responses to written, spoken, audio and visual texts can shape their self-perception. They 
also consider the impact texts have on shaping a sense of identity for individuals and/or communities. Through 
their responding and composing students deepen their understanding of how language can be used to affirm, 
ignore, reveal, challenge or disrupt prevailing assumptions and beliefs about themselves, individuals and 
cultural groups.

Students study one prescribed text in detail, as well as a range of textual material to explore, analyse and 
assess the ways in which meaning about individual and community identity, as well as cultural perspectives, 
is shaped in and through texts. They investigate how textual forms and conventions, as well as language 
structures and features, are used to communicate information, ideas, values and attitudes which inform and 
influence perceptions of ourselves and other people and various cultural perspectives.

Through reading, viewing and listening, students analyse, assess and critique the specific language features 
and form of texts. In their responding and composing students develop increasingly complex arguments and 
express their ideas clearly and cohesively using appropriate register, structure and modality. Students also 
experiment with language and form to compose imaginative texts that explore representations of identity and 
culture, including their own. Students draft, appraise and refine their own texts, applying the conventions of 
syntax, spelling and grammar appropriately and for particular effects. 

Language has the power to both reflect and shape individual and collective 
identity. In this module, students consider how their responses to written, 
spoken, audio and visual texts can shape their self-perception.

Module B

CLOSE STUDY  
OF LITERATURE

Introduction to Module B 

In this module, students develop an informed understanding, knowledge and appreciation of a substantial literary text. 
Through their development of considered personal responses to the text in its entirety, students explore and analyse 
the particular ideas and characteristics of the text and understand the ways in which these characteristics establish its 
distinctive qualities.

Students study one text chosen from the list of prescribed texts. They engage in the extensive exploration and 
interpretation of the text and the ways composers (authors, poets, playwrights, directors, designers and so on) portray 
people, ideas, settings and situations in texts. By analysing the interplay between the ideas, forms and language within the 
text, students appreciate how these elements may affect those responding to it. Students produce critical and creative 
responses to the text, basing their judgements on a detailed knowledge of the text and its language features.

Through reading, viewing or listening, students analyse, assess and comment on the text’s specific language features 
and form. They express increasingly complex ideas, clearly and cohesively, using appropriate register, structure and 
modality. They draft, appraise and refine their own texts, applying the conventions of syntax, spelling and grammar 
appropriately.

Through their analyses and assessment of the text and their own compositions, students further develop their personal 
and intellectual connections with, and enjoyment of the text, enabling them to express their informed personal 
interpretation of its significance and  meaning.

 

In this module, students develop an informed understanding, knowledge 
and appreciation of a substantial literary text. Through their development of 
considered personal responses to the text in its entirety, students explore and 
analyse the particular ideas and characteristics of the text and understand 
the ways in which these characteristics establish its distinctive qualities.

Module C

THE CRAFT OF 
WRITING

In this module, students strengthen and extend their knowledge, skills and confidence as writers. They write for a 
range of authentic audiences and purposes to convey ideas with power and increasing precision.

Students appreciate, examine and analyse at least two challenging short prescribed texts as well as texts from 
their own wide reading, as models and stimulus for the development of their own ideas and written expression. 
They examine how writers of complex texts use language creatively and imaginatively for a range of purposes, to 
describe the world around them, evoke emotion, shape a perspective or to share a vision.

Through the study of texts drawn from enduring, quality texts of the past as well as from recognised contemporary 
works, students appreciate, analyse and assess the importance and power of language. Through a considered 
appraisal of, and imaginative engagement with these texts, students reflect on the complex and recursive process 
of writing to further develop their ability to apply their knowledge of textual forms and features in their own sustained 
and cohesive compositions.

During the pre-writing stage, students generate and explore ideas through discussion and speculation. Throughout 
the stages of drafting and revising, students experiment with a range of language forms and features, for example 
imagery, rhetoric, voice, characterisation, point of view, dialogue and tone. Students consider purpose and 
audience to carefully shape meaning. During the editing stages students apply the conventions of syntax, spelling, 
punctuation and grammar appropriately and effectively for publication.

Students have opportunities to work independently and collaboratively to reflect, refine and strengthen their own 
skills in producing crafted, imaginative, discursive, persuasive and informative texts.

Note: Students may revisit prescribed texts from other modules to enhance their experiences of quality writing.

In this module, students strengthen and extend their knowledge, skills and 
confidence as writers. They write for a range of authentic audiences and 
purposes to convey ideas with power and increasing precision.

Representation of individual and collective human 
experiences

Representation of human qualities and emotions

Anomalies, paradoxes and inconsistencies in human 
behaviour and motivations

How language structures, forms and features shape 
meaning

How different modes and media use visual, verbal and/or 
digital language elements

Relationship between language and assumptions/beliefs

Relationship between language and individual/collective 
identity

Language features and forms of texts

Distinctive ideas and characteristics of the text

Portrayal of people, ideas, settings and situations

Language features and form

Significance and meaning of the text

Meaning of the text

How language is used creatively and imaginatively for a 
variety of purposes

The importance and power of language

A range of language forms and features

Imaginative engagement with the text

Common Module
TEXTS AND HUMAN EXPERIENCES

Module A
LANGUAGE, IDENTITY AND CULTURE

Module B
CLOSE STUDY OF LITERATURE

Module C
THE CRAFT OF WRITING

Excel has been helping students get the HSC results they want for over 25 years. 
We are experts in producing the best study guides for students. This new edition has 
even more features than before to help you succeed in Year 12.
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 Examples with worked solutions—be 
sure you understand the worked solutions of 
all examples!

 Topic key points—be sure you know each 
topic’s key points to revise effectively!

2 Patterns and features of scatterplots
ÎÎ From a scatterplot we can easily see whether there appears to be 
any sort of pattern. This allows us to draw conclusions about any 
relationship between the two data sets.

 HSC Exam-type questions—be sure there 
are lots of exam-type questions to practise!

10 How many years will it take for an annuity of  
$3770 per year to accumulate to $36 000 if interest is 
compounded annually at 5% p.a.?
A 4 B 6 C 8 D 10

 Mark distribution in answers to exam-
type questions—make sure you know the 
mark distribution in answers to earn top marks!

12 a  3x 2dx
1

3  = x3
1

3Î

 = 33 – 13

 = 26Î

 Sample HSC examination papers—be sure 
there are examination papers to complete!

247SAMPLE HSC ExAMINATION 1

QUESTIONSSample HSC Examination 1

Try to complete these papers as if they are the real thing. These are the instructions you need to follow in the HSC Exam:

General instructions
• Reading time: 10 minutes
• Working time: 3 hours
• Write using black pen.
• NESA approved calculators may be used.
• A reference sheet is provided at the back of this book.
• For questions in Section II, show relevant mathematical 

reasoning and/or calculations.

Total marks: 100
Section I: 10 marks
Section II: 90 marks

5 If f(x) = x3 – 7x2 + 2x – 5 then f "(3) = ?
A 4 B 2 C –3 D –11

6 Which scatterplot shows weak negative correlation?
A   B 

C   D 

7 The first term of a geometric series is 3 and the 
common ratio is –2. What is the 10th term?
A –1536 B 1536 C –3072 D 3072

8 Which expression will give the value of x?

70° 30°
x

8

A 
8 sin 30°
sin 70°

 B 
sin 70°

8 sin 30°

C  
8 sin 70°
sin 30°

 D  
8 sin 80°
sin 70°

9 Consider this set of scores: 
4, 13, 15, 17, 18, 20, 24, 24, 27, 30, 44.
Using the method involving the interquartile range, 
which of the scores are outliers?
A none B 4 only C 44 only D 4 and 44

10 The exact value of sec2 x  dx
0

3  = ?

A   
1
2

 B   
1
3

 C   
3

2
 D 3

Section I: 10 Marks
Allow about 15 minutes for this section.

1 Mary’s z-score in a test was 1.4. If the mean was 69% 
and the standard deviation 5%, what was Mary’s raw 
score?
A 77% B 76% C 75% D 74%

2 log48 – log42 =
A 0 B 1 C 2 D 4

3 Patrick wants to save some money for a special 
project. What is the minimum amount, to the 
nearest dollar, he could invest each quarter at 
7.6% p.a. interest, compounded quarterly, to have 
$8000 at the end of 3 years?
A $500 B $550 C $600 D $650

Future values of an annuity of $1

Period
Interest rate

1.9% 3.8% 7.6%

3 3.0574 3.1154 3.2338
4 4.1155 4.2338 4.4795

12 13.337 14.855 18.533
36 51.006 74.452 170.68
48 77.268 131.33 429.61

4 Which diagram could show the graph of y = 3(2x)?
A  B 

C  D 

y

0 x
1

y

0 x
2

y

0 x
3

y

0 x
6

 Worked solutions to all questions—be 
sure there are worked solutions to all questions 
to help you see the steps involved!

1 108° = 108
180

 = 3
5

 Tips—be sure you have useful tips to help you 
understand questions and examples!
l need not be the last term of the actual sequence. It is the 
last term required in the sum.

 Practice questions—be sure you have lots of 
practice questions to complete!

ÎÎÎÎPRACTICE

1 a  Show that y = x3 – 6x2 + 12x + 8 has a point of inflection 
at x = 2.

b Is it a horizontal point of inflection?

EXAMPLE 4

Differentiate y = 7 ln x2

 y = 7 ln x2

 = 14 ln x

 y’ = 14
x

Using the log law makes 
the derivative simple.
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Excel HSC Essay Writing Made Easy offers an easy-to-follow, step-by-step guide 
to writing essays and extended responses, as well as help with essential writing 
skills useful in most other assessments. No matter how well you know your subject, 
you will not get top marks if you cannot communicate your understanding in 
fluent, well-structured writing. This book explains not just what to do, but why!

▶  Helpful exercises to build up essential skills in answering the question, 
summarising, organising data, planning and paragraphing

▶  Sample essays, including a sample exam essay, with explanations relating 
to the Common module—Texts and Human Experiences—for HSC Standard 
and Advanced English

▶ Tips on tackling both extended responses and shorter examination questions
▶  A method for improving your study and your writing at the same time

Excel HSC Essay Writing Made Easy focuses primarily on the compulsory 
HSC English, but also includes guidance on writing skills in other disciplines to  
help students achieve the best results in subjects such as Economics, Science  
and History. The book is designed for students wanting to refresh their skills or 
struggling with formal writing at the Senior High School level.

We choose the most experienced authors for the Excel series to ensure our study 
guides are of the highest quality.

Stephen McLaren, PhD, MA (Syd), Dip Ed, BA (Comms), taught English and Communications 
in the TAFE system for many years before going on to teach writing and literacy studies at 
Macquarie, Wollongong and Western Sydney Universities. This is the latest edition of his 
very successful Excel HSC Essay Writing Made Easy. Stephen also wrote a popular 
advanced version of this book for undergraduate students, Easy Writer: A Student’s Guide to 
Writing Essays and Reports, which was also published by Pascal Press.
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4  HSC MODERN HISTORY

Chapter 1

Power AND

Authority In the Modern

world 1919-1946

MODULE   
Core StudY 

An overview of the peace treaties 
which ended World War I and their 
consequences 

 SURVEY

Steps towards an end to the fighting    
ÎÎ 29 September 1918: With its forces in full retreat on the 
Western Front, the German Supreme Army Command 
informed Kaiser Wilhelm II and the Imperial Chancellor, 
Count Georg von Hertling, that the military situation was 
hopeless. At the same time, Erich Ludendorff, the Amy’s 
Quartermaster general, announced that he could no 
longer guarantee to hold the front. He demanded to be 
allowed to request the Entente Powers (the Allies) for an 
immediate ceasefire on the basis of US President 
Woodrow Wilson’s Fourteen Points. Prior to serving as a 
politician, Wilson had enjoyed a distinguished record as 
a professor of history at Princeton University.
ÎÎ 3 October 1918: The liberal, Prince Maximilian of Baden 
(aka Max von Baden), was appointed Chancellor of 
Germany, replacing Georg von Hertling as someone 
more acceptable to the Allies to lead armistice 
negotiations. Two days later, a message was sent to 
Wilson accepting the Fourteen Points as a precondition 
for negotiations to end the fighting. The Allies refused to 
enter talks until a democratic government replaced 
Kaiser Wilhelm II.
ÎÎ Late October 1918: Ludendorff changed his mind and 
rejected the Fourteen Points. He demanded to resume 
the war, which was now impossible due to desertions. 
The German Imperial Government replaced him with 
Wilhelm Groener.

Introduction
››   The Core Study will introduce students of Modern History 

in Year 12 to the rise of fascist, totalitarian and militarist 
movements that emerged after the end of the First World 
War. Students will consider what drew people to these 
movements, the nature of regimes that emerged in this 
period, and how they posed a threat to European peace 
and stability. The efforts made by various international 
bodies and players to achieve collective security will also 
be covered. 
The world in 1946 was a far cry from the world of 1919, 
yet both dates fall immediately within the shadow 
of catastrophic wars which shaped the decades that 
followed. The collapse of the power and authority 
exercised by monarchical rulers (autocrats) in Germany 
and Russia created a vacuum filled by forms of 
government that were truly dictatorial and oppressive, 
especially to dissenting groups and minorities. 
The expressions ‘power’ and ‘authority’ are open to 
interpretation. Power in the hands of either democrats 
or demagogues? And authority over who and what? Does 
the exercise of power and authority always end the same 
way—in war and destruction? Clearly a distinction needs 
to be made between power and authority exercised by 
politicians who upheld democratic values, and those 
exercised or imposed by leaders who used the democratic 
process as a stepping stone towards absolute power. 
Adolf Hitler achieved power through the ballot box but 
his true intention was to claim leadership over Germany 
and the German people. In fact his claims went far beyond 
Germany’s borders. General Franco achieved power through 
the military defeat of the Spanish Republican movement; 
he then set about creating a fascist state. Benito Mussolini 
took power, mostly without bloodshed, styling himself 
(like Hitler in Germany) as the saviour of his country, Italy. 
He, too, set about constructing a fascist state with all the 
instruments and paraphernalia of power. Josef Stalin 
assumed the mantle of power upon the death of Vladimir 
Lenin in 1924. By degrees, and through his consummate 
skill as a bureaucrat, Stalin consolidated personal power 
through terror and oppression, yet his policies rapidly 
modernised Russia, enabling the fledgling Soviet state to 
resist German aggression in the invasions of June 1941.  
The rise and rule of Hideki Tojo of Japan was perhaps 
nothing more than the continuation of dictatorial rule by 
elite groups experienced by Japan over many hundreds 

of years. By Western standards, Japan could hardly be 
called a democratic state when Tojo came to power. 
Agreement on collective security and the avoidance of 
future conflict might have been more assured had the 
United States joined the League of Nations. Unfortunately 
this was not to be as a mood of isolationism from the Old 
World and its problems took hold in America. Had the US 
been a key player, would a second (and infinitely more 
destructive) world war have been avoided? Perhaps. 
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VISUAL ARTS

Feeling that you need something to top up your revision 
program?

Do you want something quick and easy to use, but 
challenging at the same time?

Are you looking for something that summarises the course?

Do you want lots of revision questions and HSC-style 
questions to practise for the exams?

Then don’t worry. We have the ideal study guide for you.

This guide:
 Covers the complete HSC Visual Arts course
 Tells you exactly what to study each week
 Motivates you to learn with its colourful design
 Has the essential facts that you need to know 

to succeed
 Tells you how much time to spend on each 

section
 Includes a Sample HSC Examination Paper with 

comprehensive answers.

It also includes the following features that make it 
an ideal revision book for all students who want to 
reinforce their learning:
 Numerous tests
 Summarised key exam points
 Hundreds of revision questions with answers.

Excel Revise in a Month HSC takes the hard work 
out of studying. Get the results you want in the HSC 
in the shortest time possible! Excel makes it easy 
for you.

We choose the most experienced authors for the 
Excel series to ensure our study guides are of the 
highest quality for you.
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THIS GUIDE INCLUDES:

 Prescribed texts—be sure every prescribed text 
from the syllabus is covered! Glossary iv

Common Module: Texts and Human  
Experiences

All the Light We Cannot See by Anthony Doerr ........ 1

Vertigo by Amanda Lohrey ...................................... 16

Nineteen Eighty-Four by George Orwell .................. 21

Past the Shallows by Favel Parrett .......................... 37

Rosemary Dobson Collected ................................... 49

Selected Poems of Kenneth Slessor ....................... 58

Rainbow’s End by Jane Harrison ............................ 66

The Crucible by Arthur Miller ................................... 78

The Merchant of Venice by William Shakespeare ... 88

The Boy Behind the Curtain by Tim Winton ............ 97

I Am Malala by Malala Yousafzai and  
Christina Lamb ...................................................... 106

Billy Elliot by Stephen Daldry ................................ 118

Go Back to Where You Came From  
by Ivan O’Mahoney ............................................... 126

Waste Land by Lucy Walker 

 Syllabus focus—be sure every text in each 
module is analysed according to the syllabus 
requirements!

 Modules—be sure every module in the course 
is covered!

Common Module

TEXTS AND HUMAN 
EXPERIENCES

Introduction to the Common Module In this common module students deepen their understanding of how texts represent individual and collective human experiences. They examine how texts represent human qualities and emotions associated with, or arising from, these experiences. Students appreciate, explore, interpret, analyse and evaluate the ways language is used to shape these representations in a range of texts in a variety of forms, modes and media.Students explore how texts may give insight into the anomalies, paradoxes and inconsistencies in human behaviour and motivations, inviting the responder to see the world differently, to challenge assumptions, ignite new ideas or reflect personally. They may also consider the role of storytelling throughout time to express and reflect particular lives and cultures. By responding to a range of texts they further develop skills and confidence using various literary devices, language concepts, modes and media to formulate a considered response to texts.Students study one prescribed text and a range of short texts that provide rich opportunities to further explore representations of human experiences illuminated in texts. They make increasingly informed judgements about how aspects of these texts, for example context, purpose, structure, stylistic and grammatical features, and form shape meaning. In addition, students select one related text and draw from personal experience to make connections between themselves, the world of the text and their wider world.By responding and composing throughout the module students further develop a repertoire of skills in comprehending, interpreting and analysing complex texts. They examine how different modes and media use visual, verbal and/or digital language elements. They communicate ideas using figurative language to express universal themes and evaluative language to make informed judgements about texts. Students further develop skills in using metalanguage, correct grammar and syntax to analyse language and express a personal perspective about a text.

 

In this common module students deepen their understanding of how texts represent individual and collective human experiences.

Module A

LANGUAGE, IDENTITY 
AND CULTURE

Introduction to Module ALanguage has the power to both reflect and shape individual and collective identity. In this module, students consider how their responses to written, spoken, audio and visual texts can shape their self-perception. They also consider the impact texts have on shaping a sense of identity for individuals and/or communities. Through their responding and composing students deepen their understanding of how language can be used to affirm, ignore, reveal, challenge or disrupt prevailing assumptions and beliefs about themselves, individuals and cultural groups.Students study one prescribed text in detail, as well as a range of textual material to explore, analyse and assess the ways in which meaning about individual and community identity, as well as cultural perspectives, is shaped in and through texts. They investigate how textual forms and conventions, as well as language structures and features, are used to communicate information, ideas, values and attitudes which inform and influence perceptions of ourselves and other people and various cultural perspectives.Through reading, viewing and listening, students analyse, assess and critique the specific language features and form of texts. In their responding and composing students develop increasingly complex arguments and express their ideas clearly and cohesively using appropriate register, structure and modality. Students also experiment with language and form to compose imaginative texts that explore representations of identity and culture, including their own. Students draft, appraise and refine their own texts, applying the conventions of syntax, spelling and grammar appropriately and for particular effects. 

Language has the power to both reflect and shape individual and collective identity. In this module, students consider how their responses to written, spoken, audio and visual texts can shape their self-perception.

Module B

CLOSE STUDY  
OF LITERATURE

Introduction to Module B In this module, students develop an informed understanding, knowledge and appreciation of a substantial literary text. Through their development of considered personal responses to the text in its entirety, students explore and analyse the particular ideas and characteristics of the text and understand the ways in which these characteristics establish its distinctive qualities.Students study one text chosen from the list of prescribed texts. They engage in the extensive exploration and interpretation of the text and the ways composers (authors, poets, playwrights, directors, designers and so on) portray people, ideas, settings and situations in texts. By analysing the interplay between the ideas, forms and language within the text, students appreciate how these elements may affect those responding to it. Students produce critical and creative responses to the text, basing their judgements on a detailed knowledge of the text and its language features.Through reading, viewing or listening, students analyse, assess and comment on the text’s specific language features and form. They express increasingly complex ideas, clearly and cohesively, using appropriate register, structure and modality. They draft, appraise and refine their own texts, applying the conventions of syntax, spelling and grammar appropriately.Through their analyses and assessment of the text and their own compositions, students further develop their personal and intellectual connections with, and enjoyment of the text, enabling them to express their informed personal interpretation of its significance and  meaning. 

In this module, students develop an informed understanding, knowledge and appreciation of a substantial literary text. Through their development of considered personal responses to the text in its entirety, students explore and analyse the particular ideas and characteristics of the text and understand the ways in which these characteristics establish its distinctive qualities.

Module C

THE CRAFT OF 
WRITING

In this module, students strengthen and extend their knowledge, skills and confidence as writers. They write for a range of authentic audiences and purposes to convey ideas with power and increasing precision.Students appreciate, examine and analyse at least two challenging short prescribed texts as well as texts from their own wide reading, as models and stimulus for the development of their own ideas and written expression. They examine how writers of complex texts use language creatively and imaginatively for a range of purposes, to describe the world around them, evoke emotion, shape a perspective or to share a vision.Through the study of texts drawn from enduring, quality texts of the past as well as from recognised contemporary works, students appreciate, analyse and assess the importance and power of language. Through a considered appraisal of, and imaginative engagement with these texts, students reflect on the complex and recursive process of writing to further develop their ability to apply their knowledge of textual forms and features in their own sustained and cohesive compositions.During the pre-writing stage, students generate and explore ideas through discussion and speculation. Throughout the stages of drafting and revising, students experiment with a range of language forms and features, for example imagery, rhetoric, voice, characterisation, point of view, dialogue and tone. Students consider purpose and audience to carefully shape meaning. During the editing stages students apply the conventions of syntax, spelling, punctuation and grammar appropriately and effectively for publication.Students have opportunities to work independently and collaboratively to reflect, refine and strengthen their own skills in producing crafted, imaginative, discursive, persuasive and informative texts.Note: Students may revisit prescribed texts from other modules to enhance their experiences of quality writing.

In this module, students strengthen and extend their knowledge, skills and confidence as writers. They write for a range of authentic audiences and purposes to convey ideas with power and increasing precision.

Representation of individual and collective human 
experiences

Representation of human qualities and emotions

Anomalies, paradoxes and inconsistencies in human 
behaviour and motivations

How language structures, forms and features shape 
meaning

How different modes and media use visual, verbal and/or 
digital language elements

Relationship between language and assumptions/beliefs

Relationship between language and individual/collective 
identity

Language features and forms of texts

Distinctive ideas and characteristics of the text

Portrayal of people, ideas, settings and situations

Language features and form

Significance and meaning of the text

Meaning of the text

How language is used creatively and imaginatively for a 
variety of purposes

The importance and power of language

A range of language forms and features

Imaginative engagement with the text

Common Module
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Module C
THE CRAFT OF WRITING

Excel has been helping students get the HSC results they want for over 30 years. 
We are experts in producing the best study guides for students. This new edition has 
even more features than before to help you succeed in Year 12.
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For many years, the bestselling Excel study guides have been helping students get the results they want!Excel HSC Engineering Studies contains: Full coverage of the HSC Engineering Studies course   Material relevant to Year 12 students of similar courses in other states, such as the Engineering Technology course (Qld)   Clear photographs and diagrams to illustrate the key concepts   Challenging Sample HSC questions at the end of each chapter with worked solutions A Sample HSC Examination paper with comprehensive answersThe Excel series provides the largest range of study guides available. Each study guide has been designed to meet all your study needs by providing the most comprehensive, up-to-date information, in an easy-to-use format.We choose the most experienced authors for the Excel series to ensure our study guides are of the highest quality.

Peter Metcalfe, Dip Tch IA, Dip Ed Stud IA, has over thirty years experience in the fields of engineering and design education. He has spent a large part of his career working for the NSW Department of Education and Training as a head teacher and has previously marked Engineering Studies papers and lectured for Southern Cross University in its Bachelor of Technology Education degree program. Peter has recently headed Design faculties in International Schools in both Asia and the United States.Roger Metcalfe, BMet, BA, Dip Ed, MEd Stud, CPEng, MIEAust, has both training and experience in education but is primarily a consultant metallurgist with Bureau Veritas—Asset Integrity & Reliability Services Pty Ltd and has over thirty-five years experience in heavy industry. He has worked in the areas of failure analysis, quality control, project management and process development within steel making, primary rolling mill and foundry environments. Many of the photomicrographs in this book belong to Roger’s personal collection.

ENGINEERING 
STUDIES

Get the Results You Want!

HSCENGINEERING STUDIESGet the Results You Want!

Pascal Press  PO Box 250 Glebe NSW 2037 (02) 8585 4044  www.pascalpress.com.au
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HSC

Fully revised  for HSC syllabus  changes

The Excel Study Guides for Preliminary and HSC coursesPreliminary (Year 11) Preliminary Biology Preliminary Business Studies  Preliminary Chemistry Preliminary Economics Preliminary Engineering Studies (coming soon) Preliminary English Preliminary Mathematics General Preliminary Mathematics General Revision & Exam Workbook Preliminary Legal Studies Preliminary Mathematics Preliminary Mathematics Revision & Exam Workbook Preliminary Maths Extension 1 Preliminary PhysicsHSC (Year 12)Science HSC Biology Revise in a Month HSC Biology Success One HSC Biology HSC Chemistry Revise in a Month HSC Chemistry Success One HSC Chemistry Senior High School Earth and Environmental Science

 HSC Physics Revise in a Month HSC Physics Success One HSC Physics HSC  & Preliminary Senior ScienceMathematics HSC Mathematics General 2 HSC Mathematics General 2  Revision & Exam Workbook Success One HSC Mathematics General 2 HSC Mathematics Revise in a Month HSC Mathematics HSC Mathematics Revision &  Exam Workbook Success One HSC Mathematics HSC Maths Extension 1 Revise in a Month HSC Maths Extension 1 Success One HSC Mathematics Extension 1 HSC Maths Extension 2English Area of Study Guides As You Like It Great Expectations Heat and Dust Immigrant Chronicle Rainbow’s End Romulus, My Father

 Selected Poems of Emily Dickinson Strictly Ballroom Swallow the Air Ten Canoes The Crucible The Joy Luck Club The Namesake The Simple GiftEnglish Study Guides HSC Advanced English HSC English Extension 1 HSC Essay Writing Made Easy  HSC Standard English Senior High School Fundamentals of English Spurr and Cameron HSC Advanced English Spurr and Cameron HSC Standard EnglishHuman Society  HSC Ancient History Book 1 HSC Ancient History Book 2 HSC Business Studies Success One HSC Business Studies HSC Economics HSC Geography HSC Legal Studies

 HSC Modern History HSC & Preliminary Society and Culture HSC Studies of Religion I & II Revise in a Month HSC Studies  of Religion ITechnology HSC & Preliminary Design and Technology Senior High School Engineering Studies HSC Food Technology HSC Information Processes and TechnologyOther Subjects Senior High School Community and Family Studies HSC Hospitality Senior High School Japanese  Senior High School Japanese Audio CDs Senior High School Japanese Beginners/Accelerated Level HSC & Preliminary PD, Health and PE Revise in a Month HSC PD, Health and PE Revise in a Month HSC Visual Arts

Pascal Press PO Box 250 Glebe NSW 2037 (02) 8585 4044 www.pascalpress.com.au 9 7 8 1 7 4 1 2 5 3 1 6 0CHEMISTRY PD, HEALTH AND PEHSC SUCCESS ONE HSCPHYSICSSUCCESS ONE HSC MATHEMATICS HSCSTUDIES OFRELIGION IHSC

For over twenty years, Excel study guides have been helping students get the results they want!Excel HSC Food Technology contains:  full coverage of all four Core topics for the HSC Food Technology course  material relevant to Year 11 and 12 students of similar courses in other States, such as Food and Technology (VCE)   an introductory chapter outlining the structure of the HSC course and tips for the examinations clear diagrams to illustrate key concepts revision questions at the end of each chapter, with answers  a sample HSC Examination paper with comprehensive answers. The Excel series provides the largest range of study guides available. Each study guide has been designed to meet all your study needs by providing the most comprehensive, up-to-date information, in an easy-to-use format.

We choose the most experienced authors for the Excel series to ensure our study guides are of the highest quality.Donna Kerr, BEd (Home Economics), has twenty years teaching experience and is currently Deputy Principal at Tuggerah Lakes Secondary College. She has been a marker of HSC Food Technology for thirteen years, with five years as a Senior Marker. Donna has also been a member of the Food Technology HSC Examination committee for three years.Sandra Wilson, BA, DipTeach, has recently retired from her position as Deputy Principal at Tuggerah Lakes Secondary College after more than thirty years as a teacher. She has significant experience as a Senior Marker of HSC Food Technology, with five years as Supervisor of Marking.

HSCFOOD TECHNOLOGYGet the Results You Want!Includes  90 study cards at no extra cost

HSC

D O N N A  K E R R  &  S A N D R A  W I L S O N

FOOD 
TECHNOLOGY

Get the Results You Want!

Complete Course
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FOOD TECHNOLOGY Donna Kerr & Sandra Wilson
HSC

The Excel Study Guides for Preliminary and HSC coursesPreliminary (Year 11) Preliminary Biology Preliminary Business Studies  Preliminary Chemistry Preliminary Economics Preliminary English Preliminary General Mathematics Preliminary General Mathematics Revision & Exam Workbook Preliminary Legal Studies  (coming soon) Preliminary Mathematics Preliminary Mathematics Revision & Exam Workbook Preliminary Maths Extension 1 Preliminary PhysicsHSC (Year 12)Science HSC Biology Revise in a Month HSC Biology Success One HSC Biology HSC Chemistry Revise in a Month HSC Chemistry Success One HSC Chemistry Senior High School Earth and Environmental Science
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Fully revised  for HSC syllabus changes
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For over twenty years, Excel study guides have been helping students get the results they want! Excel HSC Information Processes and Technology contains:   Comprehensive coverage of the HSC course, including all core and optional topics  An introductory section on how to use this book and an explanation of the new course and HSC Exam requirements  Helpful study and exam techniques Checklists of key terms and concepts for each chapter Hundreds of diagrams and examples to aid understanding  Exam-style revision questions with complete answers and explanations at the end of each chapter  A comprehensive glossary of terms at the end of each chapter  A sample HSC Practice Examination paper with complete answers and explanations

The Excel series provides the largest range of study guides available. Each study guide has been designed to meet all your study needs by providing the most comprehensive, up-to-date information in an easy-to-use format. We choose the most experienced authors for the Excel series to ensure our study guides are of the highest quality.Glenda Johnstone, BSc, DipTeach, has taught for forty years with twenty years experience teaching Computing Studies. She is currently Head of Computing Studies at Kincoppal-Rose Bay School of the Sacred Heart. Glenda is Past President of the Computing Studies Teachers’ Association. Jim Smith, BA, Dip. Ed., has taught for twenty-eight years with fifteen years experience teaching Computing Studies. He was a member of the writing team for the Stage 6 Syllabus Support Document for Information Processing and Technology. Michael Lowbridge, MMgmt, MNetSysA, MScEd, BSc, GradDipEd, MCSE, has taught Science and Computing Studies for over twelve years and is currently ICT Manager at Central Coast Grammar School. He is also the author of successful guides to using PowerPoint and Access.

CGLENDA JOHNSTONE, JIM SMITH & MICHAEL LOWBRIDGE

INFORMATION PROCESSES AND TECHNOLOGY

H
S

INFORMATION PROCESSES AND TECHNOLOGY G Johnstone • J Smith • M Lowbridge

HSC

 NEW  EDITIONIncludes 108 study  

cards at no extra cost

Pascal Press  PO Box 250 Glebe NSW 2037 (02) 8585 4044  www.pascalpress.com.au

ISBN 978-1-74125-359-79 7 8 1 7 4 1 2 5 3 5 9 7DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGYHSC SUCCESS ONE HSCBUSINESS STUDIES PHYSICS STANDARDENGLISH

HSCInformation Processes and TechnologyGet the Results You Want!

Get the Results You Want!The Excel Study Guides for Preliminary and HSC coursesPreliminary (Year 11) Preliminary Biology Preliminary Business Studies Preliminary Chemistry Preliminary Economics Preliminary Engineering Studies (coming soon) Preliminary Mathematics General (coming soon) Preliminary Mathematics General Revision & Exam Workbook Preliminary Legal Studies Preliminary Mathematics Preliminary Mathematics Revision & Exam Workbook Preliminary Maths Extension 1 Preliminary PhysicsHSC (Year 12)Science HSC Biology Revise in a Month HSC Biology Success One HSC Biology HSC Chemistry Revise in a Month HSC Chemistry Success One HSC Chemistry Senior High School Earth and Environmental Science HSC Physics Revise in a Month HSC Physics Success One HSC Physics HSC & Preliminary Senior ScienceMathematics HSC Mathematics General 2

 HSC Mathematics General 2 Revision & Exam Workbook Success One HSC Mathematics General 2 HSC Mathematics Revise in a Month HSC Mathematics HSC Mathematics Revision & Exam Workbook Success One HSC Mathematics HSC Maths Extension 1 Revise in a Month HSC Maths Extension 1 Success One HSC Mathematics Extension 1 HSC Maths Extension 2English Area of Study Guides As You Like It Great Expectations Heat and Dust Immigrant Chronicle Rainbow’s End Romulus, My Father Selected Poems of Emily Dickinson Strictly Ballroom Swallow the Air Ten Canoes The Crucible The Joy Luck Club The Namesake The Simple GiftEnglish Study Guides HSC Advanced English HSC English Extension 1 HSC Essay Writing Made Easy  HSC Standard English Senior High School Fundamentals of EnglishHuman Society  HSC Ancient History Book 1

 HSC Ancient History Book 2 HSC Business Studies Success One HSC Business Studies HSC Economics HSC Geography HSC Legal Studies HSC Modern History HSC & Preliminary Society and Culture HSC Studies of Religion I & II Revise in a Month HSC Studies of Religion ITechnology HSC & Preliminary Design and Technology HSC Engineering Studies HSC Food Technology HSC Information Processes and TechnologyOther Subjects HSC & Preliminary Community and Family Studies HSC Hospitality Senior High School Japanese  Senior High School Japanese Audio CDs Senior High School Japanese Beginners/Accelerated Level HSC & Preliminary PD, Health and PE Revise in a Month HSC PD, Health and PE Revise in a Month HSC Visual Arts

Fully revised  for HSC syllabus changes
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A format that makes sure you are completely syllabus focusedsure you are completely 

For over 25 years, Excel study guides have been helping students 
get the results they want!

Excel HSC & Preliminary Design and Technology contains:
  An introductory section on study skills
  Comprehensive coverage of the Preliminary and HSC courses
  Exercises and classroom activities throughout each chapter
  Revision exercises for each chapter, with answers and 

explanations
  Design examples and case studies throughout
  A glossary of key concepts and definitions
  Two Sample HSC Examination papers with comprehensive answers
  Lists of useful websites for further research

The Excel series provides the largest range of study guides 
available. Each study guide has been designed to meet all your study 
needs by providing the most comprehensive, up-to-date information, 
in an easy-to-use format.

We choose the most experienced authors for the Excel series to ensure 
our study guides are of the highest quality.

Deborah Trevallion, BEd, MEd, is program coordinator for Technology 
Education at the University of Newcastle. She manages the 
undergraduate and postgraduate teacher training programs for 
Design, Food, Textiles, Engineering, Computing and Industrial 
Technology. Deborah has taught in Technology classrooms for over 
20 years, is involved in the Design and Technology HSC marking 
process, is internationally published and is involved in international 
Technology curriculum development.

Russell Trimmer, DipTeachIA, BEd, is a Head Teacher with over 30 
years teaching experience. He is a senior marker in Design and 
Technology with both corporate and itinerary experience and has 
been involved as a lecturer with the Powerhouse DesignTECH student 
seminars. Russell is also a casual lecturer in Design and Technology 
and Engineering Studies at Newcastle University.
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NEW SYLLABUS EDITION 2020

Excel HSC Essay Writing Made Easy offers an easy-to-follow, step-by-step guide 
to writing essays and extended responses, as well as help with essential writing 
skills useful in most other assessments. No matter how well you know your subject, 
you will not get top marks if you cannot communicate your understanding in 
fluent, well-structured writing. This book explains not just what to do, but why!

▶  Helpful exercises to build up essential skills in answering the question,
summarising, organising data, planning and paragraphing

▶  Sample essays, including a sample exam essay, with explanations relating
to the Common module—Texts and Human Experiences—for HSC Standard
and Advanced English

▶ Tips on tackling both extended responses and shorter examination questions
▶  A method for improving your study and your writing at the same time

Excel HSC Essay Writing Made Easy focuses primarily on the compulsory 
HSC English, but also includes guidance on writing skills in other disciplines to 
help students achieve the best results in subjects such as Economics, Science 
and History. The book is designed for students wanting to refresh their skills or 
struggling with formal writing at the Senior High School level.

We choose the most experienced authors for the Excel series to ensure our study 
guides are of the highest quality.

Stephen McLaren, PhD, MA (Syd), Dip Ed, BA (Comms), taught English and Communications 
in the TAFE system for many years before going on to teach writing and literacy studies at 
Macquarie, Wollongong and Western Sydney Universities. This is the latest edition of his 
very successful Excel HSC Essay Writing Made Easy. Stephen also wrote a popular 
advanced version of this book for undergraduate students, Easy Writer: A Student’s Guide to 
Writing Essays and Reports, which was also published by Pascal Press.

HSC 
Essay Writing 

Made Easy

Excel
Get the Results you Want!

Stephen McLaren
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YEAR 12 ESSAY WRITING MADE EASY

DESIGNED TO MAKE THE BEST USE
DESIGNED TO MAKE THE BEST USE

OF EVERY MINUTE OF YOUR STUDY TIME

B R A N D  N E W  E D I T I O N

Pascal Press
PO Box 250 Glebe NSW 2037
(02) 8585 4044
www.pascalpress.com.au

ISBN 978-1-74125-688-8
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l3	Up-to-date coverage of Studies of Religion I and Studies of Religion II courses:

l Studies of Religion I:  Religion and belief systems in Australia post‑1945 plus all 
five Religious Tradition Depth Studies: Buddhism, Christianity, Hinduism, Islam 
and Judaism.

l Studies of Religion II:  all of the above topics plus Religion and non‑religion &  
Religion and peace.

l3	Syllabus outcomes with easy-to-understand explanations on each chapter title 
page—cut through the jargon and understand exactly what’s required of you!

l3	All main headings in each chapter (1.1, 2.1, etc.) are directly from the syllabus, 
word for word—this way you can easily match the Excel guide to the syllabus!

l3	An alphabetical list of all the Key definitions and concepts you should know for 
each chapter—an efficient way of learning all the definitions in one go!

l3	A Chapter syllabus checklist with every syllabus dot point listed in checklist form 
for each chapter—a fantastic way of testing that you know all the work!

l3	Hundreds of Key Concept questions with answers—questions that test your recall 
of knowledge in each chapter!

l3	HSC-type questions for every section in each chapter with clock icons to tell you 
how much time you will have to answer questions in the HSC—this way you can 
test yourself on HSC-type questions under HSC-type time pressure!

l3	Examiner comments and Examiner Maximiser features plus answers to all 
HSC-type questions—all you need to answer HSC-type questions! 

l3	Two Sample HSC Examinations with Examiner Comments and Examiner 
Maximiser features plus answers—not one but two up-to-date sample papers!

l3	The Excel syllabus summary notes: a detachable section at the end of the guide, 
where every single syllabus dot point of each chapter is summarised for you—a 
comprehensive and compact summary of the whole course in 36 pages!

Pascal Press
PO Box 250 Glebe NSW 2037
(02) 8585 4044
www.pascalpress.com.au

Conquer the syllabus 
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NSW Vic. Qld ACT WA SA Tas. NT

Year 
3

NAPLAN Tests
• May

NAPLAN Tests
• May

NAPLAN Tests
• May

NAPLAN Tests
• May

NAPLAN Tests
• May

NAPLAN Tests
• May

NAPLAN Tests
• May

NAPLAN Tests
• May

Year 
4

Opportunity 
Class 
Placement Test
• July
ACER 
Scholarship 
Tests (Primary 
Level)
• February

ACER 
Scholarship 
Tests (Primary 
Level)
• February

ACER 
Scholarship 
Tests (Primary 
Level)
• February

ACER 
Scholarship 
Tests (Primary 
Level)
• February

ACER 
Scholarship 
Tests (Primary 
Level)
• March

ACER 
Scholarship 
Tests (Primary 
Level)
• February

ACER 
Scholarship 
Tests (Primary 
Level)
• February

ACER 
Scholarship 
Tests (Primary 
Level)
• February

Year 
5

NAPLAN Tests
• May

NAPLAN Tests
• May

NAPLAN Tests
• May

NAPLAN Tests
• May

NAPLAN Tests
• May

NAPLAN Tests
• May

NAPLAN Tests
• May

NAPLAN Tests
• May

Year 
6

Selective 
High School 
Placement 
Test
• March
ACER 
Scholarship 
Tests 
(Secondary 
Level 1)
• February

ACER 
Scholarship 
Tests 
(Secondary 
Level 1)
• February

ACER 
Scholarship 
Tests 
(Secondary 
Level 1)
• February

ACER 
Scholarship 
Tests 
(Secondary 
Level 1)
• February

ACER 
Scholarship 
Tests 
(Secondary 
Level 1)
• March

ACER 
Scholarship 
Tests 
(Secondary 
Level 1)
• February

ACER 
Scholarship 
Tests 
(Secondary 
Level 1)
• February

ACER 
Scholarship 
Tests 
(Secondary 
Level 1)
• February

Year 
7

NAPLAN Tests
• May

NAPLAN Tests
• May

NAPLAN Tests
• May
Scholarship 
Tests
• May

NAPLAN Tests
• May

NAPLAN Tests
• May
Scholarship 
Tests
• April–May

NAPLAN Tests
• May
Scholarship 
Tests
• March– 

April

NAPLAN Tests
• May

NAPLAN Tests
• May

Year 
8

ACER 
Scholarship 
Tests 
(Secondary 
Level 2)
• February

ACER 
Scholarship 
Tests 
(Secondary 
Level 2)
• February

ACER 
Scholarship 
Tests 
(Secondary 
Level 2)
• February

ACER 
Scholarship 
Tests 
(Secondary 
Level 2)
• February

ACER 
Scholarship 
Tests 
(Secondary 
Level 2)
• March

ACER 
Scholarship 
Tests 
(Secondary 
Level 2)
• February

ACER 
Scholarship 
Tests 
(Secondary 
Level 2)
• February

ACER 
Scholarship 
Tests 
(Secondary 
Level 2)
• February

Year 
9

NAPLAN Tests
• May

NAPLAN Tests
• May

NAPLAN Tests
• May

NAPLAN Tests
• May

NAPLAN Tests
• May

NAPLAN Tests
• May

NAPLAN Tests
• May

NAPLAN Tests
• May

Year 
10

ACER 
Scholarship 
Tests 
(Secondary 
Level 3)
• February

ACER 
Scholarship 
Tests 
(Secondary 
Level 3)
• February

ACER 
Scholarship 
Tests 
(Secondary 
Level 3)
• February

ACER 
Scholarship 
Tests 
(Secondary 
Level 3)
• February

ACER 
Scholarship 
Tests 
(Secondary 
Level 3)
• March

ACER 
Scholarship 
Tests 
(Secondary 
Level 3)
• February

ACER 
Scholarship 
Tests 
(Secondary 
Level 3)
• February

ACER 
Scholarship 
Tests 
(Secondary 
Level 3)
• February

Year 
11

TCE Exams
• November

Year 
12

Trial HSC 
Exams
• August 
HSC Exams
• October–

November

VCE Exams 

• June and 
November

SEEs 

• October–
December

AST 

• September

TEE Exams 

• November

SACE Exams 

• October–
November

TCE Exams 

• November

NTCE Exams 

• November

Statewide test dates for Years 3–12
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